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The relationship between climate and terrestrial ecosystems is a two way feedback. The potential
impact of land-cover on climate is becoming better established in land surface climatology (McKellar
et al. 2009, Abiodun et al. 2008; Pielke et al. 2007) but the climate models seem to have dealt with
only one side of the feedback as the influence of climate on land-cover is not well addressed. Globally,
there is little information about how possible effects of climate change on local ecosystems and natural
resource systems will be propagated across space and time and what the shift would be on the pattern
of agrarian land-use and settlement systems. These need be better understood in the context of today’s
need for climate mitigation and context specific adaptation measures. Rainfall and temperature changes
strongly influence the presence and distribution of specific ecosystems, species, as well as pattern of
natural resource systems. These changes could also trigger spatial reorganization of agrarian land-use
and settlement systems and access to livelihood resource in poor societies that rely on rain-fed
agriculture and the natural resource systems. Dynamic simulation of projection of climate impact on
land-cover requires, in addition to the physical drivers, a good understanding of the human drivers of
change. Land change models developed by integration of remote sensing and GIS have the capacity to
potentially compliment climate models in studying climate-ecology relations and feedbacks especially
at local spatial scales. This study attempts to model the possibility of climate change becoming a
dominant driver of ecosystems change with potentials to define the pattern and trajectory of land-use
and cover change across space and time in a rain-fed subsistence agriculture dependent landscape.
Methodology

Classified land-cover images for 1986, 2000 and 2006 derived from Landsat Geocover data formed the base
land-cover data. Using the 1986 and 2006 land-cover images, Markov probability matrix, transition areas, and
conditional probability maps were generated. Change drivers which include present and projected future

climate (rainfall and maximum temperature from observed data and downscaled values), agricultural
potential of soil, forest reserves/protected area, population density, elevation, slope, and aspect were
used as factor inputs to build composite land-cover change suitability maps using multi-criteria analysis
for each of the 13 land-cover categories. The combination of the suitability maps, transition areas and
Markov conditional probability maps was input into Idrisi’s dynamic CA_Markov model. Future land-

cover was simulated from 2006 to 2046 under present and future climate scenarios. Simulation was carried out
using 1-year time step for 2016 and 2026, and 2-year time step for 2036 and 2046. For all model runs the

standard 5 by 5 contiguity filter was used. Contiguity filters down-weights the suitabilities of pixels far
from existing areas of that class (as of that iteration) such that preference is given to contiguous
suitable areas. The result was also validated by simulating the 2006 land-cover and compared it with the

Landsat-derived land-cover map for the same year.

Results
Although present climate trend shows little warming for temperature and no clear trend for rainfall,
future climate scenario suggests a significant decline in rainfall (about 4mm/month/decade), the
collapse of the bi-modal rainfall pattern, but now with elongated rainy season, and a rise (0.02oc per
/month/decade) in mean monthly maximum temperature that is lower than present. This is also
reflected in differential pattern of rainfall and temperature anomalies under both present and future
climate scenario.

Fig 1: Comparison of percent coverage of some landuse/landcover categories under present climate
(PC) and future climate (FC) scenarios
Present land-cover statistics suggest an increase in the extent of canopy ecosystems between 1986 and
2006. Within this period, forest increased from 13.5% to 15.6% and woodland from 19.7% to 32%.
Under present climate scenario forest is projected to increase to 18% in 2016 and decline to about 15%
from 2026 to 2046, while woodland is expected to decline to 20.7% in 2016 and stabilize around 23%
from 2036 to 2046. Under future climate scenario, forest is projected to decline faster from 20% in
2016 to about 15% from 2036 to 2046, and woodland increases from 15% in 2016 to about 19% in
2046 which suggests a transition from forest to woodlands (Fig 1). The spatial pattern of simulated
land-cover changes suggests that galleria forest - a signature of the drier savannah – will likely become
the dominant forest type under future climate scenario, while shrub and grassland will likely be much
more widespread. This is in agreement with the possibility that as the wooded savannah gets drier, the
nature and pattern of ecology will correspondingly change to reflect the new drier environment.
Although urban area is projected to increase from 1.45% in 2006 to 5.36% in 2046 under both present
and future climate scenarios, the spatial pattern of growth is projected to be different in both cases.
Under present climate scenario the growth trajectory is projected for the western corridor, especially in
the upper reaches of Ogun River, while the middle areas especially at the fringes of protected forests is
projected to be the trajectory under future climate scenario.
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An extensive data set on net primary production (NPP) in China’s forests is analysed
with two novel, semi-empirical models based on the light use efficiency (LUE) and
water use efficiency (WUE) concepts, respectively. Results are shown to be broadly
consistent with other data sets (grassland NPP; globally extrapolated gross primary
production, GPP) and published analyses. But although both models describe the data
equally well, they predict notably different responses to [CO2] and temperature. These
are illustrated by sensitivity tests in which [CO2] is kept constant or doubled,
year-round temperatures are kept constant or increased by 3.5 K, and precipitation is
changed by ± 10%. Precipitation changes elicit similar responses in both models. The
[CO2] response of the WUE model is much larger but is probably an overestimate for
dense vegetation as it assumes no increase in runoff; while the [CO2] response of the
LUE model is probably too small for sparse vegetation as it assumes no increase in
vegetation cover. In the LUE model warming reduces total NPP with the strongest
effect in South China, where the growing season cannot be further extended. In the
WUE model warming increases total NPP, again with the strongest effect in South
China, where abundant water supply preclude stomatal closure. The qualitative
differences between the two formulations illustrate a potential cause of the large
differences (even in sign) in the global NPP response of dynamic global vegetation
models to [CO2] and climate change. As it is not clear which response is more realistic,
the issue needs to be resolved experimentally.
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The Asian monsoon system is an important natural driver of ecosystem carbon and water
exchanges in Asia and is being altered by anthropogenic forcings. The Asian monsoon is
accompanied by heavy rainfall and typhoons in the main growing season, thus acting as a
natural disturbance to forests in Asia. In this study, we report the observational evidences
between the Asian monsoon and carbon/water exchanges at the forest-atmosphere interface.
Then, we discuss their implications in modeling carbon and water exchanges in local,
regional, and global spatial scales.
Fig. 1 shows temporal variation of the observed and simulated LAI. The most distinct bias of
the simulated LAI is the stationarity of the LAI during the summer monsoon period. That is,
the phenology model simulates the equilibrium state of the LAI during the summer growing
season, indicating that the monsoon disturbance accompanied by strong winds and heavy
rainfall is not properly captured in the model. Such a bias in plant phenology is the main
cause of the overestimation of the modeled GPP after the summer monsoon season.
In addition, wavelet coherence spectra indicates that the model is also not able to capture the
impact of this disturbance on the functioning of the ecosystem, even though the model is
driven by the observed LAI showing the drop-regeneration pattern (i.e., the dynamic global
vegetation model (DGVM) was deactivated). In comparison with the coherence spectra
obtained by the observations, the coherence spectra between the modeled fluxes and the LAI
have a wide area with a much higher correlation, indicating that the simulated fluxes are much
more sensitive to changes in the LAI. Moreover, the model does not show the apparent
spectral gaps in the 6- and 8-month bands in the observed coherence spectra.
The model also does not effectively simulate the time lags found between ecosystem carbon
and water fluxes and the LAI. That is, the modeled fluxes instantaneously respond to changes
in the LAI (i.e., horizontal arrows pointing toward the left or right) but the observed fluxes
require some time to respond to changes in the LAI (e.g., arrows pointing slightly downwards
or upwards). With regard to this time lag, the model does not show any difference in
microbial soil respiration between the two simulations using the different temporal evolutions
of LAI. We speculate that ecosystem processes having relatively longer time scales, such as a
carbon pool, are not yet well represented in the model. To remedy such bias of the ecosystem
model, we incorporate a new numerical parameterization into the global climate model,
HadGEM (Fig.2). Our simulation shows that our new scheme makes an improvement on the
simulation of terrestrial carbon cycle and precipitation, especially in the East Asia (Fig. 2).
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Fig 1. Time series of the observed and simulated LAI

	
  

	
  
Fig. 2. The mean amount of precipitation over the East Asia and the globe. TRIF is the default
simulation, PHENOL is the simulation using the new parameterization suggested in this study,
and CAMP is the output of Climate Prediction Center Merged Analysis of Precipitation.
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Abstract
Nearly 70% of earth’s land surface is covered with hills and mountains.
These complex terrains create many difficulties in the understanding of land
ecosystem-atmosphere exchanges, such as the introduction of pollutants into the
atmosphere, and the transfer of water and carbon dioxide between soil,
vegetation, and the atmosphere. Particularly, these complex terrains create
difficult conditions for eddy-flux measurements in calm nights. The
non-turbulent fluxes missed by the eddy-flux tower technique are called
advection errors, caused by complex terrain and heterogeneous vegetation. The
advection errors are significant in nighttime (Goulden et al., 1996;). Networks of
flux towers are now vital to providing the empirical constraint required for
accurate regional and global carbon budget modeling. However, advection caused
by topography and surface heterogeneity remains a serious obstacle to routine
24 hour operation for eddy flux towers (Finnigan, 2006). A few studies have
measured the advection fluxes by multiple-tower experiments (Feigenwinter et
al., 2008; Yi et al., 2008).
Here we report some numerical modeling results on advection issues. We
have tested the geometry effects of forested hills on advection fluxes by
computational fluid dynamics (CFD). Our results show that: (1) recirculation
regions formed on the leeward side of forested hills create complex patterns of
air flow and CO2 transport; (2) depths of recirculation regions are closely related
to the geometry of forested hills; (3) advection fluxes vary significantly from the
windward side to the leeward side; and (4) advection errors are not proportional
to the size of the hills, although this may vary; it is however, related the geometry
of forested hills.
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In their most recent assessment report, the Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change (2007) states
that aerosols have a potentially significant cooling effect in global warming. Additionally, there is an
increasing public concern e.g. about the health effects of fine particles. In order to investigate these and
many other unknowns related to both primary and secondary particle formation and growth, aerosol
dynamical models are often applied.
The original UHMA (University of Helsinki Multicomponent Aerosol) model was developed for
studies of tropospheric new particle formation in clear sky conditions (Korhonen et al., 2004). The sizesegregated, sectional box model included all basic aerosol dynamical processes: nucleation,
condensation, coagulation and dry deposition, and has been used quite extensively and successfully to
study new particle formation characteristics particularly in the boreal forest environment of Hyytiälä,
Finland.
Since the first UHMA description paper (Korhonen et al., 2004), the program code has evolved due to
e.g. addition of new minor processes, such as organic nucleation (Vuollekoski et al., 2010) and snow
scavenging (Kyrö et al., 2009) parameterizations, which have both proven reasonable.
From a more technical perspective, the program code has gone through significant changes. For
example, the coagulation coefficients are now recalculated only after significant changes in the sizes of
particle bins have occurred, which typically causes a drastic reduction in computing time.
The new version is capable of directly using measurement and other input data to e.g. continuously set
the vapor concentrations or initialize the particle distribution.
The condensation routine has been partially rewritten in an effort to describe the discrete general
dynamic equation governing particle dynamics more accurately. As a result, all model dynamics are
now described by differential equations, which makes the adaptation of differential equation solvers
easier. In addition to the original Euler forward, the current version also includes the algorithms known
as Euler–Cauchy and the 4th order Runge–Kutta. The improved condensation routine also includes a
safety check: the time step of the model is automatically lowered, if too high growth rates threaten the
numerical stability of the model.
The most significant difference between the original UHMA and the new version, aptly dubbed
UHMAEMO, is, however, in structure: the code has been divided in more, shorter source files, and is
now completely modularized. There are no global variables that would be visible outside of the scope
of each function. Instead, all important variables are input and output via ad hoc data types. This means
that UHMAEMO can be coupled with the majority of e.g. meteorological and chemical models with
little effort.
Currently, UHMAEMO is being coupled with a chemistry module in an effort to create a detailed box
model, as well as with chemical, emission and meteorological modules aiming for regional models.
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Introduction: Modeling of reaction systems has its own importance in ecological researches.
The research is impossible without new methods of mathematical simulation and high
technologies which allow not only to explain results of experiments but also to predict
dynamics of processes.
Modeling as a method of analysis of dynamic processes has the following scheme (Fig. 1).
There are several models which can describe the same original object. It depends on the
modeling aim. Modeling of dynamic processes by mathematical means leads to the system of
the differential and algebraic equations which can be stiff when we deal with a wide
spectrum of time characteristics of reactionary system components. Although many special
methods have been developed to integrate stiff systems of differential equations, there remain
problems governed by such enormously varying time scales that existing methods are
inefficient or produce spurious solutions. A novel method is developed which is insensitive
to stiffness [1,5].
Kinetic analysis of reaction mechanisms requires development of novel programs with
modern possibilities[4]. There is a great demand for programming with interface. Using such
programs allows the user to research and find solutions without knowing internal structure of
the program.
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Fig.1. The scheme of building a model of the dynamic process
Software Package: The package of the computing program for the kinetic analysis of
reaction mechanisms is presented. The program has dialog based interface (Fig. 2).
After entering input data the program parses inputted parameters and makes system of the
differential equations which can be both stiff and non-stiff. Then the program integrates the
system of the differential equations with developed novel algorithm. Program also provides
ability to select or add a new method of integration. The comparative representation of
different numerical integration methods is discussed in [2].

Illustrative example: The program is tested on different illustrative examples, for instance
Chapman mechanism relating to the kinetics of atmosphere ozone conversion which
appropriate system of differential equations has the following form
 dx1
 dt  k1 x1 x 2  k 2 x1 x3  2k 3 x 2  k 4 x3 ,

 dx 2
 k1 x1 x 2  2k 2 x1 x3  k 3 x 2  k 4 x3 ,

dt

 dx3
 dt  k1 x1 x 2  k 2 x1 x3  k 4 x3 .


(1)

where x1=[O], x2=[O2], x3=[O3].
For applying suggested method the system (1) should be presented in the following form
dxi
 gi (t ) xi  pi (t ) , where g i (t )  g i ( x1 , x 2 , , x n ), pi (t )  pi ( x1 , x 2 , , x n ).
dt

(2)

For solving the system (2) the program does the following operations:
 The interval [0,T] splits in m sub-intervals, with  1 ,  2 , , m points.
 In those sub-intervals chooses the integration step and makes approximation.
 The solution accurates with iteration scheme.
The calculation result of kinetics of atmosphere ozone conversion is shown in Fig 3.

lg(cm3/part∙s)

lg(O3)

lg(O)

lg(time)

Fig. 2. Program package main window

Fig. 3. Dependence of lg(O3) and lg(O) on
lg(time) for ozone conversion kinetics

Conclusions: Automation of modeling kinetic analysis of reaction mechanisms is discussed.
A new program package for solving research problems of ecology is suggested. A new
method of numerical integration which can solve stiff and non-stiff differential equations
systems is included. The program is tested on different illustrative examples [3]. The
Chapman mechanism relating to the kinetics of atmosphere ozone conversion is discussed.
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Land-atmosphere interactions play a critical role in determining the diurnal evolution of both
planetary boundary layer (PBL) and land surface temperature and moisture states. The degree of
coupling between the land surface and PBL in numerical weather prediction and climate models
remains largely unexplored and undiagnosed due to the complex interactions and feedbacks
present across a range of scales. Further, uncoupled systems or experiments (e.g., the Project for
Intercomparison of Land Parameterization Schemes, PILPS) may lead to inaccurate water and
energy cycle process understanding by neglecting feedback processes such as PBL-top
entrainment. In this study, a framework for diagnosing local land-atmosphere coupling (LoCo) is
presented using a coupled mesoscale model with a suite of PBL and land surface model (LSM)
options along with observations during the summers of 2006/7 in the U.S. Southern Great Plains.
Specifically, the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model has been coupled to NASA's
Land Information System (LIS), which provides a flexible and high-resolution representation and
initialization of land surface physics and states. A range of diagnostics exploring the links and
feedbacks between soil moisture and precipitation are examined for the dry/wet extremes of this
region, along with the sensitivity of PBL-LSM coupling to perturbations in soil moisture. As
such, this methodology provides a potential pathway to study factors controlling local landatmosphere coupling (LoCo) using the LIS-WRF system, which is serving as a testbed for LoCo
experiments to evaluate coupling diagnostics within the community.
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Globally plants are the primary sink of atmospheric CO2, but are also the major contributor of
a large spectrum of atmospheric reactive hydrocarbons such as terpenes (e.g. isoprene) and
other biogenic volatile organic compounds (BVOC). The prediction of plant carbon (C)
uptake and atmospheric oxidation capacity are crucial to define the trajectory and
consequences of global environmental changes. To achieve this, the biosynthesis of BVOC
and the dynamics of C allocation and translocation in both plants and ecosystems need to be
understood [1].
We combined tunable diode laser absorption spectrometry (TDLAS) and proton transfer
reaction mass spectrometry (PTR-MS) for studying isoprene biosynthesis and following C
fluxes within grey poplar (Populus x canescens) saplings. This was achieved by feeding either
13
CO2 to leaves or 13C-glucose to shoots via xylem uptake. The translocation of 13CO2 from
the source to other plant parts could be traced by 13C-labeled isoprene and respiratory 13CO2
emission.
In intact plants, assimilated 13CO2 was rapidly translocated via the phloem to the roots within
1 hour, with an average phloem transport velocity of 20.3  2.5 cm h-1. 13C label was stored in
the roots and partially reallocated to the plants’ apical part one day after labeling, particularly
in the absence of photosynthesis. The daily C loss as BVOC ranged between 1.6% in mature
leaves and 7.0% in young leaves. Non-isoprene BVOC accounted under light conditions for
half of the BVOC C loss in young leaves and one-third in mature leaves. The C loss as
isoprene originated mainly (76–78%) from recently fixed CO2, to a minor extent from xylemtransported sugars (7–11%) and from photosynthetic intermediates with slower turnover rates
(8–11%).
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The CSIRO Atmosphere Biosphere Land Exchange (CABLE), served as a community
land model, is used by the Australian Climate Community Climate Earth System
Simulator (ACCESS). In this study, we focus on exploring the skill of this land model
in simulating energy and water cycles and their interactions at different temporal and
spatial scales. At first, we force the model with three-hourly 10-yr meteorological
forcing data from the Global Soil Wetness Project (GSWP) and compare the global
terrestrial energy and water budgets and the composition of evapotranspiration in the
model against the GSWP multi-model climatology (GSWP_mmc). At global scale,
CABLE offers a very good agreement with GSWP_mcc in partitioning total
precipitation into surface evapotranspiration and total runoff. Results are also
compared favorably with observed evaporation and runoff data. Furthermore, it
produces similar features of decomposing total evapotranspiration into bare soil
evaporation, canopy interception and dry canopy transpirations as in GSWP_mcc.
Then extensive sensitivity experiments are conducted to explore key
parameters/processes governing energy and water cycles in the model and how the
model performs in simulating rainfall-runoff relationship against empirical Budyko
equations at selected catchments and under different vegetation conditions. At
interannual and decadal time scales, we have further conducted 50-yr model offline
experiments using another set of global six-hourly forcing data and assessed the
model-simulated trends in runoff and evapotranspiration against some observed
results over selected regions, including factors contributing to the rapid runoff decline
in southwest of Western Australia.
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More reliable estimates of carbon (C) stock within forest ecosystems and C emission
induced by deforestation are urgently needed to mitigate the impact of emissions on
climate change. A process-based terrestrial biogeochemical model (VISIT: Vegetation
Integrative SImulator for Trace gases) evaluates the atmosphere–ecosystem exchange
and internal dynamics of C at a daily time step (Fig 1). In this study, the model was
applied to three types of tropical primary forest in Southeast Asia: a seasonal dry
evergreen (DEF) and deciduous (DEF) forests in Thailand and a rainforest in Malaysia
(RF). We estimated the C budget of tropical ecosystems, including the impacts of
land-use conversion from forest to plantation. The VISIT model was improved in terms
of soil water content by replacing a conventional bucket model by a more mechanistic
model including Darcy’s law. For each soil types, the unsaturated hydraulic
conductivity was calculated by saturated conductivity and water field pore space, which
was calculated by solid ratio and water content of soils (Table 1). It was found that the
soil water content estimation was improved by introducing Darcy's law. Especially, the
modification of VISIT model enabled us to properly estimate the difference between
soil types in the same area (e.g., DEF and DDF in Thailand). In the case of DEF, soil
carbon content estimated using Darcy’s law was significantly higher than the result
using the bucket model, because higher soil water content decreased litter and humus
decomposition in VISIT model. These results could have resulted in overestimation of
soil carbon stocks, and therefore precise estimation of soil water content and
decomposition rate is more important in estimating soil carbon stocks than expected.

Fig 1. Schematic diagram of VISIT.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
 

Fig 2. Difference of the estimated soil water contents between bucket model
and Darcy’s law in (a) DEF and DDF in Thailand and (b) RF in Malaysia.

CONDITIONS TO SPIN-UP A LSM USING A FEW MONTHS INSTEAD OF
ONE YEAR OVER NEW ZEALAND
Yang Yang, Michael Uddstrom
National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research (NIWA), Wellington, New
Zealand
y.yang@niwa.co.nz

Soil moisture plays an important role in land surface processes and the land-air
interactions. To simulate reliable soil moisture by a land surface model (LSM), one
need to set a time period (spin-up-period) to integrate the LSM for one or more cycles
of the spin-up-period until an equilibrium state is reached. The adjusting process of a
LSM to its external forcing is called spin-up. The best spin-up is to allow a LSM to
integrate for as long as possible before the start of an experimental period.
Alternatively, one may use one year as the spin-up-period to spin-up a LSM if many
years of forcing data are not available. However, for special cases with only a few
months forcing data, can one use a few months instead of one year as the spin-upperiod? What are the conditions? To answer these questions, we have run a LSM for 1
August 2008 – 31 July 2010 at 4 sites over New Zealand with widely different annual
rainfall amount and soil textures. Three groups with six spin-up tests each were
conducted at each site with only differences in the spin-up-periods, ranging from 2
months to 1 year (Table 1).
For the 4 sites, only at one can significant differences in simulated soil moisture (or
equilibrium state) occur between some different short spin-up-period tests and CTRL
with one year as the spin-up-period. Further tests showed that similar features at this
site repeated at the other 3 stations if the rainfall rates were reduced to a suitable
proportion of the recorded values.
Further sensitivity tests were conducted by changing the rainfall rates (or annual
rainfall amount) at each site for both CTRL and the short spin-up-period tests in the
same group. Analysis showed that quite large absolute differences (ADs) in simulated
soil moisture between CTRL and a short spin-up-period test occurred in an annual
rainfall window of 300 – 1000 mm. At each side of the window, the ADs were very
sensitive to the annual rainfall amount. Outside the annual rainfall window, the ADs
were very small and not sensitive to the annual rainfall amount, indicating almost the
same equilibrium state for both tests. However, differences were found in the
maximum ADs and their corresponding rainfall windows among stations and among
groups, indicating the effects of soil texture and other surface meteorological forcing
data in addition to rainfall. These effects indeed affected evaporation. Thus, a E/R
ratio (the total evaporation accumulation to total rainfall accumulation during the
spin-up-period at the last spin-up cycle) was suggested. A E/R ratio smaller than 1 (≤
0.95) represented a wet spin-up-period with a wet equilibrium state. A E/R ratio very
close to and equal to 1 actually represented a dry spin-up-period with a dry
equilibrium state.
Further analysis showed that the E/R ratios could be used to well determine whether
or not a short spin-up-period instead of one year can be used to spin-up a LSM. Large
differences in the simulated soil moisture between CTRL and a spin-up test occurred
if one of them was very close 1 and the other was far from 1 ( smaller than 0.95). If
both the E/R ratios were very close 1 (0.99 or 1), the differences decreased
dramatically. If both the E/R ratios were significantly lower than 1 (equal or lower

than 0.9), the differences were very small, indicating that a few months can be used to
spin-up a LSM instead of one year.
In the reality, when one forced to use a few months to spin-up a LSM for shorter than
one year forcing data, the E/R ratio for the CTRL of course cannot be determined.
From this study it is suggested that a few months can be used to spin-up a LSM if the
annual rainfall is higher than 900 mm and the E/R ratio during the short period is
lower than 0.9 over New Zealand and other areas with almost the same climate
regime as New Zealand. For extreme dry areas with annual rainfall less than 300 mm,
a few months may be used if the E/R ratio during that period is very close to 1.
Regarding the differences in the simulated soil moisture between CTRL and a short
spin-up-periods for annual rainfall around 800 - 900 mm, our study showed spin-upperiods ending in winter is better than ending in summer over New Zealand.
Table 1. The spin-up-periods set for each spin-up test of the three test groups.
CTRL SPINUP_1 SPINUP_2 SPINUP_3 SPINUP_4 SPINUP_5
12 months 10 months 8 months
6 months
4 months
2 months
Group
_1

1 Feb. 09
to
1 Feb. 10

1 Apr. 09
to
1 Feb. 10

1 Jun. 09
to
1 Feb. 10

1 Aug. 09
to
1 Feb. 10

1 Oct. 09
to
1 Feb. 10

1 Dec. 09
to
1 Feb. 10

Group
_2

1 Aug. 08
to
1 Aug. 09

1 Oct. 08
to
1 Aug. 09

1 Dec. 08
to
1 Aug. 09

1 Feb. 09
to
1 Aug. 09

1 Apr. 09
to
1 Aug. 09

1 Jun. 09
to
1 Aug. 09

Group
_3

1 Aug. 08
to
1 Aug. 09

1 Aug. 08
to
1 Jun. 09

1 Aug. 08
to
1 Apr. 09

1 Aug. 08
to
1 Feb. 09

1 Aug. 08
to
1 Dec. 08

1 Aug. 08
to
1 Oct. 08

CAN A `STATE OF THE ART' CHEMISTRY TRANSPORT MODEL SIMULATE
AMAZONIAN TROPOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY?
Michael P. Barkley1, Paul I. Palmer2, Laurens Ganzeveld3, Almut Arneth4,5, Daniel
Hagberg4, Thomas Karl6, Alex Guenther6, Fabien Paulot7, Paul O. Wennberg7,13, Jingqiu
Mao8, Thomas P. Kurosu9, Kelly Chance9, J.-F. Müller10, Isabelle De Smedt10, Michel Van
Roozendael10, Dan Chen11, Yuxuan Wang11, and Robert M. Yantosca12
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We present an evaluation of a nested high-resolution GEOS-Chem chemistry transport model
simulation of biogenic emissions and tropospheric chemistry over tropical South America.
The model has been constrained with two isoprene emission inventories: (1) the canopy-scale
Model of Emissions of Gases and Aerosols from Nature (MEGAN), and (2) a leaf-scale
algorithm coupled to the Lund-Potsdam-Jena General Ecosystem Simulator (LPJ-GUESS)
dynamic vegetation model; and run using two different chemical mechanisms that contain
alternative treatments of isoprene photo-oxidation. We show that large differences of up to
100 Tg C per year exist between the isoprene emissions predicted by each inventory, with
MEGAN emissions generally higher. Based on our simulations we estimate that tropical
South America (30–85◦W, 14◦N–25◦S) contributes about 15–35% of total global isoprene
emissions. We have quantified the model sensitivity to changes in isoprene emissions,
chemistry, boundary layer mixing, and soil NOx emissions using ground-based and airborne
observations. We find GEOS-Chem has difficulty reproducing several observed chemical
species; typically OH concentrations are underestimated, whilst mixing ratios of isoprene and
its oxidation products are overestimated. The magnitude of model formaldehyde (HCHO)
columns are most sensitive to the choice of chemical mechanism and isoprene emission
inventory. We find GEOS-Chem exhibits a significant positive bias (10–100%) when
compared with HCHO columns from the SCanning Imaging Absorption spectroMeter for
Atmospheric CHartographY (SCIAMACHY) and Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) for
the study year 2006. Simulations that use the more detailed chemical mechanism and/or
lowest isoprene emissions provide the best agreement to the satellite data, since they result in
lower HCHO columns.

AN INTERMEDIATE PROCESS-BASED FIRE PARAMETERIZATION
IN DYNAMIC GLOBAL VEGETATION MODEL
Fang Li, Xiaodong Zeng
Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing 100029,
China
E-mail: lifang@mail.iap.ac.cn

An intermediate process-based fire parameterization has been developed for global
fire simulations. It fits the framework of the Dynamic Global Vegetation Model
(DGVM) which has been a pivot component in Earth System Model (ESM). The fire
parameterization comprises three parts: fire occurrence, fire spread, and fire impact.
Compared with previous intermediate process-based fire parameterization schemes, it
introduces a reasonable estimation about the number of ignition events due to natural
and anthropogenic causes in the fire occurrence part, a self-consistent
parameterization scheme of burned area in the fire spread part, and includes a
parameterization of trace gas and aerosol emissions due to fire in the fire impact part.
In addition, its flexibility in selection of time-step lengths makes the fire
parameterization be easily applied to various DGVMs. The fire parameterization is
then used as a fire module in the improved Community Land Model’s Dynamic
Global Vegetation Model (CLM-DGVM), in order to assess its simulation skill on a
global scale. Results show that the fire parameterization successfully reproduces the
global spatial distribution of burned area fraction and fire carbon emissions. It
outperforms both the old fire parameterization in CLM-DGVM (Levis et al. 2004)
and the commonly used Glob-FIRM parameterization (Thonicke et al. 2001),
especially in the tropics and in the middle-high latitude. Its high skill suggests that the
fire parameterization captures key physical processes of fire and can help to
understand the vegetation-fire-climate interaction on a global scale from an earth
system perspective.
References:
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in Dynamic Global Vegetation Model, JGR-biogeosciences, revised.
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THE UNCERTAINTIES OF ESTABLISHMENT SCHEME AND ITS
DYNAMIC BEHAVIORS IN COMMUNITY LAND MODEL-DYNAMIC
GLOBAL VEGETATION MODEL
Xiang Song (1, 2)
Xiaodong Zeng (1)
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(2) Graduate University of Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China
E-mail: songxiang@mail.iap.ac.cn

Establishment sub-model describes germination of tree seeds and establishment of
seedlings in the dynamic global vegetation models (DGVMs). It usually has two main
impacts on dynamic behaviors of models: (1) at the steady states, establishment
counterbalances the mortality due to light competition, background mortality, heat
stress and fire; (2) during the initial spin-up period, establishment can increase the
individual number as well as the PFT total biomass rapidly, and thereby increase the
fractional coverage. However, due to the complexity of the ecological process and
lack of observation data, current DGVMs use different parameterization schemes, and
the uncertainties of these establishment schemes as well as their dynamic behaviors
remain largely unknown. In this work, two new establishment schemes based on
different physical and ecological senses are introduced into a modified Community
Land Model-Dynamic Global Vegetation Model. The community structure to
different establishment schemes are investigated from three respects, i.e., the
advantage of the dominant woody PFTs in establishment, establishment strategy for
PFTs inferior in competition and impacts of the woody PFTs with low FC. Our results
indicate that establishment scheme has significant effects on community structure,
such as the dominant vegetation and fractional coverage of different plant functional
types (PFTs), through influencing their population densities. Such changes will alter
the ecosystem functioning, and hence have further impacts on climate through the
vegetation -atmosphere feedback.
References:
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EFFECTS OF LAND USE CHANGE, CLIMATE CHANGE AND N
DEPOSITION ON CARBON BUDGET OF CONIFEROUS FORESTS IN
POYANG LAKE BASIN FROM 1981 TO 2008
Shaoqiang Wang1, Yuan Yan1, Hao Nie1, Lei Zhou1, You Zhang1
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Geographic Sciences and Natural Resources Research, CAS, Beijing, China
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Forest is an important component in the research of carbon (C) cycles in which the
processes are influenced by enrichment of atmospheric CO2 concentration, higher air
temperature and nitrogen (N) deposition in the context of global climate change.
Because the area of subtropical plantations is larger than 50% of total planted forests
in China, it is very important to calculate C sequestration potential in China’s
subtropical plantations. Meanwhile, the serious N deposition in southern China can
also affect the forest C sequestration capacity. To analyze C-N-water cycles of
coniferous plantations in Southern China will help us realize the affecting factors and
limitation conditions of forest growth and C sequestration. This study makes use of a
validated process-based model PnET-CN to simulate the coupling of water, C and N
cycling and to analyze carbon budget of coniferous plantation in Poyang Lake Basin
(16.5×104km2) in southern China in responses to climate changes and land use
changes.
This study indicates that the average annual NPP of coniferous forests is 611.6±160.4
gCm-2a-1 in Poyang Lake Basin (Jiangxi Province) from 1981 to 2008. Simulated
annual NEP of coniferous forests is 309±89g gC m-2a-1, which is higher in northern
Jiangxi Province indicating a stronger C sink compared to southern Jiangxi Province.
The mean rate of mineralization, nitrification and nitrate leaching of needleleaf forests
in Poyang Lake Basin is 6.3 ± 2g m-2a-1, 0.04 ± 0.01g m-2a-1 and 1 ± 0.2mg m-2a-1,
respectively. Annual evapotranspiration is 846 ± 200mm, of which the maximum
1035 mm, 464 mm minimum. The spatial pattern of photosynthetic rate of coniferous
forest ecosystem is significant different from evapotranspiration in Poyang Lake
Basin. The area with the highest photosynthetic rate (1135-1237gC m-2a-1) also has
the highest evapotranspiration rate (900mm a-1). In conclusion, both annual NPP and
NEP are significantly affected by annual temperature, while neither of annual NPP
and NEP is significantly affected by precipitation, indicating that annual variation of
temperature is a main factor determining C budget in Poyang Lake basin. Based on
simulation, NEP increases with plantation areas, indicating that coniferous forests
ecosystem played a C sink role in Poyang Lake Basin from 1981-2008.
Key words: forest ecosystem, carbon cycle, PnET model, climate change

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INTERANNUAL VARIATION OF THE
ATMOSPHERIC CO2 CONCENTRATION AND LAND SURFACE PROCESS IN
THE PERIOD OF RECENT EL NIÑO EVENT
Kazuo Mabuchi
Meteorological Research Institute, Japan
kmabuchi@mri-jma.go.jp

In the period from the latter half of 1990s to the early 2000s, two El Niño events have
been occurred (from 1997 to 1998, and from 2002 to 2003). In the carbon dioxide
concentration data observed in situ observatories in the Northern hemisphere, the
concentration values in the warm season indicated relatively high values in 1998 and
2003, and low values in 1997 and 2004. To investigate the reasons of these interannual
variations in the carbon dioxide concentration, two cases numerical simulations using a
land biosphere – atmosphere full couple global climate model were carried out. One
case was the simulation for the period from 1996 to 2000, and another case was from
2001 to 2005.
The atmospheric model used in the experiments has a triangular truncation at
wave number 63 (T63), and employs hybrid vertical coordinates at 21 levels. The
horizontal resolution is 1.875°. The model’s atmospheric prognostic variables are
temperature, specific humidity, divergence and vorticity of the wind, carbon dioxide
concentration in each atmospheric layer, and surface pressure. The
Biosphere-Atmosphere Interaction Model Version 2 (BAIM2) is coupled onto this
general circulation model, and the interactions between land surface vegetation and the
atmosphere are estimated by BAIM2 at each grid-point. BAIM2 is a new terrestrial
ecosystem model [5] [6], in that it has an improved land surface model, based on BAIM
Version 1 [1] [2] [3] [4]. BAIM2 can estimate both the energy fluxes and the carbon dioxide
flux between terrestrial ecosystems and the atmosphere. Photosynthesis processes for C3
and C4 plants are adopted in the model. The carbon storage of the vegetation is divided
into five components: leaves, trunk, root, litter, and soil. The carbon exchanges among
the components of vegetation and the atmosphere, and the carbon dioxide concentration
in the atmosphere, are calculated with other physical processes at each time step of the
fully coupled model integration. The values of some morphological parameters used in
the model are derived from the carbon storage values of the components, and the
phenological changes of vegetation are reproduced by the model. The model can also
predict the accumulation and melting of snow on the leaves and on the ground, and the
freezing and melting of water within the soil.
In each case of five-year experimental simulations, continuous 48-hour time
integrations were performed using 24-hour interval atmospheric reanalysis data for the
atmospheric initial condition. Calculated values of the atmospheric carbon dioxide

concentration and those of physical and biological elements in land area were taken
over during five-year experimental period. The values of SST, carbon dioxide flux
between sea surface and the atmosphere, and the flux of anthropogenic emission of
carbon dioxide were given by the analytical data.
The values of the atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration and those of
precipitation simulated by the model were verified using the observed and analysis data,
and performance of the model was confirmed. Relationship between interannual
variations of the atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration and those of the land surface
elements was investigated. In 1998 and 2003, high surface temperature and low soil
wetness conditions in the Eurasian Continent and in North America, and low downward
short wave radiation condition in East Asia, occurred in the warm season. It is
considered that these climate conditions induced relatively low GPP and NEP values in
the continental scale, and the values of the atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration in
the warm season became relatively high values in these years.
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SIMULATING (1-D)BIOSPHERE-ATMOSPHERE EXCHANGE PROCESSES WITH
A BIOSPHERE MODELLING FRAMEWORK
Rüdiger Grote, Renate Forkel, Ralf Kiese
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Various ecosystem processes that all depend heavily on environmental conditions and thus
will be altered under climate change provide important services for mankind. Many of these
are linked to biosphere-atmosphere exchanges, in particular carbon sequestration (greenhouse
gas balance, biomass production), evaporation (water supply), and air chemistry (air quality).
The latter two furthermore affect regional weather pattern by influencing aerosol formation.
All processes depend not only on environmental drivers but also interact with each other on
various scales. These interactions, however, are generally underestimated because models
tend to concentrate on one or two of these aspects or restrict themselves to short time periods.
An example for neglecting feedback processes is the simulation of air quality (e.g. ozone
concentration). Air chemistry processes are not only triggered by anthropogenic but also
biogenic emissions, which depend on vegetation properties and processes. These biological
boundary conditions vary on different time scales: seconds to hours (e.g. photosynthetic
production), days (phenology), and month to decades (canopy structure). In conventional air
quality models, the dynamics of these properties are only roughly approximated or not
considered at al. On the other hand, most process oriented biosphere models neglect the
impact of atmospheric chemistry processes (e.g. ozone deposition) on photosynthesis or
foliage development. Thus, it is necessary to improve the feedback description between
biosphere and atmosphere in models for climate change impact analysis.
Climate change analysis with coupled biosphere/atmosphere models also need to consider the
impact of various management practices such as land-use change, harvest, fertilization, etc..
This is necessary to provide decision support for management measures that are intended to
mitigate negative climate change impacts or optimize ecosystem functions. A further model
requirement is the ability to be evaluated with measurements carried out to investigate climate
change impacts. Therefore, model output has to be temporally and spatially consist with
measurements.
During the last years, the MOdular BIosphere simuLation Environment (MoBiLE, see Figure
1) has been developed at IMK-IFU. It allows to couple soil process-, vegetation-, and air
chemistry models to analyze responses of biosphere-atmosphere exchanges to changes in
environmental conditions. The model system provides evaporation rates from the soil and
plant, net carbon exchange and sequestration based on various vegetation models (e.g. Grote
et al. 2010, 2011) and the soil process model DNDC (DeNitrificationDeComposition, Li et al.
1992, 2000). Recently, basic parts of the canopy-chemistry model CACHE (Forkel et al.
2006) were added to describe the net exchange of reactive air compounds such as isoprene,
monoterpenes, and ozone. We will show some examples of the impact of interactions between
processes and matter fluxes in the soil, plant and canopy air space. The regional application of
these findings will be discussed with respect to large-scale and long-term climate change
studies.

Figure 1: Ecosystem process groups (in circles) and major processes that represent linkages
between them (commented arrows).
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One of tthe big quesstions for water
w
resourcces manageement is: “W
Where does tthe rain com
me
from?” And perhapps just as im
mportant: “W
Where does evaporation
n go to?” Thhis paper prresents a
summarry of our reccent researcch in the fielld of moistu
ure recyclin
ng1-4 (i.e. evvaporation reeturning
to the laand surface as precipitaation), as weell as it setss out new directions forr future reseearch.
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Quantifying photosynthetic efficiency from satellite-based leaf chlorophyll retrievals
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Photosynthetic efficiency denotes the fraction of light energy conversion during photosynthesis and
as a model parameter strongly controls the magnitude of carbon fluxes simulated within land
surface modeling schemes. Photosynthetic efficiency is affected by a complex interplay of factors
related to species type, plant phenology and physiological condition, nutrient availability and
climate, which results in significant temporal and spatial variability. Nevertheless key land-surface
model controls on photosynthetic efficiency such as the maximum rate of carboxylation (Vcmax) are
typically assigned fixed literature-based values for broad categories of vegetation environments, due
to the lack of appropriate techniques for an accurate representation of their variability in space and
time. Remote and proximal sensing retrievals may represent an alternative and effective technique
to improve the description of the spatio-temporal variability of photosynthetic efficiency. Reference
[1] demonstrated promising utility of aircraft-based leaf chlorophyll (Cab) retrievals for constraining
light-use-efficiency and thus carbon fluxes over the growing season at a corn field exposed to
severe environmental stresses. Here we extend the analysis and report on the utility of Cab retrieved
from remote sensing platforms as a proxy for photosynthetic efficiency and look into methodologies
for exploiting Cab information within the Community Land Model (CLM4) for improved flux
predictability.
Daily time series of Vcmax were derived at selected FLUXNET sites during the growing season by
optimizing CLM4 flux simulations with eddy covariance CO2 flux tower observations. The towercalibrated Vcmax data were then compared to independent estimates of Cab generated by the
REGularized canopy reFLECtance modeling tool (REGFLEC; [2]) using at-sensor radiance
observations from the MEdium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MERIS). This allowed us to
study the effect of land cover type, climate, and plant phenology and physiological condition on the
relationship between Vcmax and Cab at the FLUXNET site level. One of the major challenges to
applying CLM4 over spatial and temporal domains lies in specifying reasonable inputs of
photosynthetic efficiency parameters and the key objective is to work toward a verifiable and
functional Vcmax – Cab relationship for this purpose.
[1] R.Houborg et al., 2011, Remote Sens. Environment, 10.1016/j.rse.2011.02.027
[2] R. Houborg and M.C. Anderson, 2009, J. Appl. Remote Sens., 3, 033528.
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Increases in atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations are predicted to have dramatic
impacts on the climate system during the 21st Century (IPCC, 2007), and with the Arctic
expected to warm more rapidly than most regions. There is evidence that warming is already
occurring at 1ºC per decade in the Arctic (ACIA, 2004). The northern high latitudes are a
major, but currently poorly quantified, store of organic carbon, with perhaps 300-900 GT of
carbon held in Arctic soils (Hobbie et al., 2000). In the past the high latitudes have stored
carbon (as evidenced by these large soil deposits), but it is not known whether the Arctic is
currently gaining (storing) C through enhanced plant growth and soil C inputs, or emitting C
through enhanced soil respiration. The magnitude of C pools will depend on a number of
processes and their interactions: landscape distribution of vegetation, vegetation-soil
processes coupling to hydrology and snow as well as the change in the regional meteorology
that will result from the changing climate.
There is a range of models called Dynamic Vegetation Growth Models (or DVGMs)
that aim to represent these processes. Some of them are used in GCM models and all of them
aspire to represent the large-scale and long-term response of the land surface to changes in
the climate and atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations. A review of some of these
models is given in Sitch et al (2008). In this paper, Sitch et al show that for the current
climate, the models are in rough agreement. For instance, their Table 2, reproduced here as
Table 1, shows greater agreement between models than the range of data (first row).
However, when the models were run into the future, the paper shows strong divergence
among the 5 DVGM models in their terrestrial carbon sinks and sources. This is particularly
true in the Northern Latitude region. In the model experiment reported in Sitch et al (2008),
the models were all given the same patterns of climate (i.e. were run with IMOGEN
(Huntingford and Cox, 2000) calibrated against the Hadley Centre GCM). Despite this, the
models predicted quite different responses of the soil carbon to a change in climate. The
paper (Sitch et al, 2008) notes:
‘All DGVMs simulate increases in vegetation carbon over tundra ecosystems, in response to
climate warming, with longer growing seasons and elevated ambient CO2 levels all of which
stimulate plant production……ORC and TRI simulate large increases in soil carbon storage
in high-northern latitudes, whereas SHE and HYL simulate only moderate increases, and LPJ
a strong decrease. ‘
In addition to this variation, there is also uncertainty about the future physical climate in
northern latitudes. As Sitch et al (2008) also note ‘The DGVMs show more divergence in
their response to regional changes in climate than to increases in atmospheric CO2 content’.

In this study we will quantify how one of the DVGMs used in the previous study (JULES,
Best et al, 2011 and Clark et al, 2011) predicts how the terrestrial carbon stores vary
depending on a range of predicted regional climate variations. The IMOGEN analogue model
has been calibrated against 22 different GCMs. This allows us to explore a wide range of
predicted patterns of climate across the Arctic and how that impacts on the terrestrial carbon
budget. Since only one DVGM will be used in this case, the full range of uncertainty cannot
be explored with this study. However, the additional uncertainty due to the climate variations
can be quantified, which adds to the uncertainty reported by Sitch et al (2008).
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Table 1. Global land carbon budgets for the 1980s and 1990s, expressed as decadal mean
land–atmosphere exchange (Rh-NPP), units are Pg C yr−1
Source
1980s
1990s
IPCC Residual Land
-1.9 (−3.8 to 0.3) -2.6 (−4.3 to
Sink Prentice et al. (2001)
−1.0)
ModelHyLand (HYL)
-1.67
-2.39
Lund–Potsdam–Jena (LPJ)
-1.32
-1.52
ORCHIDEE (ORC)
-1.58
-2.21
Sheffield-DGVM (SHE)
-1.80
-2.75
TRIFFID (TRI)
-1.62
-2.47
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The flow disturbances at the edge of a forest is very important for an interdisciplinary
studies involving ecology, forest management, meteorology, chemistry, etc as all of
them are intercorrelated. Current theories suggest that near a forest edge, when the flow
originates from a forest enters into a large clearing, the flow retains its forest canopy
turbulence structure at the exit point [1]. Besides that, old meteorological data was taken
at man-made clearings surrounded by forest. How representative are these data for the
characteristics above pristine forest? The first meteorological station installed above
tropical forest without disturbance was made by [2] at the top of 42m tower. Thus, the
flow at forest and clearing areas can be simulated inside wind tunnel with an apparatus
design like a cavity or canyon: the top surface at left and right can be seemed as a tall
forest, being its height represented by H. The length of the clearing (which can be a
pasture in Amazonia) is a depression or hole and its length can be represented by a
multiple of H. These experiments can be especially important for studies of the vertical
exchange of heat, mass and momentum and their impact on the atmospheric chemistry
studies.
In order to gain insights of the coupling of the flow between forest and clearing areas, a
series of experiments were made inside an atmospheric wind tunnel. For the
measurements, 2 different techniques were used: the Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV)
– which get a picture of the whole flow (see Fig.1) and Hot Wire Anemometry (HWA)
– which measures the windspeed (time series) at a specific point. The wind tunnel used
was a closed circuit one although the test section is open. All the simulations were bidimensional.
The measurements (PIV and HWA) were made for 3 different sizes of the cavity: length
was 4H, 6H and 8H, where H is the height of the cavity (4.3 cm). The maximum
windspeed is around 30 m/s but the measurements were made for windspeed ranging
from 2 up to 10 m/s, which represents the usual values in Amazonia [3]. The Reynolds
number of these conditions was 104, lower than it is normally observed in the real
atmosphere (106) [4]. The windprofiles using HWA was made at 3 positions for the
cavity 4H, 5 positions for cavity 6H and 7 positions for the cavity 8H. The vertical
profile was constructed with measurements at 10 levels ( 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.0, 1.1,
1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 H).

Fig 1. Atmospheric flow for the cavity 6H and windspeed 10m/s (left); windspeed
profile. (right top) and turbulent intensity (right bottom).

The windprofile at the entrance of the section teste (position 50-60) presents the
characteristics of a windprofile above a tall forest (rough surface). The wind blows from
the left to right, simulating an atmospheric flow from forest to a clearing and returning
to a forest. Depending on the dimensions of the pasture (represented by the cavity),
there is the formation of a circulation zones, with 1-2 vortices (Fig. 1). The sizes and
intensities of these vortices are associated with the dimensions of the cavity as well as
the external flow. For a cavity/pasture for 8H of length, only 1 vortice is created,
independent of the windspeed above. For a cavity/pasture with 6 H , there are 2 vortices
created and the biggest circulation vortice extended for up ¾ the cavity. Also, the
cavities can reduce significantly the flow above a height H, thus altering the fluxes at
surface (Fig. 1). For a windspeed of 2 m/s, the wind tests showed a reduction of 50%
below the top of canopy (height H) and showed a hyperbolic patter. The turbulent
intensity is around 0.2 at height H, decreasing for higher altitudes to a value of 0.05.
Inside the cavity, there is a sharp decrease at the bottom 2/3 H (representing the depth of
the trees crown), reducing a value of 0.05 close to the surface. This is an ongoing
research trying to access the influence of the size/domain of clearings in Amazonia and
its relation with the flow above forest.
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Mediterranean regions will be particularly sensitive to the impact of climate and land-use changes
on water resources and vegetation productivity. These changes will affect the functioning and the
dynamic of vegetation as well as the regional water and energy balances, with possible feedbacks
on the regional climate. In order to analyze and predict the impact of climate and land-use changes
on vegetation productivity and water balance as well as their interactions at the regional scale, a
critical step is to quantify the uncertainties associated with land surface models (parametrization,
processes) and the data used in these models (atmospheric forcing, vegetation and soil
characteristics, crop management practises...). This paper addresses this issue and aims at assessing
uncertainties in water (evapotranspiration) and energy flux estimates from Soil Vegetation
Atmosphere Transfer (SVAT) models. It focuses on the monitoring of a Mediterranean agricultural
site over a large time period (10 years), encompassing several development cycles of distinct crops
(wheat, sorghum, maize, peas). The investigated sources of uncertainties include:


The uncertainties in capturing spatial and seasonal variability of atmospheric variables
(mainly incoming shortwave radiation, precipitation and air specific humidity) are analyzed
comparing simulations forced with local meteorological measurements and simulations
forced with re-analysis atmospheric dataset (SAFRAN database).



The representation in the SVAT model of crop rotation, and particularly the influence of the
succession of vegetation cover and bare soil on soil moisture and evapotranspiration
estimates, are assessed.
The impact on the SVAT simulations of the accuracy of key surface characteristics (soil,
vegetation, crop management practises) is then tested comparing simulations feeded with
standard values from global reference database (e.g. ECOCLIMAP) and simulations based
on in situ or site calibrated values.



The ISBA model [1] developed at CNRM/Météo France in the SURFEX surface modeling platform
is used in this paper in its A-gs version. ISBA-A-gs [2] simulates the photosynthesis and explicitly
describes its coupling with the stomata conductance. This allows representing the impact of [CO2]
changes and water stress on both the photosynthesis and the canopy conductance. Besides, ISBA-Ags can interactively simulate plant growth and mortality to estimate the time course of the plant
biomass and the Leaf Area Index (LAI). The experiment was conducted at the INRA, Avignon
(France) crop test site (CarboEurope/ICOS site), for which almost 10 years of turbulent fluxes, soil
moisture profile and vegetation measurements are available for distinct crop types.
The uncertainties in evapotranspiration and energy flux estimates are quantified from both multiyear trend analysis and selected daily cycles spanning a range of atmospheric conditions and
phenological stages. Figure 1 and 2 illustrate some preliminary results. While the net radiation flux
is correctly simulated, the latent heat flux is globally under-estimated. However, daily plots indicate
i) an overestimation of evapotranspiration over bare soil probably due to an overestimation of the
soil water reservoir available for evaporation and ii) an under-estimation of transpiration for
developed canopy. This paper will further analyse these simulations investigating:
-

the impact on evapotranspiration estimate of uncertainties in vegetation variables (LAI,

fraction of vegetation, vegetation height) comparing simulations forced with in situ
measurements and simulations where vegetation variables are interactively simulated by the
ISBA-A-gs model,
- the benefits for the radiative balance of accounting for realistic seasonal dynamic of albedo
varying with soil moisture and Leaf Area Index,
- the impact of using calibrated parameters versus standard parameters (ECOCLIMAP) for
key soil and vegetation properties.
Uncertainties in in situ measurements (e.g. eddy covariance flux measurements) will be taken into
account in the analysis. GPP estimates will also be analyzed to interpret the evapotranspiration
uncertainties. Finally, an error budget of the SVAT evapotranspiration estimate will be proposed for
cropland and possible strategies for modeling improvements will be discussed.

Fig 1 : Cumulative energy fluxes over a 7 year period. “ISBA” (plain line) and “Meas” (dotted line)
denote model estimates and in situ measurements, respectively. C(I) indicates the crop cycle (intercycle) starting time.

Fig 2 : Daily course of energy fluxes for bare soil (fig. on the left) and developed (sorghum) canopy
(fig. on the right). The time period encompasses 3 days centered over the given date.
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Processes acting at the interface between the land surface and the atmosphere have a strong
impact on the European summer climate, particularly on extreme events such as heat waves
and droughts (e.g. [1-3]). These processes are to a large extent associated with soil moisture
[4], but also with vegetation processes, since plants' transpiration is the largest contributor to
evapotranspiration in many regions (e.g. [5]). However, the mechanisms inﬂuencing the
effects of vegetation on climate are highly uncertain and possible feedbacks from the
biosphere to the climate are so far insufﬁciently studied.
We investigate here the role of land-atmosphere coupling during droughts in Europe using
regional climate model simulations with COSMO-CLM2, a new version of the COSMO-CLM
regional climate model coupled to NCAR's Community Land Model [6]. COSMO-CLM2
allows for a detailed representation of vegetation-climate interactions including the
representation of plant physiological processes. The set of experiments consists of a control
run (CTL) with interactive soil moisture driven by ERAInterim data and different sensitivity
experiments. We conduct three experiments with prescribed soil moisture, two with extreme
soil moisture (dry and wet) conditions as well as an experiment with soil moisture prescribed
to the mean seasonal cycle from CTL. In addition, we also perform an experiment
investigating the impact of inter-annual varying phenology (leaf area index prescribed by
using a global reanalysis of vegetation phenology [7]).
We first analyze to which extent soil moisture-atmosphere interactions are reproduced in
COSMO-CLM2 and investigate the impact of the representation of detailed vegetation
processes for simulated land-atmosphere feedbacks. The results show that regions of strong
land-atmosphere coupling are clearly limited to southern Europe in COSMO-CLM2, whereas
they are more extended in COSMO-CLM. The patterns in COSMO-CLM2 are found to be
more realistic in comparison with ground observations from the FLUXNET network. A
smaller North-South gradient in latent and sensible heat flux in COSMO-CLM2 is found as the
most likely cause for this clearer distinction between regions with and without strong landatmosphere coupling.
Using the model run with prescribed leaf area index we investigate soil moisture- versus
phenology-climate interactions and study the impacts of phenology on climate, especially
drought events.
Our findings highlight the importance of the correct representation of vegetation processes and
soil hydrology for land-atmosphere feedbacks in a regional climate model.
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Future climate depends not only on the emissions from future fossil fuel burning, but also on
the sink and source strengths of the oceans and the terrestrial biosphere for all greenhouse
gases (GHGs). The three most important GHGs triggering climate change are carbon dioxide
(CO2), methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O). In our study we focus on N2O emissions.
N2O has a long atmospheric life time (150 years), its global warming potential is 298 times
larger than CO2 per kg at a 100 years perspective and it is involved in the destruction of
stratospheric ozone.
N2O is produced in two natural microbial processes: nitrification and denitrification.
Nitrification and denitrification occur mainly in aerobic and anaerobic soil
conditions, respectively. Consequently, N2O emissions are not only highly sensitive to soil
temperature, but depend also significantly on soil moisture conditions, because of its
relevance for the soil oxygen status.
Without drastic reduction of anthropogenic CO2 emissions, the ongoing climate change is
expected to get even more significant during the 21st century. This will in particular lead to
modified surface temperatures and precipitation patterns, which in turn will affect C and N
turnover processes in the terrestrial biosphere and the natural terrestrial release and uptake of
GHGs. N2O emissions will thus be influenced by climate change, and, being a strong GHG,
also feed back to the climate.
To quantify the effect of both temperature and precipitation changes on N 2O emissions, we
perform simulations with JSBACH, the land component of the MPI Earth system model,
which was recently extended by a submodel for the terrestrial nitrogen cycle coupled to the
existing carbon dynamics. For separate quantification of the impacts of potential future
temperature and precipitation changes on N2O emissions, different scenario simulations are
performed. In addition, the feedback strength of climate change induced N 2O emissions is
calculated by taking advantage of the intimate coupling of land (JSBACH) and atmospheric
(ECHAM6) processes within the MPI Earth system model.
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Since a few years, EUMETSAT (http://www.eumetsat.int) is developing a network of
decentralized meteorological satellite data processing centres called ‘Satellite Application
Facilities’ (SAFs). These centres have both operational and research objectives in view to
develop robust products and services. The ‘Land-Surface-Analysis’ SAF (LSA-SAF,
http://landsaf.meteo.pt/), develops algorithms for the operational monitoring of land
surface related variables by using data from meteorological satellites. The SEVIRI
instrument, on-board Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) satellites, is design to provide
wide area coverage and is able to monitor quick changing surface variables affected by
cloudiness and diurnal cycle. It has a 3 km spatial resolution at sub-satellite point and a
high observation repetition rate (15 min).
RMI participates to the LSA-SAF by developing the evapotranspiration (ET) product [1].
ET is the combined response of soil and vegetation to environmental conditions provided
by the atmosphere and soil. ET cannot be observed directly and is assessed indirectly
through modelling. The proposed model is based on the SVAT scheme developed at
ECMWF and it is adapted to be constrained by real-time data derived from
meteorological satellites.
The algorithm is running in near real time at the LSA-SAF host institute. It produces ET
estimates with the SEVIRI spatial resolution each 30 minutes. Results are generated over
the full MSG disk for Europe, North and South Africa and the Eastern part of South
America. A daily product is also obtained through integration of the instantaneous
estimates. Validation already carried out attests of the robustness of the proposed
algorithm. Nevertheless, research will be pursued during coming years, looking for
additional validation sites and evolving towards an improved combination of
observations and models through assimilation procedures. Successive versions of the
algorithm are developed with increasing number of remote sensing forcing fields and
parameters. The operational algorithm is updated as soon as a new version is ready and
validated.
In this contribution we test the capability of the algorithm to reproduce locally observed
fluxes at ground measurement stations. Emphasis is put on highlighting the interaction
between atmosphere and land surface. Special cases are selected to examine short time
step of both observations and response of the model. Longer term tendency is then
investigated to check model capability to reproduce correct interaction at the annual time
scale. An outline of current research and future developments is presented in fine.
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Vegetation and climate have significant and complicated interactions with one another.
Evapotranspiration is a major component of energy and water balances between them.
Understanding the inter-annual variability (IAV) in evapotranspiration is important for modeling
water feedback to atmospheric circulation.
This paper uses Community Land Model (CLM3.0) and modified Dynamic Global Vegetation
Model (DGVM) to investigate the impact of vegetation IAV on global evapotranspiration. Two sets
of off-line simulations are designed. In the control simulation, the modified CLM-DGVM is run
600 years driven by the cycling of the observed near-surface atmospheric forcing data of the year
1950 to 1999. The first 550 years of the simulation is treated as spin-up, and the results from the last
50 years of simulation are used for analysis and denoted as DGVM simulation. For comparison, a
50-year CLM simulation (i.e., without coupling to DGVM) forced by the same atmospheric forcing
data is performed. The initial conditions for the CLM simulation are taken from the results of the
550th year of the DGVM simulation, and the surface vegetation data (e.g., fractional coverage (FC)
and leaf area index (LAI)) use the climatology calculated from the last 50 years of DGVM
simulation. Thus, there is no vegetation IAV in the CLM simulation. Large IAV of FC and LAI
occur in the areas dominated by grass. In deciduous forests, the IAV of spring and autumn LAI are
also large, due to the year to year difference in the emerge and drop of leaves. The impact of
vegetation IAV is not only on average evapotranspiration for 50 years, but also on its IAV.
On the one hand, in most part of global land areas, e.g., Europe, Southeast of North America, East
and Southeast Asia, Amazon and Central Africa, vegetation IAV increases annual averaged ground
evaporation and decreases canopy evaporation and transpiration. As a result, total
evapotranspiration increases. In the areas with large vegetation IAV, i.e., Central of US, East of
South America, South of Africa and East of Australia, however, ground evaporation decreases and
transpiration increases significantly, and canopy evaporation as well as the total evapotranspiration
slightly decrease. Average evapotranspiration differences (DGVM-CLM) increase generally with
the vegetation FC and LAI IAV.
On the other hand, the IAV of annual evapotranspiration is affected by vegetation IAV. Results show
that, the areas where evapotranspiration IAV is largely affected by vegetation IAV are mainly
located in grassland and shrubland. Relative differences ((DGVM-CLM)/CLM) of canopy
evaporation and transpiration IAV have larger magnitude and distributions than ground evaporation
(Fig 1). In order to evaluate the impact of vegetation IAV on the magnitude of average
evapotranspiration and evapotranspiration IAV for 50 years, the ratio R is calculated as
follow R  STD  STD DGVM  STDCLM
AVE

AVE DGVM  AVE CLM

(Eq. 1), where △ AVE and △ STD are the evapotranspiration

changes between DGVM run and CLM run in the average and the standard deviation. In general,

the changes of IAV of three components are larger than changes of average over most global land
grid cells (Fig 2). The statistics of evapotranspiration and vegetation shows that evapotranspiration
IAV differences (DGVM-CLM) increase generally with the IAV of vegetation FC and LAI. Besides,
factors which affect evapotranspiration IAV for different vegetation type are different.
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Fig 1
IAV relative differences between global ET and its components distribution simulated by
DGVM and CLM during 1950~1999((DGVM-CLM)/CLM). ET, Es, Ec and Tr denote total
evapotranspiration, ground evaporation, canopy evaporation and canopy transpiration respectively.

Fig 2 Evapotranspiration IAV changes in variability versus changes in mean climate, which are
calculated with the ratio R by Eq. (1) for each land grid cell. The numbers on the top right corner
show the percentage of R>1 over global.
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Tibetan Plateau (TP) is the highest plateau on earth and has the most complex
topography. The importance of TP on the weather and climate variations has been
demonstrated in numerous studies. TP is the heat source in summer and it plays an
important role in the Asian monsoon establishment and maintenance. The
atmosphere-land interaction over TP significantly influences the thermal and dynamic
circulation globally. Therefore, understanding the water and energy interaction
between land and overlying atmosphere would greatly help to understand the weather
and climate change over both TP and surround areas.
Due to the complex topography, severe weather, and environmental condition, it
is very difficult to obtain in-situ measured meteorology variables, especially for
long-term over larger areas. Only a few stations from the Chinese Meteorology
Administration (CMA) have regularly measured air temperature and precipitation
since 1950. Furthermore, CEOP/CAMP over TP for 2002-2004 has also provided
surface meteorology measurements over several stations. But overall, the observation
is still too sparse for representation of large areas, especially over the eastern TP
where the elevation is generally higher than 4500m.
The global reanalysis products provide high resolution and continuous variables,
which could be used as a surrogate over TP. However, the reanalysis products could
contain uncertainties from various sources which are inherent in the reanalysis
processes. Thus, it is necessary to evaluate and compare various reanalysis products
with available in-situ measured observations before they are used to represent
meteorology states over TP.
In this work, six reanalysis products (i.e., MERRA, NCEP/NCAR-I, CFSR,
ERA40, ERA-Interim, and GLDAS) have been compared with measured quantities
over 63 stations from CMA (1999-2001) and 9 stations from CAMP (2002-2004).
Both daily and monthly variables are evaluated. They include: precipitation, air
temperature, radiation (downward and upward shortwave/longwave), humidity, wind
speed, and surface pressure. Various statistical quantities are computed, and a ranking
scheme is also utilized to determine the best performance of each variable in
according to different statistical quantities. The results show that ERA-Interim has the
highest correlation coefficient and lowest bias in both daily and monthly air
temperature. GLDAS precipitation is the best in all six daily products, followed by
ERA-Interim, MERRA, and ERA40 when using all 63 CMA stations (e.g., Figure 1).
But on monthly scale, the ERA-Interim shows the largest correlation coefficient. Over
all 9 stations from CAMP, both CFSR and GLDAS show overall better representation

in general, followed by ERA-Interim and MERRA. It is also found that
NCEP/NCAR-I is the worst in all aspects compared to other five reanalysis products.
Therefore, this study suggests when applying reanalysis products over TP, a
combination of reanalysis with the best product for each variable should be used.

Figure 1 Taylor diagram of daily air temperature and precipitation derived from six
reanalysis products and in-situ measurement over 63 CMA stations for 1999-2001.

CONVECTION IN A PARAMETRIED AND SUPER-PARAMETRIED
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The behaviour of convection and the MJO are investigated in two versions of the
Community Atmospheric Model (CAM), the standard model with the Zhang and
McFarlane (1995) convection parameterization scheme, CAM, and a "multiscale
modelling framework", in which the cumulus parameterization has been replaced with
a cloud-resolving model, SP-CAM. Wavenumber-frequency spectrum analysis shows
that there is a strong MJO, with pronounced spectral peaks in both precipitation and
U850 fields, in the SP-CAM, but the MJO is completely absent in the CAM
simulation. In this study, we compare aspects of the behaviour of convection in the
two simulations with the aim of understanding what aspects of moist convection are
potentially important for simulations of the MJO.
We conclude that the following features of convection are likely affecting the
difference in MJO simulations in the two models:
1) In SP-CAM, rainfall exhibits a strongly exponential increase with increasing
column integrated relative humidity, albeit with peak rainfall having too moist an
atmosphere as compared to observations. This sensitivity of rainfall to column
integrated humidity is consistent with the strongest convection having the most
humid conditions. In the CAM, it tends to rain at too low a saturation fraction and
high saturation fraction/high rainfall rates are not achieved. This indicates that the
CAM model does not require high column humidity to precipitate whilst at the same
time the build-up of high column humidity is prevented presumably through the
early triggering of convection. These findings are consistent with a large number of
earlier studies. The SP-CAM appears to have the mechanisms for such a delay built
into its formulation.
2) In SP-CAM, heavy precipitation is associated with a positive/negative temperature
anomaly couplet during heavy rainfall possibly indicative of the presence of a
stratiform diabatic heating profile. Such diabatic heating structures have been shown
to project onto slower horizontally propagating wave modes . In contrast, in the CAM
simulation, the temperature profile is more indicative of a convective-dominated
heating profile that will project onto faster modes.
3) For observations and the SP-CAM, strong rainfall events (based on unfiltered
grid-point rainfall) are associated with increased latent heat flux, whereas for the
CAM, strong rainfall is associated with decreased latent heat flux. The latent heat flux
in the SP-CAM is consistent with the notion of boundary layer quasi-equilibrium,
whereby deep convection is controlled by the moistening and destabilizing effects of
the surface flux of heat and moisture that offsets the drying and stabilizing tendency
induced by unsaturated convective downdrafts (e.g., Raymond et al. 2003). The
decrease of latent heat flux at the time of maximum rainfall in the CAM, which

appears to stem from a spuriously strong dependence of deep convection on high
surface humidity, therefore appears to act as a throttle for the development of
organized deep convection in the CAM.
In conclusion, this study has developed a number of innovative diagnostic methods
that when applied to two models appear to show a strong relationship to those models'
ability to simulate the MJO. The advantages of these new diagnostics over previous
techniques are i) they are very simple and ii) they do not require the presence of an
MJO in the model under investigation. The disadvantage of the methods proposed
here is that the connection of the model errors revealed by them to the MJO
simulation remains based on circumstantial evidence only. Applying the techniques
to only two models is obviously insufficient to go beyond the circumstantial. A
natural extension of this work is therefore to apply the techniques to a wider range of
models. Overall we consider the techniques applied here a promising tool in both
identifying the features of convective behaviour that are key to the MJO as well as
evaluating their representation in models.

HOW VEGETATION CHANGE CONTRIBUTE TO POLAR AMPLIFICATION IN
WARM CLIMATE?
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(2) JAMSTEC, Japan
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In projections of future global change induced by CO2 emission using general
circulation models (GCMs), globally averaged surface air temperature increase is
ranged between at the end of 21st century range from +2K to +4.5K, even higher in the
high latitudes, known as the 'polar amplification'. We investigated the contribution of
vegetation change to global warming and polar amplification in doubled atmospheric
CO2 condition using an atmosphere-ocean-vegetation coupled GCM. We compared the
result in doubled CO2 experiment with another warm period experiment which focuses
on the mid-Holocene (about 6000 years before present). Paleo-evidences indicate that
mid-Holocene was warmer and more humid than present-day, caused by a different
shortwave radiation pattern which corresponds to earth’s orbit at that time. For
example, annual averaged temperature over northern hemisphere continent is about +2K
warmer than that of today. By this comparison, we suggest difference mechanisms of
vegetation feedback to the atmosphere in these two warming experiments.
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ABSTRACT
The main objective of this study is to estimate the effects of hydrological dynamics
(surface-subsurface runoff, evapotranspiration) on the forest productivity of Seyhan River
Basin located on the Taurus Mountain of Eastern Mediterranean coast of Turkey. The area is
characterised by a rich biodiversity in terms of tree species and this ecosystem is vulnerable to
water availability and quality. Predicting and modelling the interactions of water cycles and
forest productivity are an important issue to understand future dynamics of forest ecosystems
under different scenarios. This has particular importance in managing water resources at semiarid environments of Mediterranean.
In this study, the interaction of hydrological dynamics and the forest productivity will
be modelled in three phases; i) modelling hydrological dynamics using J2000 hydrological
modelling system, ii) modelling Net Primary Production (NPP) of the forest ecosystem using
NASA-CASA (Carnegie Ames Stanford Approach) Model, iii) incorporating the J2000 and
NASA-CASA model results to understand the interaction of hydrological dynamics and the
forest productivity.
The J2000 model developed by Dept.of Geoinformatics, Friedrich-Schiller University,
Germany (Peter Krause and Sven Kralisch) will be used to provide spatially distributed longterm estimates of the hydrological quantities including, actual evapotranspiration, runoff
generation, and groundwater dynamics. Soil, geology and land cover maps will be used to
delineate Hydrological Response Units (HRUs) of the study area. J2000 model utilizes HRUs,
biophysical variables of the soil, geology and land cover classes and climate time series to
model the hydrological dynamics.
Calculation of NPP with NASA-CASA approach is based on the concept of light-use
efficiency, modified by temperature, rainfall values and solar radiation scalars. Additionally,
percentage of tree cover, land cover map, soil texture and NDVI will also be used to
constitute this model. Thus, this study will demonstrate an innovative methodology for
linking hydrological structure and forest productivity to provide better understanding of
system analysis in watershed scale.
Key Words: The Eastern Mediterranean, J2000 model, CASA model, hydrological dynamics,
forest productivity.

FIRST WRF-NOAH CORDEX-EUROPE REGIONAL CLIMATE SIMULATION
FROM 1990-2008 AT 0.11° RESOLUTION
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In order to provide high-resolution ensembles and comparisons of regional climate
simulations, the World Climate Research Program (WCRP) initiated the COordinated
Regional climate Downscaling Experiment (CORDEX,
http://wcrp.ipsl.jussieu.fr/SF_RCD_CORDEX.html). CORDEX is performed in preparation
of the fifth assessment report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC AR5)
(Giorgi et al., 2009 [1]). The verification run is performed for a 20-year period (1989-2009)
driven by ERA-interim data (Simmons et al., 2007 [2], Uppala et al., 2008 [3]). The ERAinterim reanalysis corrects some errors of the ERA-40 reanalysis. It is available from 1989
onwards on a T255 spectral grid (approx. 0.75°). To date simulations from various institutions
running various regional climate models (WRF, REMO, CCLM, RCA) for the CORDEX
domain Europe (Fig. 1) at 0.11° are currently completed or running. The results are currently
under evaluation in all groups.

Fig 1. Domain of WRF for CORDEX Europe on a rotated grid with 0.33° (outer domain) and
0.11° resolution (inner domain). The outer domain is used for downscaling the 0.75° ERAinterim data smoothly to the 0.11° simulation grid.
Here we present our results from the first completed WRF-NOAH ERA-interim forced
simulation on 0.11° for Europe within the scope of CORDEX. The advanced research version
3.1.0 of the Advanced Research Version of the Weather and Research Forecast (WRF) model
(Skamarock et al., 2008 [4]) has been set up for the model domain with the land surface
model NOAH (Chen and Dudhia, 2001a [5], Chen and Dudhia, 2001b [6]) within the German
Science Foundation funded project PAK 346 (Structure and Functions of Agricultural
Landscapes under Global Climate Change - Processes and Projections on a Regional Scale).
The simulation is the first one embedded in PAK 346 to study the interaction of atmosphere
and land surface at the regional climate scale. Within the PAK 346 Ingwersen et al. (2011) [7]
began to improve the land surface model NOAH for cropped areas. The resulting NOAHGECROS will be implemented into WRF beginning at the end of 2011 and the simulation
will be repeated to study the impact on the land surface atmosphere interaction.

From experience with previous applications of WRF in Central Europe in the weather forecast
mode (Schwitalla et al., 2011 [8]), it was decided to use the Morrison two-moment
microphysical scheme and the YSU atmospheric boundary layer parameterisation. Due to the
climate mode of the simulation, the CAM shortwave and longwave radiation schemes were
chosen. Further the new Kain-Fritsch convection scheme is applied. The 30’’ MODIS landcover data, classified according to the International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP),
which was adapted to NOAH, was chosen for the vegetation and for the soil the 5 min.
UN/FAO data, as it comes with the pre-processing package of WRF. Since the ERA interim
data is available at approx. 0.75°, WRF is applied one-way nested on 0.33° and 0.11° with a
time stepping of 120 s and 60 s, respectively.
The evaluation focuses on Germany due to the availability of high resolution precipitation and
temperature data from the German Weather Service for the simulation period. The
precipitation shows a wet bias in many regions, which is lowest in summer and largest at the
mountain ranges and the lowlands of northeastern Germany. However, the precipitation
distribution itself is well captured in space.
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EVALUATING GLOBAL LAND-USE CHANGE CARBON EMISSION IN RCP
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In CMIP5 experiments, new emissions scenarios for GCMs and Earth System Models (ESMs)
are prepared as Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) by a community effort of
Integrated Assessment Modeling (IAMs) groups. In RCP scenarios, regional land-use scenarios
have been depicted based on the socio-economic models of IAMs, and also downscaled land-use
maps from the regional scenarios are constructed. In the land-use harmonization project (Hurtt et
al. [1]), integrated gridded land-use transition data has been developed from the past
reconstruction based on HYDE 3 agricultural data and FAO wood harvest data, and the future
land-use scenarios from IAMs. These gridded land-use scenario dataset is used as a forcing of
some ESMs participating to the CMIP5, to assess the biogeochemical and biogeophysical effects
of land-use and land cover change in the climate change simulation (Taylor et al. [2]).
In this study, using the gridded land-use transition scenario data, global net CO2 emission by
land-use change for each four RCPs scenarios is evaluated with an offline terrestrial
biogeochemical model, VISIT (Vegetation Integrative SImulation Tool), utilizing a protocol to
estimate carbon emission from deforested biomass and regrowing absorption from abandoned
cropland and pasture which transit into the secondary lands. Using model output, consistency of
standard land-use change CO2 emission scenarios provided by RCPs are evaluated in terms of
effect of CO2 fertilization, land-use transition itself, and land-use for the biomass crops aimed
for biomass based CCS in the scenarios. Also, to see the effect land-use change scenario onto the
carbon cycle in ESMs experiments of CMIP5, additional simulations without land-use change are
conducted with an earth system model, MIROC-ESM, incorporating a DGVM with land-use
change component. A scenario with decreased agricultural land-use intensity such as RCP 6.0
shows possibility of further absorption of CO2 by the land-use change through the
climate-carbon feedback.
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INTEGRATING CARBON FLUXES TO MODEL LAND-USE
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Changes in climate and land use interact in a complex system with various feedbacks
influencing water, carbon, and other matter fluxes. An objective within the project
MeteoEcoTech (MET) is the detection and validation of climate and land use effects on these
fluxes and their contribution to matter budgets.
To consider feedbacks between climate change, atmosphere, and land use the Atmospheric
Boundary Layer model HIRVAC (High Resolution Vegetation Atmosphere Coupler) was
coupled with the photosynthesis module PSN6 [1], and soil water and interception modules of
the hydrological model BROOK90 [2;3].
HIRVAC simulations have been performed on the scale of landscape elements, representing
typical land uses in Central Europe. Thereby, the parameters of vegetation modules were
parameterised from literature. Long-term eddy covariance (EC) measurements at different
sites (spruce forest, crop rotation) in eastern Germany serve as background for validation.
Results show that HIRVAC is able to simulate latent and sensible heat fluxes, evaporation,
and CO2 fluxes at the two investigated sites; spruce as well as crop rotation (2009 winter
barley, 2010 rapeseed) adequately well.
Increased CO2 concentrations have direct impact on transpiration via their effect on stomatal
closure. Such feedbacks between CO2 and water fluxes will be demonstrated utilising the
improved version of HIRVAC. As the same stomatal conductance is used for computing the
latent heat flux (LE) and the carbon flux, the coupling results in a decreased LE under
elevated CO2 concentrations.
It will be demonstrated that HIRVAC is able to simulate the daily cycle of energy and CO2
fluxes for different land uses with high accuracy. Furthermore, as the feedback between CO2
concentration and transpiration is implemented into the model, the influence of elevated CO2
on transpiration will be investigated for different land uses and climate conditions.
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Isoprene is the first volatile organic compound (VOC) emitted by the terrestrial biosphere
with emission estimates ranging so far between 400 and 600 TgC/yr. As a reactive species, it
is involved in gas phase reactions such as the ozone cycle and impacts the oxidizing capacity
of the atmosphere. Moreover, the importance of isoprene in the formation of secondary
organic aerosols has been demonstrated, with contribution estimated to 6-19 Tg/yr compared
to 60-80 Tg/yr when considering every biogenic VOCs. Isoprene is therefore of high interest
for atmospheric chemistry processes.
Environmental conditions of temperature, radiation, vegetation type or even atmospheric
chemical composition drive the level and distribution of isoprene emissions. Indeed recent
works underline that the evolution of carbon dioxide concentration strongly impacts the
isoprene emission capacity of plants. In the future, changes in climate, land-use or
atmospheric CO2 concentrations could therefore affect significantly biogenic isoprene
emissions and, consequently, impact atmospheric concentrations of key compounds such as
ozone or nitrogen oxides.
The objective of our study is to examine the evolution at the 2050 horizon of surface ozone as
a result of biogenic emission of isoprene. Ozone change due to climate change, anthropogenic
emission change and biogenic isoprene emission change is investigated. We particularly focus
on isoprene flux modifications due to changes in climate, atmospheric CO2 and land-use. The
ORCHIDEE global vegetation model, including parameterisations for biogenic VOC
emissions, and the LMDz-INCA global chemistry climate model, for ozone modelling, are
used. The originality of this work is the implementation of recent functions in the
ORCHIDEE model to take into account the impact of atmospheric CO2 concentrations on
plant isoprene emission capacity.

SUB-KM EXTERNAL SURFACE MODELING TO IMPROVE FLUXES OVER
ECOSYSTEMS, CITIES, AND WATER SURFACES IN NUMERICAL WEATHER
PREDICTIONS SYSTEMS
Stéphane Bélair (1), Maria Abrahamowicz (2), Sylvie Leroyer (1), Natacha Bernier (1),
Nathalie Gauthier (2), and Alexandre Leroux (2)
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An external land surface modeling system, called GEM-Surf, has been developed and
tested in recent years at Environment Canada’s (EC) Meteorological Research Division
and Canadian Meteorological Centre (CMC) [1,2,3]. GEM-Surf is based on the
operational EC atmospheric forecast model (the Global Environmental Multi-scale (GEM)
model) with the important distinction that GEM-Surf only integrates land and near surface
processes, with atmospheric forcing provided by observations, atmospheric and surface
analyses, and/or low-level forecasts from the fully three-dimensional (3D) GEM . Because
it is much less computationally expensive than the full GEM and other similar 3D
atmospheric models, GEM-Surf allows for relatively high-resolution integrations (in this
case 200m to 500m grid spacing over Canada) and takes better advantage of the
availability of increasingly detailed information about the landscape.
The surface models integrated in GEM-Surf are: (i) the Interactions between Surface,
Biosphere, and Atmosphere (ISBA) land surface scheme, (ii) the Biome-BGC (BioGeoChemistry) ecosystem model, which provides vegetation characteristics such as leaf area
index and vegetation conductance, and (iii) the Town Energy Balance (TEB) scheme, used
for urban areas. The ancillary datasets used to specify physical and geometrical
characteristics of the model “landscape” include: (i) the land use and land cover database
Land Cover Circa 2000, (ii) the digital cartographic product CanVec and the Statistics
Canada census (for fractional water coverage, and geometrical and thermal properties of
urban areas throughout Canada), and (iii) data from the Shuttle Radar Topography
Mission (SRTM) (for orography).
GEM-Surf has been run in a continuous cycle mode, forced with best estimates of
atmospheric forcing (precipitation analyses from the Canadian Precipitation Analysis –
CaPA, and other forcing from short-range GEM forecasts). Outputs from this continuous
cycle have been used as initial conditions for a series of 48-h offline surface forecasts. The
preliminary objective evaluation of these (one-way) offline results suggests a net
improvement in the simulation of land and near surface conditions, compared with outputs
from the lower-resolution operational 3D GEM. Similar benefits are expected for (i)
simulations where outputs from the external surface system are used to initialize land
surface variables in the 3D GEM and (ii) fully-coupled simulations with two-way
interactions between the high-resolution GEM-Surf and the coarser 3D GEM.
[1] N. Bernier et al., 2011, J. Hydrometeor. (Accepted)
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Drought has an important influence on the vegetation carbon uptake. Therefore the effect of
drought stress on vegetation carbon uptake is an important aspect of the global carbon cycle.
This study will focus on how the land surface model JSBACH [1] represents the effect of
drought stress on the vegetation carbon uptake. For this, the JSBACH model results are
compared with evapotranspiration and carbon flux data from Fluxnet [2] eddy covariance
measurements from several sites in different climate zones. A framework for evaluation of
drought responses in the model will be presented. The main purpose of this framework for
model evaluation will be to identify the individual effects of several correlated climatic
variables involved in vegetation drought stress responses namely vapour pressure deficit,
temperature, radiation and soil moisture availability.
Drought stress in the land surface model JSBACH is calculated with a soil moisture
dependent scaling factor on the canopy conductance. The canopy conductance has a different
reduction effect on the transpiration and the carbon uptake. This means that the water use
efficiency (WUE), the ratio between water loss and carbon uptake, is changing with
increasing drought stress. WUE is particularly important for modelling the plant carbon
balance in dry periods when water availability has a relative big influence on total carbon
uptake.
It will be shown that the used model evaluation framework can be used to identify structural
problems in the model. Therefore a special focus will be on comparing the changes in the
modelled WUE with the observed WUE for increasing drought stress, and how this can be
used to evaluate land surface model structures with respect to the response to drought stress.
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Dry deposition plays an important role in the exchange of chemical species between the
atmosphere and the terrestrial biosphere. For instance, considering the current tropospheric
balance of ozone, 1090 Tg/y are lost by chemical deposition at the Earth surface, which
represents 25% of the ozone photochemical production estimated to be 4486 Tg/y. Ozone
deposition occurs mainly on lands, where deposition velocity is about 0.4-0.5 cm/s, whereas
on the oceans this value is not higher than 0.1 cm/s. Considering volatile organic compounds
(VOCs), deposition on vegetative surfaces is generally a minor sink but some experiments do
have highlighted that deposition velocities for acetic and formic acids can reach the values
measured for ozone. Soils and vegetation play a key role in the deposition of chemical species
at the surface. Deposition efficiency on vegetative surfaces depends not only on the type of
ecosystem but is also determined by physiological conditions, the height of vegetation, or
possible stress. All these factors are generally not taken into account, or considered in a very
approximate way, in deposition models. Moreover, deposition velocities are usually
calculated in chemistry-transport models, based on a static view of the terrestrial biosphere
where ecosystems distribution and leaf surface do not depend on the climate scenarios
considered (past, present, or future).
The objective of our study is to analyse and quantify the impact of changes in vegetation
distribution on the deposition of chemical species, and especially of ozone, nitrogen oxides
and volatile organic compounds, at the surface. Atmospheric chemistry and dry deposition
process will be calculated by the global chemistry-transport model LMDz-INCA, based on
maps provided by the global vegetation model ORCHIDEE. We will first present the results
of sensitivity tests (considering for instance the continents covered only by forests, or only by
crops…) carried out to better understand the connexion between deposition efficiency and
vegetation type. We will then perform different simulations based on the IPCC AR5 land-use
change scenarios. The impact of changes in vegetation distribution on the deposition of ozone,
nitrogen oxides and VOCs will be analysed for past period (1850), present-day, and future
time-scales (2100).

BASIN-SCALE ENERGY AND WATER FLUXES IN THE CONTEXT OF A
REGIONAL CLIMATE MODEL SIMULATION
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This presentation will describe the results of a project aimed at incorporating the insights
gained from intensive field work and process studies over eight research basins into the
context of a regional climate modelling study. The basin studies were carried out under
the auspices of the IP3 programme (“Improved Processes and Parameterization for
Prediction in Cold Regions”) which ran from 2006 to 2010 and involved participants
from seven Canadian universities and three Canadian government agencies. The research
basins, located in western Canada, varied from 10 square km to 200 square km in size,
and covered a variety of sites in arctic, subarctic and alpine areas, representing
landscapes ranging from tundra through taiga, boreal forest and subalpine vegetation, and
including wetlands, lakes and glaciers and areas of continuous and discontinuous
permafrost.
The model runs were carried out using the Canadian Regional Climate Model (CRCM),
over a domain covering western Canada at a horizontal resolution of 51 km and with 21
levels in the vertical. Lateral boundary conditions were obtained from the Canadian
Meteorological Centre operational global data assimilation system; sea surface
temperature and sea ice concentration from the Hadley Centre monthly product; and
topography from the GTOPO30 digital elevation model. Surface vegetation information
was obtained from a dataset produced for the Mackenzie GEWEX Study, based on
vegetation maps from the Canadian Centre for Remote Sensing and the U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) outside of Canada. Soil data were derived from the CANSIS dataset
produced by Agriculture Canada, and USGS data outside of Canada. A ten-year run was
performed, spanning 1999 to 2009.
The land surface model coupled to the CRCM, CLASS (“Canadian Land Surface
Scheme”), version 3.5, was assessed with regard to its ability to simulate the climate of
the eight research basins and their energy and water cycles, taking into consideration the
divergence of the CRCM atmospheric forcing from observed values over the time period
of the IP3 observations. It was found that the climate of the basins varied in systematic
ways from the observations. Various sensitivity tests were performed in order to assess
the discretization strategies for the land surface heterogeneity, horizontally in the
construction of the vegetation mosaic, and vertically in the specification of the subsurface
soil characteristics. It was found overall that the simulation was markedly more sensitive
to soil variations than to vegetation variations, and examples of this sensitivity will be
discussed.

ATMOSPHERE-PADDY FIELD EXCHANGES SIMULATED WITH MULTI-LAYER
ATMOSPHERE-SOIL-VEGETATION MODEL (SOLVEG)
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Rice paddies are one of the agricultural ecosystems covering wide land areas in Monsoon Asia
and a key ecosystem when the regional carbon budget is assessed. Addressing the issue of the
carbon budget requires to investigate its interactions with the nitrogen cycle and its dynamics in
the context of a changing carbon cycle, a changing climate and changes in human actions (Gruber
and Galloway 2008). The terrestrial nitrogen cycle is affected by atmopsheric deposition of
anthropogenic nitrogen compounds onto land surface. The nitrogen cycle at paddy fields is,
however, not investigated well yet due to difficulties in quantifying the amount of dry deposition
of nitrogen gases and particles on vegetative surface. The aim of the present study is to develop
the nitrogen cycling model for atmosphere-paddy field interactions based on a multi-layer
atmosphere-soil-vegetation model (SOLVEG). The performance of the model in predictions of
water and heat exchanges is tested at the rice paddy field in Japan as a first step.
We employed calculations using a multi-layer atmosphere-soil-vegetation model including CO2
exchange processes named SOLVEG (Nagai 2005). The model consists of the submodels for
atmosphere near the surface, soil, and vegetation interactions with a radiation transfer scheme
within the canopy. The model is useful to evaluate the impacts of atmospheric nitrogen
deposition on paddy fields because the well-validated schemes of atmospheric gas absorption due
to stomatal uptake at plants’ leaves and size-segregated particle deposition onto leaf surfaces are
included in the model (Katata et al. 2008, Katata et al. 2011). The following model modifications
to simulate agricultural activities at the paddy field were made in this paper: during the
submergence period of the paddy field, soil moisture was set to the value of saturated soil water
content at all soil layers. The effect of floodwater in paddies on water and heat balances at the
paddy soil and leaf surfaces was considered in the model. At each tilling event, soil water content
at each depth above a depth of 20 cm were set at an averaged one at 0-20 cm thickness soil.
The model is applied to the Mase FLUXNET site in Japan (36º03’N, 140º02’E, 15 m a.s.l.; Saito
et al. 2005) located in a paddy area of Tsukuba city, about 50 km northeast of Tokyo. Half-hourly
data of wind speed, air temperature and humidity, precipitation, downward short- and long-wave
radiations measured with the tower of 6.2 m in height were used as input data of the SOLVEG.
During the growing season, temporal variations in rice plant height and leaf area index (LAI) in
the model were given from the observational data. Simulation period was from 2 May in 2004 to
1 May in 2005.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Date in 2004

Fig 1. Temporal changes in observations (open circles) and SOLVEG calculations (lines) of (a)
net radiation, (b) sensible and (c) latent heat fluxes, and (d) friction velocity at Mase rice paddy
field.
Figure 1 shows the simulation results of net radiation, sensible and latent heat fluxes, and friction
velocity at the Mase site after all rice plants were harvested. The SOLVEG reproduced well the
temporal variations in water, heat and momentum fluxes over the paddy field with changes in
meteorological and soil conditions. This indicates that the model can be used to predict the
surface exchange fluxes over the paddy field after harvest. The analyses of the calculated CO2
and surface fluxes were also made to clarify investigate the atmosphere-rice plants exchanges
during the growing season of rice plants.
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We developed simple models, which were termed SG models, for soil CO2 efflux, CH4
uptake, and N2O efflux in forest soils [1]. We described each gas flux in terms of three
functions: soil physiochemical properties (C/N ratio for CO2 and N2O, bulk density for
CH4; 0–5-cm soil layer), water-filled pore space (WFPS, 5-cm depth) and soil
temperature (5-cm depth): Gas flux  f ( SP ) g (WFPS ) h(T ) . The function for soil
physiochemical properties was described using an exponential function with parameters
m and n in common. The function for CO2 flux was defined to increase with increasing
C/N ratio: f(CNR)  me nCNR . The function for CH4 flux was defined to decrease with
increasing bulk density: f(BD)  me -nBD . For N2O flux, the function was defined to
decrease with decreasing C/N ratio: f(CNR)  me -nCNR . The function for WFPS (5 cm)
was defined by the following equation and used for every gas model:
d
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The exponential function was used for the

.
soil temperature for every gas flux. The equation is as h(T )  e pT .
Multi-site data, which were gathered monthly in Japanese forests over 3 years, were used
for model calibration (36 sites, n = 768 in total for each gas flux). We used Bayesian
calibration for optimization of the models. Calibration clearly revealed the different
sensitivities of each gas flux to WFPS and soil temperature. The estimated optimum
WFPS for CO2 flux was around 0.5 (intermediate), whereas CH4 flux decreased with
increasing WFPS, and N2O flux increased with increasing WFPS. The Q10 values for CO2,
CH4, and N2O fluxes were 1.9, 1.1, and 3.4, respectively. Our models reproduced
observed GHG fluxes well, both in comparison to each observation and the site average.
The SG models require only three inputs, which are easily measurable and are therefore
suitable for regional application and incorporation into other models as GHG submodels.
Table 1. Parameters determined through Bayesian calibration.
CO2
CH4
N2O

m
4.949
223.163
48.582

n
0.033
1.755
0.254

a
-0.098
-1.994
-0.414

b
0.498
0.073
1.000

c
2.691
1.117
1.808

d
1.522
4.308
9.031

p
0.067
0.009
0.121

Reference
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Fig. 1. The optimized functions of soil physiochemical properties (0–5-cm soil layer),
WFPS (5-cm depth), and soil temperature (5-cm depth) for CO2, CH4, and N2O fluxes
(solid line) with 95% credible intervals (dashed line).

Fig. 2. Comparisons between modeled and observed values for each gas flux.
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Reactive nitrogen has been introduced into the environment at rates twice that of the preindustrial era due to increased fossil fuel combustion and widespread application of
nitrogenous fertilizers [1]. Excess reactive nitrogen causes a host of known environmental
problems, such as eutrophication and acid rain [2]. This research investigates how
atmospheric deposition of nitrogen (ADN) may change in response to global change and
links these perturbations with the terrestrial biosphere via an ecohydrologic model.
Simulated ADN data from the Community Multi-scale Air Quality (CMAQ) model and
observed time-series ADN data from the National Atmospheric Deposition Program (NADP)
are used as external input to the Regional Hydro-Ecologic Simulation System (RHESSys).
RHESSys is a process-based watershed-scale coupled hydrology and biogeochemical cycling
model, while CMAQ is a comprehensive chemical transport model that explicitly accounts
for wet and dry deposition of a suite of N gas and aerosol species. The HJ Andrews LongTerm Ecological Research (LTER) site in central Oregon is used for model application and
evaluation building on existing RHESSys model implementations and available ADN and
stream chemistry concentrations. We test whether introducing time-series data of nitrogen
deposition into RHESSys improve simulations of past and current stream nutrient export,
compared with simulations that use a constant annual-average value as typically done.
We also use the model to examine the sensitivity of plant uptake and soil N-cycling processes
to different time series of N-deposition. As observed in other ecosystems, additional inputs of
N initially result in increased N mineralization, but decrease over longer timescales [3].
Time-series data of ADN from NADP and CMAQ help us better understand the response of
ecological processes to a variety of potential changes in N deposition. We model the soil and
plant N cycling responses to perturbations in the aforementioned time-series data, such as
spikes in N, low or high chronic N, and gradual increases/decreases in N over long time
scales. Our results indicate a divergence in certain ecosystem processes, such as mineralized
N; however, longer time-scales of modeling are needed to fully comprehend such impacts
(Figure 1). We also demonstrate that impulses of N do not have a significant effect on
ecological processes, such as soil N or plant N because of such short-term changes; however,
significant trends, such as increases, in N will manifest themselves in RHESSys output over
longer timescales. RHESSys results for N mineralization, plant N, soil N, and root N are used
to develop a holistic analysis of ecosystem response to different possible ADN regimes.
Understanding the impacts of atmospheric changes on terrestrial biogeochemical cycling is a
first step toward a regional Earth system model, entitled “BioEarth”, being developed jointly
between Washington State University (WSU), the University of California – Santa Barbara
(UCSB), Oregon State University (OSU), the National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR), and the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL). This larger effort seeks to

improve our understanding of the extent to which human perturbation of the nitrogen and
carbon cycles will interact with climate change during the 21st century. Our approach with
BioEarth is to create a regional computational modeling framework by combining a network
of state-of-the-science models that are currently in existence and that are undergoing
continuous development from different Earth system components (Figure 2). The end product
of BioEarth will be a regional Earth system modeling framework that explicitly addresses
nitrogen and carbon flows in the context of climate variability. This presentation describes
our efforts to understand the one-way impacts of atmospheric change on terrestrial processes
as a first step in the linkage between atmospheric processes, hydrology, and biogeochemistry.
[1] P.M. Vitousek et al., 1997, Ecological Applications, 7, 737-750.
[2] N. Gruber and J.N. Galloway, 2008, Nature, 451, 293-296.
[3] J. Aber et al., 1998, BioScience, 48, 921-934.
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Figure 1. Comparison of RHESSys estimates of mineralized N using constant ADN and a
time-series NADP input. Results show that longer time-scales are needed to fully understand
the input of additional and temporally varying ADN on ecosystem processes.

Figure 2. Schematic of the regional Earth systems model, BioEarth, which seeks to integrate
processes in the atmosphere, terrestrial biosphere, and aquatic systems with process-based
models.
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The south-west of Western Australia is a region of extensive land-cover change, with an
estimated 13 million hectares of native vegetation cleared for agricultural land-use. The
remnant native vegetation is separated from the agricultural land by a vermin fence, which
provides a stark and unique boundary between two land-cover types. Simultaneous
atmospheric soundings taken on either side of the vermin fence during December 2005
(Austral summer) and August 2007 (late Austral winter or early spring) have shown deeper
planetary boundary-layer (PBL) depths over the native vegetation as compared to the
agricultural region in the afternoon. This study uses the large-eddy simulation technique to
investigate the drivers behind the observed difference in PBL using the Regional
Atmospheric Modeling System 6.0. The model is initialized with the morning soundings and
evaluated against the afternoon soundings and shown to reproduce the differences in PBL
depth well, with the simulated profiles of potential temperature within 1-2 K and specific
humidity within 1 g kg-1 of the observations. Sensitivity tests are carried out with modified
soil moisture and vegetation cover and the mixing diagram theory of Betts (1992) is applied
to quantify the contribution of surface and entrainment fluxes to PBL development.
Comparisons are made between the role of surface and entrainment fluxes on the
development of the PBL over the different surfaces.
[1] A. K. Betts, 1992, J. Geophys. Res., 97, 18 523-18 531.
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Modeling land surface-atmosphere interactions over a vegetated patch (100–101 km)
requires knowledge of atmospheric scalars at canopy-level (e.g., temperature, humidity,
CO2) for the parameterization of essential physiological processes (e.g.,
evapotranspiration and photosynthesis). However, such data are usually not available
from in-situ observations except for limited locations. Atmospheric models or reanalysis
datasets can provide near-surface data, but they are generally available only at a relatively
coarse resolution (101–102 km), and hence do not account for spatial variations at patchscale due to subgrid land-surface heterogeneity. We propose a new downscaling method
to estimate such canopy level atmospheric scalars by using low-resolution free
troposphere data. Specifically, this method is developed under the framework of
Bayesian inversion, and implemented through a Markov Chain Monte Carlo technique in
conjunction with the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. The forward model kernel is built
upon the blending height concept and a simple slab-type mixed layer model, allowing
important boundary layer processes to be described at low computational cost. The
proposed downscaling method is applied and evaluated on a study domain surrounding
the Morgan-Monroe State Forest AmeriFlux site (MMSF) in South-Central Indiana
(USA), where canopy-level temperature measurements are available at its two primary
land-use types (forest and agriculture). The free troposphere data for downscaling is
obtained from two different sources, including a balloon campaign and a publically
available reanalysis dataset. Results suggest that the downscaling estimates are overall in
good agreement with the canopy-level measurements for both patch-types, and more
importantly, they outperform the coarse resolution near-surface information from the
reanalysis data regardless of the initialization data source for downscaling.
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The DNDC (DeNitrification-DeComposition)-Rice model, one of the most
advanced process-based models for the estimating greenhouse gas emissions from
paddy fields, was validated in previous studies for the reproducibility of observed CH4
emissions from Japanese rice paddies. In this study, we have evaluated the model’s
applicability to tropical rice paddies under alternate wetting and drying (AWD)
irrigation management, a irrigation technique that can save water use as well as ensure
rice yield. For the model validation, we used CH4 and N2O flux data from rice
cultivated pots under continuous flooding (CF) and AWD irrigation management, where
a 138-L pot was flooded up to 30–40 mm above the soil surface when groundwater table reached
-400 mm or soil water potential at 150 mm depth dropped to -30 kPa,in a screen-house at the

International Rice Research Institute, Los Baños, the Philippines.
After minor modification and adjustment to observed groundwater table, grain yield
and straw production, DNDC-Rice well reproduced the observed CH4 fluxes: the root
mean square errors (RMSE) for simulated daily CH4 fluxes from CF and AWD pots
were 1.76 and 1.86 kg C ha-1 d-1, respectively (Figure 1). Simulated seasonal CH4
emissions, 417 and 126 kg C ha-1 for CF and AWD, respectively, were only -9.8 % and
0.76 % away from observation. These results indicate that the model can adequately
estimate the effects of AWD on CH4 emission from rice paddies. In contrast, however,
the accuracy of simulated N2O flux was not satisfactory: the RMSE for simulated daily

N2O fluxes was 2.23 and 124 g N ha-1 d-1 for CF and AWD, respectively, and simulated
gross N2O emissions, 0.0279 and 1.45 kg N ha-1, were 87 and 29 % lower than
observation. As the contribution of N2O to GWP was relatively small, nevertheless, the
model gave acceptable simulation of total GWP, which is the sum of GWP of CH4 and
N2O. Simulated total GWP for CF and AWD was 13909 and 4875 kg CO2 eq ha-1,
respectively, and their difference from observation was only -10% and -4.8%. From
these results, DNDC-Rice is regarded useful for estimating CH4 emission and total
GWP from tropical rice paddies under AWD.

Figure 1. The observed and simulated CH4 fluxes from the pots under a) CF and b) AWD
treatments. The arrows indicated in the figures shows the timing of plowing at -24 DAT, paddling at
-2 DAT, basal fertilization (40 kg N ha-1 of urea) at -2 DAT, nitrogen top-dressing (40 kg N ha-1 of
urea each) at 30 and 44 DAT for AWD and 32 and 46 DAT for AWD, and harvest at 97 DAT.

SULPHURIC ACID AND ITS SIGNIFICANTS IN ATMOSPHERIC NUCLEATION
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The role of atmospheric aerosols is perhaps the biggest unknown concerning our climate and
greenhouse warming (IPCC, 2007). New particle formation has been observed at almost all
sites, where particle size distributions have been measured. Although many field campaigns,
laboratory experiments and new modeling approaches have led to increased understanding,
detailed mechanisms responsible for the formation of new particles in the troposphere have
still not been completely elucidated. One of the most controversial topics is the role of organic
against sulfuric acid molecules in the formation process.
In this study we present results achieved by different models which were developed and/or
improved in the Atmosphere Modeling Group at the University of Helsinki reaching form
zero-dimensional model applied in chamber simulations up to complex high resolution
regional model with detailed atmospheric chemistry, emission scenarios and aerosol
dynamics.
One possible way to get a closer picture about the role of sulphuric acid in the processes of
new particle formation is the use of long-term comparisons between different parameters,
measured or modeled. In this context we calculated different combinations of parameters like
for example the concentration of sulfuric acid divided by the condensation sink of the preexisting aerosols:

RP

H 2 SO4
CS

Figure 1 presents the amount of days per month where the daytime (9-15) mean value of RP
exceed the mean value calculated over the years 2003-2008 by 0, 10, 25 %, respectively.
Additional we included the number of event days in three different classes (Boy et al., 2002)
per month for the same time period. The figure shows a clear correlation in monthly
distribution between sulfuric acid and nucleation event frequency. Including the
monoterpenes, temperature and water vapour into the equation shifts the distribution more
towards the summer months but also decrease the amount of days during the second observed
event peak in autumn.

Figure 1: Monthly trend for RP and observed frequency of nucleation event days

In figure 2 vertical profiles for the sum of monoterpenes, hydroxyl radicals and sulfuric acid
predicted by the model SOSA (Boy et al., 2011) for the 26th of March 2003 at 11.25 are
shown. Both compounds, H2SO4 and OH present a similar trend with nearly constant values
up to about 300 m. Above and up to 2150 m both compounds decrease by ca. 50 % and start
to increase afterwards. The sum of the monoterpenes showed a completely different profile,
which is expected from a substance emitted by the canopy. The concentration is well mixed
inside the ABL - due to clear sky condition on this day and the resulting strong turbulence and decreases continuously to values below 100 molecules cm-3 above 2 km.

Figure 2: Vertical profiles of simulated OH-, sulfuric acid and sum of monoterpenes
concentrations for the 26th of March 2003 at 11.25 am.
Comparing the measured particle concentrations in the size range of 3-6 nm for this selected
day and time (high numbers of new formed particles of several thousand inside the ABL and
numbers under the detection limit above, O’Dowd et al., 2009, Figure 9) with the simulated
profiles of sulfuric acid and monoterpenes, a higher similarity for the organic vapor
concerning the vertical distributions could be identified. This could be a strong evidence that
the amount of new formed particles detected at sizes above 3 nm are not only related to the
concentrations of sulphuric acid but other compounds like the reaction products of organic
molecules emitted by the canopy are essential.
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BVOCs have been drawing more and more scientific attention in atmospheric
research because of their chemical reactions to produce and destroy tropospheric
ozone, their effects on aerosol growth and formation and their potential influence on
global warming. Regional measurements and estimates are urgently needed to study
carbon budgets and global climate. However, since various factors such as vegetation
type, temperature light and humidity have complicated impacts on BVOC emissions,
comprehensive inventories are not so often reliably defined. To further track BVOC
gas concentrations and their chemical transformations, BVOC emission rates are input
into atmospheric transport and chemistry models [e.g., Poisson et al. 2000; Boauchet
et al. 1999] (Levis et al. 2003).
In this study, the model SOSA (model to Simulate the concentrations of Organic
vapours and Sulphuric Acid) which combines meteorological transport, BVOC
emissions and chemistry (Boy et al. 2011) is applied to investigate Scots pine (Pinus
sylvestris ) tree emissions in a boreal coniferous forest at SMEAR II (Station for
Measuring forest Ecosystem-Atmosphere Relations) in Hyytiälä, Finland. To test the
reliability of the model, simulation outputs are compared with measurement data
collected from on-line chambers analysed by Proton-transfer-reaction mass
spectrometry (PTR-MS) and Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS)
analyzer.
Result (Figure.1) indicates that modelling and observations of monoterpene
concentrations reasonably agreed both day and night. However, the correlation
coefficients still reveal some additional parameters like environmental stress, plant
development and leaf maturation, nutrient and injury status also influencing
monoterpene emissions, but were not taken into account in the model. In this case, the
mechanisms of monoterpene emissions need to be understood better in order to
improve the parameters used in model. May till September of the year was selected to
make correlation test because emissions are productive and the simulation are
representative during that period.

Fig 1. Correlation analysis between measured monoterpene concentration data with
modelled from May to September 2007

The predominant species emitted from these coniferous trees are monoterpenes
with the main composition of a–pinene and
3–carene. Diurnal and seasonal
variations are demonstrated in both quantity and quality of emitted compounds.
Another significant phenomenon for BVOC emitters is the discrepancy between
branch scale emissions and above-canopy concentrations. In order to reduce
uncertainty in measuring and modeling, a more detailed chemotypic characterization
of BVOC blends needs to be constructed. In this research, SOSA is also used to
estimate the contribution of different BVOC emission distributions especially for
monoterpenes to the total OH reactivity. Results show that by selecting a–pinene and
sabinene as the chemotype-species, the OH reactivity differs by a factor of almost 3.
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As a component of the land surface, soil moisture plays a crucial role within the climate
system through both memory effects and feedbacks to the atmosphere (e.g. [1]). The
sensitivity of the local climate to soil moisture also depends on local properties of the land
surface such as porosity, heat capacity and hydraulic conductivity [2]. In most regional climate
models (RCMs), predefined soil types correspond to a set of such parameters, which are fixed
for each soil type, and one soil type is attributed to each grid point. The values given to the
parameters as well as the chosen spatial distribution of soil types can thus influence the results
to a non-negligible extent [3].
The Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) provides a soil map of the world that is used
as a reference in most RCMs. More recently, the European Commission Joint Research Centre
published a new soil type map for Europe, the European Soil Database (JRC), based on more
comprehensive presently available soil-related information for the continent. The objective of
this study is to compare model simulations using both maps and to evaluate the role of soil
types and their related parameters for European climate simulations.
Two model simulations with the regional climate model COSMO-CLM using different
prescribed soil type distributions (based on the FAO and JRC soil maps, respectively) are
analyzed to investigate the role of soil parameters in the model. Both simulations show
considerable differences over parts of Europe and highlight the impact of soil types for landatmosphere interactions, mainly in controlling the energy partitioning between sensible and
latent heat flux at the surface. Even though the new map does not necessarily lead to
improvements everywhere, it demonstrates the crucial role of soil types in climate model
simulations. This is especially relevant given that soil type distribution in most models is to
some extent arbitrary since categories are often not very precisely defined and therefore even
different interpretations of the same source (e.g. FAO soil map of the world) can lead to nonnegligibly different maps in the model.
Different soil type conversions are compared to identify which changes lead to a certain
signal, also as function of the climate regimes and latitude. We then further investigate the role
of the soil type and we decompose the signal into three driving factors: 1) the overall waterholding capacity of the soil (determined by the field capacity and plant wilting point); 2)
hydraulic conductivity; and 3) hydraulic diffusivity. With the help of additional simulations,
we show a negligible role of hydraulic conductivity, while both the overall water-holding
capacity and the hydraulic diffusivity can play an important role, their relative importance
being dependent on the soil type conversion.
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The fraction of Absorbed Photosynthetically Active Radiation (fAPAR) is an essential
diagnostic variable to investigate the temporal and spatial dynamics of the terrestrial
biosphere. We introduce a new method to compare global vegetation greening phase
dynamics, derived from fAPAR time series from remote sensing sensors, and from climate
models.
This poster provides a two-tier presentation of this study:
First, the greening phase pattern analysis is presented. The method is developed to compare
the phase of seasonal signals in multi-annual data sets. We apply it to three long term satellite
vegetation data sets, namely from AVHRR (Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer),
SeaWiFS (Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view), and MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer) sensors.
While previous comparison studies focused on the estimation of specific phenological events,
e.g. spring date, the current study introduces a new algorithm that allows for the robust
identification of seasonal signals from multi-sensor time series with a special focus on the
difference in the seasonal phases of the characteristic signal. By vector normalisation and
integral calculation, we isolate the seasonal signal from any amplitudinal aspects that are
influenced by the inconsistencies of the various data sets. The comparison of three
independent remote sensing data sets shows significantly consistent global spatio-temporal
patterns at the 95 % confidence level. Based on the monthly resolved data sets that have been
evaluated in this study, no remarkable shifts are visible. Shifts stay in the range of +/- 1
month, which is the expected minimum shift for monthly resolved data.
Second, the robust greening phase pattern algorithm is ideal for the assessment of seasonal
processes simulated by the vegetation components of climate models. A couple of models
have been evaluated by the greening phase pattern analysis. Regions where the seasonality of
the models agree with the remote sensing data sets can be detected as well as regions, where
models and observations disagree. Results from global as well as regional evaluations are
presented.
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1. Introduction
It is important to estimate the urban emission of CO2 to investigate total regional emissions, which
include anthropogenic and natural sources and sinks, particularly for an area including mega cities.
A fine-scale forward model plays an important role in this estimation, [1] and, here, the development
of a local-scale forward model for CO2 transportation for the Kanto area of Japan is introduced. This
model will be used for the estimation of the area source, including the Tokyo Metropolitan area,
with remote sensing data of GOSAT.
2. Model
The basic model used here is the AIST-MM. [2], [3] This is a hydrostatic model with a
terrain-following coordinate system. The model usually uses one-way nesting, and the outer domain
covers an area of approximately 500kmX500km. The meteorological data from MSM/GPV of the
JMA is used to drive the AIST-MM. The inner domain is approximately 100kmX100km or a
200kmX200km area with 1-2km horizontal grid resolution. The target area of the present study is
the Kanto (MM grid B in Fig. 1) area, including the Tokyo Metropolitan area. The top of the
domain is set at 5,400 m.

MM grid A
(10km grid)

MM grid B
(2km grid)

Fig. 1 Outer domain (MM grid A) and inner domain (MM grid B) with 2km grid resolution.
Currently, the top and lateral boundary conditions of CO2 are fixed, and those conditions will be
supplied from the NICAM model. [4]
3. Source and sink models of CO2
The EAGrid2000 database [5] is used as an anthropogenic source inventory of CO2 with
approximately 1 km resolution. The plume rise is simply assumed depending on the actual stack
height range and not on meteorological conditions due to a lack of operational data of the boilers.

This is one of the reasons that inverse analysis should be required because the actual emission from
these anthropogenic sources is unknown. For the uptake and release from the ecosystem, Kondo et
al. [2] use the following equations calibrated from the data in the summer at the TKY site of
FLUXNET, [6] located near Takayama City in Japan:

NEP =

bI
−R
1 + aI

R = R1Q

Q=2.5
R1=0.102

T −T1
10

where NEP is the net ecosystem production, I is the solar insolation calculated in the model, and R
is the respiration of the ecosystem. Parameters a and b are derived from Schulze et al. [7] These
equations will be revised with those of Sim-CYCLE [8] and applied for other seasons.
4. Example of results
At present, AIST-MM is not combined with NICAM. The results of the test run, the distribution of
CO2 concentration at 13:00 JST on 7 Jan. 2011, are shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig.2 Calculated distribution of CO2 concentration near the surface at 13:00 LST on 7 Jan, 2011
(left) and vertical profile at Isezaki, Ichihara and Shirako (right).
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Climate projections indicate changes in mean climate as well as in climate variability and
frequency of extreme events for the end of the 21st century compared to present. Since many
biological processes reach non-reversible thresholds (loss of ability to germinate, mortality,
etc.) at some temperatures or soil water values, changes in climate variability have long-term
consequences for ecosystem composition, functioning and carbon storage. Fully transient
simulations of the CARAIB dynamic vegetation model over the 1951-2100 period are used to
evaluate and analyse how future climate variability will affect European ecosystems. The
impacts of climate change and associated drought episodes on primary productivity (NPP) as
well as on fire intensity are examined.
CARAIB is driven by the outputs of the ARPEGE/Climate model and three regional climate
models from the European Union project ENSEMBLES (KNMI-RACMO2, DMI-HIRHAM5
and HC-HadRM3Q0 models) forced with the IPCC A1B emission scenario. At first, we
analyse the interannual climate variability simulated by those climate models and compare it
with the observed climate variability (CRU TS 3.0 historical climate dataset) over the period
1961-1990. The present-day gross primary productivity (GPP) calculated by the vegetation
model using CRU climate is then compared to GPP field estimated values from some
CarboEurope sites (Integrated Project CarboEurope-IP Assessment of the European
Terrestrial Carbon Balance) characterized by various site conditions (climatic and
topographic) and different tree stand types. The capacity of CARAIB to reproduce the current
GPP mean and interannual variability is evaluated.
None of the climate models can reproduce accurately the present natural climate variability.
Therefore, the present NPP interannual variability simulated by CARAIB using climate
outputs from the climate models differs from the one obtained with observed climate. For
instance, the NPP interannual variability obtained with the ARPEGE/Climate model is
significantly overestimated in some parts of Europe, especially in the Mediterranean region,
in France, in northern Germany and northern Poland, in the Balkans and in Ukraine. The
discrepancies between modelled and observed current climate variability may also affect NPP
variability calculated for the future as well as the intensity and the frequency of severe
drought periods and wildfires. Thus, comparing the terrestrial ecosystem evolutions obtained
with a range of climate models allows to improve the assessment of climate change impacts
on ecosystems in the future. Anyway the trend between the present and the future is expected
to be more robust. The NPP interannual variability increases in the future with the four
climate models as a result of more frequent and more severe soil water stress episodes,
especially in southern and Central Europe. The projected climate changes are also likely to
induce increased fire risk in the Mediterranean region but also in Central Europe and Russia.
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Increased tropospheric background concentration of ozone due to increased emissions of
ozone precursor gasses over the past century have reached values of which adverse
effects on vegetation can be expected. These effects include reduced biomass production
which may affect biodiversity in some areas as a result to ozone-sensitivity differences
across plant species, and economic loss due to reduced crop yield and forest growth.
Estimate of the total stomatal dose of ozone to the vegetation, needed to quantify the
damage of ozone to plants, requires calculation of the stomatal flux of ozone from the
ambient air into the vegetation.
In this work, uptake of ozone in plants has been studied in the Eulerian non-hydrostatic
WRF-Chem1 model (Weather Research and Forecasting model with chemistry). This is a
mesoscale model extensively used for atmospheric research, and consists of a dynamical
part which is fully coupled with a chemistry module. Here, WRF-Chem version 3.2 has
been used with the RADM2 chemistry scheme. Dry deposition of ozone is based on a
scheme formulated by Weseley2, in which the stomatal uptake is regulated by
temperature and short wave radiation. The ozone chemistry and the meteorology (e.g.
temperature and radiation) are coupled on-line in the model. In order to assess the
performance of the model, the model was run for two separate periods during the late
spring and summer of 2007 and the results were compared with measurements made in
Castelporziano, outside Rome, Italy. The site is located in a costal Mediterranean maquis
ecosystem. The two periods of May 20-26 and June 22-28 were selected by the
availability and quality of measured data for comparison. Various horizontal resolutions
have been used, down to 1km x 1km.
The modelled stomatal flux is compared to the stomatal flux derived from eddy
covariance measurements for the daytime hours. The second of the two simulated periods
was characterized by overall warmer and dryer conditions at the measuring site, reducing
the rate of evapotranspiration substantially and thereby a lower measured stomatal flux.
The lack of a water status dependency in the model parameterization caused a modelled
overestimation of the stomatal flux in the afternoon hours compared to measurements in
this period. To account for the water status of the vegetation, the evaporative power of
the atmosphere’s effect on the stomatal conductance was taken into account by adopting
a Jarvis type approach, introducing two different VPD functions contributing to limit the
stomatal ozone uptake. One accounts for the instantaneous VPD value and one for VPD
accumulated over the day. The results for the averaged measured and modelled stomatal
flux, with and without VPD limitations, for the day lit hours of the June period are
presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Measured and modelled fluxes for the day lit hours, averaged over the June period. Stippled lines
represent modelled fluxes including VPD dependence.

Introducing the reduction in ozone uptake due to VPD improved the modelled results in
comparison with the measurements for the drier second period, greatly reducing the
overestimation of the modelled flux in the afternoon hours and increasing the correlation
coefficient between the averaged measured and modelled flux in the day lit hours. The
VPD effect was only included in an off-line mode, but will later be included in on-line
calculations.
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Vegetation is one of the most important components in the Earth’s biosphere. It has
closely relationship with atmosphere through the vegetation-atmosphere feedback. Up to
now, various climate models have been developed to investigate the relationship among
atmosphere, ocean and land surface processes, and they have rough simulation and
prediction capabilities. However, the model behaviors and uncertainties due to their
coupling are still largely unknown. This work is to evaluate the effects from twenty-three
global coupled ocean-atmosphere models on potential vegetation distribution under the
SRES 20C3M scenario. The climatology generated by monthly surface temperature,
sunshine and precipitation climatology, together with the corresponding atmospheric CO2
concentrations during 1970-1999 from these coupled models are used respectively to
drive BIOME4 to simulate the potential vegetation distribution. The results show that
there exist significant differences in simulated vegetation patterns due to modeldependent uncertainties, especially in Amazon and high latitude regions. Further research
indicates that it is because the scatter of simulated surface temperature, sunshine and
precipitation changes from different models. Moreover, comparing with observation data,
the simulated tropical evergreen broadleaf forest regime is consistently less in all cases,
which is due to less precipitation. At last, to quantify the degree of agreement between
simulated and observed vegetation patterns, Kappa Statistics is adopted to give an
objective and approved comparison.
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Lichens and biotic crusts are the dominant autotrophs in (sub)polar ecosystems, on
mountain tops and in coastal deserts. In the form of epiphytes, they are also a
significant component of some forests. Consequently, a large number of observations
exist which have been used to predict physiological properties of lichens empirically.
Process-based modeling approaches, however, which are the basis of many dynamical
vegetation models, have rarely been used to describe the lichen symbiosis. Here, a
model is presented which accounts for the main physiological processes of lichens, such
as photosynthesis, respiration and water exchange. Furthermore, several important
trade-offs are implemented, such as photosynthetic capacity versus respiratory load
and water content versus CO2 conductivity. The model predicts lichen productivity as
a function of climate input data such as temperature, radiation and precipitation. It
can also be implemented on the global scale and can therefore be used to estimate the
contribution of lichens to the global carbon balance. Some lichens are capable of
nitrogen fixation. In nitrogen-limited ecosystems and in the early stage of succession
they could provide a significant input of this nutrient into the system. They also may
play a role in the acquisition and retention of phosphorus. Moreover, lichens and biotic
crusts change the infiltrability of the soil surface and exude organic compounds to the
substrate on which they grow. Thus, they probably have an influence on weathering
rates at the land surface. Applying the model presented here to these questions, it is
possible to quantify the impact of lichens on global biogeochemical cycles.

Vegetation–soil water interaction within a dynamical ecosystem model of swamp forest in
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Ecosystems are generally highly dynamic and show complex behavior because of multiple nonlinear interactions. Nonlinearity allow phenomena to be unpredictable, to manifest chaotic behavior
and lead to different eco system structure. The nonlinearity associated with positive feedback can
lead to catastrophic regime shift(1). A dynamical ecosystem model with three main components
(living biomass, soil water and nutrients availability) has been developed to examine the
vegetation–soil interaction in swamp forest areas of the Mediterranean basin . The governing
nonlinear differential equations are based on the mass conservation law and the physical and
biophysical processes parameters are estimated from observational data. The purpose of this study
is understand if gradual changes in temperature or precipitation regimes and quantities might have
an effect strong enough to reach a threshold at which a large shift occurs that might be difficult to
reverse(1,2). In this poster we present the model structure, the parameterization strategy and some
first example of application.
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Modeling and predicting seasonal and inter-annual variability of terrestrial carbon and water
fluxes play a vital role in understanding processes and interactions between plant-atmosphere
and climate. Process-based ecosystem models coupled with remotely sensed data showed
good results in predicting carbon allocation and uptake. However, testing the model’s
capability to simulate fluxes across and within the ecosystems is essential. Thanks to the
existing eddy covariance (EC) networks (e.g FLUXNET [1]), where CO2 and water exchange
is continuously measured [2], it is now possible to verify the model’s goodness at global
scale.
This paper reports the outcomes of the verification activities of the Land Carbon Core
Information Service (LC-CIS) of the Geoland2 European project [3]. A main aim of
Geoland2 is to setting-up pre-operational infrastructures for monitoring the terrestrial surface
fluxes at regional and global scales in near real time. These infrastructures rely on the
assimilation of Earth Observation (EO) data within land surface models. The three used land
surface models are C-TESSEL from ECMWF [4, 5] SURFEX from CNRM [6] and
ORCHIDEE from IPSL [7]. These models differ in their hypotheses used to describe
processes and the interactions between ecological compartments (plant, soil and atmosphere)
and climate and environmental conditions. Results of the verification and model
benchmarking are presented. Surface fluxes of the models are verified against FLUXNET
sites representing main worldwide Plant Functional Types (PFTs: forest, grassland and
cropland). The quality of the EC data is verified using the CarboEurope database
methodology [8, 9] and accuracy is evaluated by u* threshold value uncertainty. Verification
methodology includes the statistical analysis (R2, RMSEabs, E, MAPE, BE) of the fluxes
magnitude, daily and annual cycles, inter-annual anomalies and ecophysiological parameters
for all PTFs and for each PFT.
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Globally there are more than 500 sites where direct estimates of carbon and water fluxes at
the ecosystem scale are measured by the eddy covariance technique [1]. This method provide
half hourly carbon, water and energy fluxes between ecosystem and atmosphere
representative of an area of hundreds to on thousand meters around the measurement point.
Recent studies demonstrated that these measurements can be extrapolated at regional to globe
scale using empirical and semi-empirical models, which are parameterized using eddy
covariance data and when applied use as input meteorological and remotely-sensed gridded
data [2, 3].
In this work Artificial Neural Networks [4] have been used to predict Gross Primary
Production, Ecosystem Respiration, Net Ecosystem Production and Evapotranspiration at
global scale focusing first on methodological aspects like: which are the best explanatory
variables and their time resolution for the four different fluxes? Do the Plant Functional Type
or a Bio-Climate classification/stratification help to improve the model performances?
In a second stage, since the data-driven approaches goodness and uncertainty greatly relies on
data quality and availability and in particular on the spatial distribution of flux tower sites
used for their parameterization, analysis of the uncertainty in the upscaled results have been
assessed, focusing on a) uncertainty and errors in extrapolation in time and space b) effect of
the number of sites available for parameterization on the results c) uncertainty and
performances in the upscaling on areas where no sites are available for parameterization, to
understand how important is the representativeness issue.
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Primary biological aerosols, like bacteria and fungal spores, have been shown to be efficient ice
nuclei (IN) in laboratory studies. They are an important component of the biological aerosol
population in the atmosphere [1, 2, 3]. It is necessary to know their global emissions in order to
investigate their potential impact on clouds and precipitation.
Bacteria in general and those with ice nucleating abilities in particular, are commonly found on
plant leaves [4] which aids in determining global bacteria concentrations depending on different
plant functional types. Plant functional types and their seasonally changing leaf area index from the
JSBACH dynamic vegetation model [5] were combined with observed near surface bacteria
concentrations [6] to calculate bacteria emissions within the ECHAM5-HAM general circulation
model (GCM) [7] for an online calculation of bacteria emissions.
A review of available fungal spore concentration data has been undertaken by Dallafior and Sesartic
[8]. Those data from literature have been assigned to an ecosystem and converted to surface fluxes.
The fluxes have been calculated offline based on ecosystem areas from JSBACH and fungal spore
properties (mass and density).
After being emitted, bacteria and fungal spores tend to remain near their source of origin. Their
deposition is enhanced over regions with dense vegetation and high precipitation. The average
global fungal spore number concentrations (104 m-3) were found to be two orders of magnitudes
lower than the modelled average number concentrations of bacteria (106 m-3) and four orders of
magnitude lower than those of mineral dust (108 m-3). While they reach heights relevant for cloud
formation, their number concentration remains very small.
Including bacteria in ECHAM5-HAM and assuming in a best estimate 10% of them to act as IN
following Santl Temkiv et al. [9], leads to only minor changes in cloud formation and precipitation
on a global level, however, changes in the liquid water path and ice water path can be observed,
specifically in the boreal regions where tundra and forests act as sources of bacteria. In those
regions surface temperatures are often in the range of mixed-phase clouds (0°C to -35°C) thus
allowing bioaerosol to have an impact even without being transported to higher altitudes.
Additionally, there are fewer but larger ice crystals forming.
The addition of fungal spores acting as IN in ECHAM5-HAM has a similar but even lesser impact.
A slight increase in ice crystal number concentration over vegetated areas can be observed for the
assumption that all fungal spores act as IN. However, due to their low number concentration fungal
spores seem to have only a very minor impact on clouds and precipitation on the global scale.
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Nucleation is one of several scientific phenomena which are presently under investigation. A
lot of complex chemical processes occur in the Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL) and it is
essential to have a thorough understanding of these processes. This actually defines the
chemistry and the aerosol dynamics in the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL). To do so we
have developed a spatial and temporal high resolution 3 dimensional model FLAMO
(Flexible Atmospheric Model) which attempts to reconstruct the emissions, transport and
chemistry and aerosol processes in the mixed layer. FLAMO integrates a meteorological
module, an emission module, a chemical kinetics module and an aerosol dynamics module.
Emissions from the canopy are simulated using the Model of Emissions of Gases and
Aerosols from Nature (MEGAN). This is a system for estimating the net emissions of gases
and aerosols from terrestrial ecosystems in to the atmosphere. The module estimates the leaf
area, plant species composition and species specific emission factors for a given specific
location. MEGAN is a global model with a base resolution of approximately 1 km. This
makes it favourable to be used in regional as well as in global models. The driving variables
in MEGAN include land cover, meteorological factors and atmospheric chemical
composition. These driving variables are obtained from different models (Guenther et al.,
2006). In our case, these driving variables are obtained from the input parameters of
FLAMO.
The chemistry which accounts for most of the simulation time is taken from the Master
Chemical Mechanism (MCM). MCM is a near explicit chemical mechanism that describes
the degradation of hundreds of volatile organic compounds (VOC). This mechanism is
implemented in to Fortran 90 using KPP (The Kinetic PreProcessor). The KPP is a general
analysis tool that generates a FORTRAN or C code that computes the time evolution of the
chemical species starting with a specification of a chemical mechanism which in our case is
the MCM.
FLAMO uses the University of Helsinki Multicomponent Aerosol model (UHMA) for
implementing aerosol dynamics. The main objective of this module is to study the new
particle formation under clear sky condition in the troposphere (Korhonen et al., 2004). The
size-segregated, sectional box model includes all basic aerosol dynamical processes:
nucleation, condensation, coagulation and dry deposition. Fig 1 gives us a graphical
representation of FLAMO and the various modules included in it. The independent bubble in
the graphical representation emphasizes the fact that we can integrate some additional module
in to the code.
The meteorological module will be a hydrostatic meteorological model used to simulate
the meteorological conditions in the subscribed area. This atmospheric module will be
infused with a canopy model so as to simulate the canopy conditions for neutral, stable and
unstable atmospheric stratification. The model will be based on the E - closure where E is
the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) and = /E is the specific dissipation, where is the
dissipation rate of TKE.

Fig1. Graphical representation of FLAMO
FLAMO will utilize parallel computing using MPI (Message Passing Interface). It will be
possible to run the code on multi-core clusters and thus reducing the time per simulation,
which gives us the possibility for long-term investigations with reasonable computational
costs. The main focus will be to study various nucleation theories (e.g. binary nucleation of
sulphuric acid and water) in and above the ABL for the SMEAR II in Hyytiälä, Finland.
Further we will study the chemical processes and feedback mechanisms crucial for aerosol
formation and nucleation processes. The presentation will concentrate on the simulations
performed for Hyytiälä in comparison with ground and air-born measurements achieved
during the HUMPPA COPEC 2010 campaign.
(http://www.atmosphere.mpg.de/enid/450f048e6e9962a1e0b3ffa845bede05,0/Start/About_H
UMPPA_7e2.html)
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The land surface model (LSM) in regional climate models (RCMs) plays a key role in energy and
water exchanges between land and atmosphere. The vegetation can affect these exchanges through
physical, biophysical and bio-geophysical mechanisms[1]. It participates to evapo-transpiration
process which determines the partitioning of net radiation between sensible and latent heat flux,
through water evaporation from soil throughout the entire root system. For seasonal timescale leaf
cover change induced leaf-area index (LAI) and albedo changes, impacting the Earth's radiative
balance[2]. In addition, atmospheric chemistry and carbon concentration has a direct effect on plant
stomatal structure, the main exchange interface with the atmosphere. Therefore the surface energy
balance is intimately linked to the carbon cycle and vegetation conditions and an accurate
representation of the Earth's surface is required to improve the performance of RCMs[3]. It is even
more crucial for extreme events as heat waves and droughts which display highly nonlinear
behaviour.
In the MORCE plateform, the dynamical global vegetation model (DGVM) ORCHIDEE[4] is
implemented in the atmospheric module WRF[5]. ORCHIDEE is based on three different modules.
The first module, called SECHIBA, describes the fast processes such as exchanges of energy and
water between the atmosphere and the biosphere, and the soil water budget. The phenology and
carbon dynamics of the terrestrial biosphere are simulated by the STOMATE module. STOMATE
essentially simulates processes as photosynthesis, carbon allocation, litter decomposition, soil
carbon dynamics, maintenance and growth respiration, and phenology. Finally, the long-term
processes, including vegetation dynamics, fire, sapling establishment, light competition, and tree
mortality are simulated according to the global vegetation model LPJ.
Three sets of MORCE simulations driven by ERA-INTERIM reanalysis over Southern France have
been performed with a resolution of 15 km. The three sets of simulations correspond to “wet”,
“normal” and “dry” years regarding the soil moisture climatology. For each type of years, 3 sets of
simulations have been performed: one with NOAH land-surface model, one with ORCHIDEE but
SECHIBA module only and one with ORCHIDEE with SECHIBA and STOMATE modules. These
simulations are inter-compared to improve our understanding of coupled mechanisms between soil
vegetation and atmosphere on regional water cycle, which is a central aspect of the HyMeX
program.
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Tackling the possible severe impacts of climate change on the carbon cycle and land
water resources requires further development of simulation models and monitoring
capabilities. Carbon cycle impacts can lead to further climate change through releases
of CO2, and impacts on water resources are critical for human survival. A rapidly
increasing monitoring capability is Earth Observation (EO) by satellites. Usually, EO
by its very nature focuses on diagnosing the current state of the planet. However, it is
possible to use EO products in data assimilation systems to improve not only the
diagnostics of the current state, but also the accuracy of future predictions. This study
investigates the simultaneous assimilation of ground-based atmospheric CO2
concentration measurements and Fraction of Absorbed Photosynthetically Active
Radiation (FAPAR) derived from measurements made by the MERIS sensor on-board
ENVISAT and to what extent these data can be used to improve models of terrestrial
ecosystems, carbon cycling and hydrology.
Further development of the Carbon Cycle Data Assimilation System (CCDAS, see
http://CCDAS.org) for the purpose of simultaneous assimilation of FAPAR and
atmospheric carbon dioxide measurements showed that the design of the ecosystem
model is critical for successful implementation of highly efficient variational data
assimilation schemes. This is important, because each newly added data stream will
typically require a separate observational operator. In the case of this study, it was the
leaf development (phenology) sub-model that needed to be developed.
As a variational data assimilation scheme, CCDAS relies on first and second
derivatives of the underlying model for estimating process parameters with
uncertainty ranges. In a subsequent step these parameter uncertainties are mapped
forward onto uncertainty ranges for predicted carbon and water fluxes.
We present assimilation experiments of MERIS FAPAR at the global scale together
with in situ observations of atmospheric CO2 in a coarse-resolution setup of CCDAS
and address the systematic application of CCDAS for the design of future monitoring
missions. Assimilation experiments were developed from a base case, where both
FAPAR and carbon dioxide data were assimilated, and several variants: assimilation
of only FAPAR, of only CO2 data and increase of sensor resolution approximated by
smaller data uncertainty.
The reduction of uncertainties from assimilating FAPAR is modest for carbon fluxes,
but considerable for hydrological quantities (evapotranspiration). Regionally, the

highest constraint for both carbon fluxes and hydrological quantities is found for
Australia and Africa (in that order). This can be explained by the fact that most of the
vegetation on these continents grows in tropical or sub-tropical semi-arid
environments, where observation conditions are especially favourable. Here,
vegetation is water limited, which underlines the usefulness of FAPAR assimilation
for hydrological studies. Sensor resolution has only a moderate effect on uncertainty
reduction for carbon fluxes.
The study demonstrates that variational data assimilation can be used to assess the
value of multiple data streams and multi-data synergies. A significant result is that
FAPAR data are useful for constraining hydrological quantities.
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The Earth's atmospheric oxidizing capacity mainly consists of the hydroxyl radical (OH), ozone
(O3) and nitrogen trioxide (NO3). These oxidants play a crucial role in atmospheric chemistry, and
atmospheric aerosol growth; the latter by producing oxidized organic compounds (oxVOCs)
through reactions with volatile organic compounds (VOC), thereby creating oxVOCs with low
enough saturation vapour pressure to condense onto aerosol particles.
Since researchers currently believe that H2SO4 is taking part in both aerosol formation and growth,
it is highly essential to predict correct OH concentrations by models, since it is from OH-oxidation
of SO2 that H2SO4 eventually is produced. Wrong H2SO4 concentrations in models lead to wrong
modelled aerosol parameters, which among other effects, increase uncertainties on climate
predictions from aerosols.
We have modelled the total atmospheric OH, ozone, and NO3-reactivity in a boreal forest and
investigated the individual contributions from gas phase inorganic species, isoprene, monoterpenes,
and methane along with other important VOCs. In order to clarify the importance of these three
oxidants at different times, the daily and seasonal variation in reactivities are also presented.
Further, the vertical reactivity profiles until the boundary layer, have been examined.
We present modelled and measured data (O3- and NO3-reactivies have not been measured) from the
two campaigns; HUMPPA-COPEC-10 (Hyytiälä United Measurements of Photochemistry and
Particles in Air -- Comprehensive Organic Precursor Emission Concentration 2010) July-August,
2010 and BFORM (Boreal Forest OH Reactivity Measurements) August 2008. Both campaigns
took place in Hyytiälä, SMEAR II station, Southern Finland. For model results we have used SOSA
(Model to Simulate the concentrations of Organic vapours and Sulphuric Acid); a one-dimensional
vertical chemistry-transport model (Boy et al. 2011) which includes very detailed chemistry.
Daily averaged measured OH-reactivity for 12-14 m (measured in August 2008), 18 m and 24 m
(measured in July-August, 2010) together with modelled OH-reactivity for 18 m (modelled for
July-August, 2010) is presented in Fig. 1. The daily pattern within the modelled reactivity is not as
well pronounced as the measured data. However, a late afternoon peak due to higher isoprene
emissions is observed. Also the modelled accumulated OH-reactivity until the boundary layer peaks
in the middle of the day, which correlates with VOC emissions. As also seen from Fig. 1, the
modelled OH-reactivity is highly underestimated. Model simulations only account for ~ 30-50% of
the total measured OH sink, and we believe the reason for missing OH-reactivity (modelled OHreactivity subtracted from measured OH-reactivity) is unmeasured unknown BVOCs, and
limitations in our knowledge of atmospheric chemistry including uncertainties in rate constants.
Seasonal contributions to the three reactivities have also been modelled. Model simulations show
that the main contributors to the OH-reactivity in summer are of organic origin whereas in winter
they are inorganic compounds.

The OH concentration has been both measured and modelled, and we are able to predict the
measured OH concentration with little uncertainty. This however, might indicate that not only the
OH sink term, but also the OH source term, is underestimated. We have therefore also investigated
the OH source by including OH recycling through isoprene-like terpene reactions.
We investigated correlations between aerosol condensation sink, different aerosol modes and
modelled, measured, and missing OH-reactivity. A correlation between missing OH-reactivity and
growth of nucleation mode particles (3-10 nm) was found, suggesting that OH oxidised products
condense on the smaller particles. No correlation between missing OH-reactivity and larger mode
particles was found. Correlations between different aerosol parameters and modelled ozone- and
NO3-reactivities will also be presented.
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Fig. 1. Daily averaged measured OH-reactivity for 12-14 m (measured in August 2008), 18 m and
24 m (measured in July-August, 2010) together with modelled OH-reactivity for 18 m (modelled
for July-August, 2010).
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Moisture evaporated from the continents (recycled moisture) contributes up to 80% to the total
atmospheric moisture content and, hence, precipitation in some regions. Recycling estimates are
traditionally used to indicate a region's rainfall-dependence on land-surface evaporation.
Accordingly, recycling estimates are employed to deduce the hydrological consequences of
land-cover change. However, moisture is not a passive but an active constituent of the
atmosphere. Recent studies indicate that at small scales (up to 1000 km) local to regional
evaporation-precipitation coupling by far dominates the atmospheric precipitation response,
while the water-balance effect from moisture recycling in the traditional sense seems to be of
minor importance. The value of moisture recycling estimates as indicator for consequences of
land-cover change is therefore questionable. However, since atmospheric moisture is still
subject to mass conservation, the relevance of moisture recycling may come into play at the
continental scale.
To explore the relevance of recycling estimates regarding land-cover change at the continental
scale, we conduct two global experiments with an atmospheric general circulation model: (I)
with present-day conditions and (II) with extreme land-cover change conditions, namely with
totally suppressed continental evaporation. Using the simulated fields of moisture, wind, and
evaporation from the present-day experiment, we quantify continental moisture recycling with a
vertically integrating tracing scheme. We then compare the computed recycling patterns with the
hydrological changes that follow the suppression of continental evaporation.
While under present-day conditions the fraction of recycled moisture increases from continental
upstream to downstream regions with respect to the prevailing winds (Fig. 1), the suppression
of continental evaporation leads to severe precipitation loss in almost all continental regions, no
matter if situated upstream or downstream. Over the ocean the hydrological response is
ambigious, even where under present-day conditions large fractions of the atmospheric
moisture stem from continental evaporation. This suggests that continental moisture recycling
can not act across large ocean basins. Over land the absence of evaporative cooling at the
surface leads to substantial warming which acts to suppress precipitation. In large parts of the
continents the precipitation decrease compensates for much of the missing evaporation, such
that the continental moisture-sink is not much amplified. Consequently, the atmospheric
moisture content is not systematically reduced in the evaporation-free experiment, as would be
necessary for the traditional moisture recycling mechanism to be active. Noteworthy exceptions
are continental regions that are substantial moisture sources for some time of the year, first of
all tropical wet-dry climates during the dry season. Apart from these exceptions, our results
challenge the relevance of moisture recycling estimates for the hydrological consequences of
land-cover change even at the continental scale.

Fig. 1: Fraction of recycled (continental) moisture in total atmospheric moisture (%) in July
under present-day conditions.
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Satellite observations of normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) are showing an
increasing photosynthetic activity in the arctic tundra (“greening”) and a slightly
decrease (“browning”) in the boreal forests since the 1980s [1]. The greening of the
tundra is caused by a strong shrub growth, which is driven by warming temperatures
[2]. These trends in vegetation activity are related to changes in primary production and
thus affecting the carbon uptake by the land. On the other hand, different remote sensing
data sets show opposite NDVI trends in some regions [3]. Additionally the trends are
not consistent: some regions show increasing photosynthetic activity to the 1990s but
after it a decrease in some northern American boreal forests, which is associated to
cooling summer temperatures and drought [4]. Fire is another process which affects
large parts of the boreal zone [5]. Fires release carbon and reduce primary production in
the affected area, which can cause the observed browning. On the other hand, the
recovery of vegetation after the fire can cause a strong greening trend [3].
This ongoing study addresses the question, how these environmental relations in high
latitude ecosystems are represented in the LPJ dynamic global vegetation model. We are
using a model-data integration framework [6] to identify if the model reproduces the
observed spatial patterns of inter-annual variability and trends in land cover, gross
primary production (GPP), evapotranspiration and fire activity.
The advent of global remote sensing datasets of burnt area [e.g. 7], biomass [8] or
global up-scaled estimates of evapotranspiration [9] and gross primary production [10]
from eddy covariance measurements make such evaluations of simulated spatial
patterns possible.
The simulated mean annual pattern of GPP shows a good agreement with the up-scaled
GPP estimate. The model overestimates the inter-annual variability and the trend in
GPP. This disagreement occurs because of uncertainties in the precipitation input
dataset, because of a dislocation of plant functional types in comparison to the observed
land cover and because of a dislocation in burnt areas. To assess this impact of the
dynamic vegetation and the fire model on GPP simulations, we constrained the model
with observed land cover and burnt areas. This improves the simulated spatial patterns
in gross primary production. This analysis shows a future need to constrain the spatial
distribution of plant functional types and to assess the uncertainty of parameters of the
fire model scheme to simulate trends in high-latitude vegetation activity and the
relations to fire.
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Natural and anthropogenic aerosols may have a great impact on climate as they can directly
interact with solar radiation and indirectly affect the Earth’s radiation balance and
precipitation by modifying clouds. In order to quantify the direct and indirect effects, we must
understand the complex processes that connect an aerosol particle to a cloud droplet.
However, while modern measurement techniques are able to detect particle sizes down to
nanometer all the way from ground up to the stratosphere, the data do not serve for all of our
needs for understanding the processes. Hence we will demonstrate a modelling approach to
investigate the complex processes of aerosols in the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL).
SOSAA (model to Simulate the concentration of Organic vapours, Sulphuric Acid, and
Aerosol) is the first column model existing in the world with detailed chemistry and aerosol
dynamics parallelized. It can be used to study aerosol processes in the ABL for long period.
The model includes the aerosol dynamics module UHMAEMO (University of Helsinki
Multicomponent AErosol MOdule) coupled with the chemistry-transport column model
SOSA (model to Simulate the concentration of Organic vapours, Sulphuric Acid, Figure 1).

Figure1. SOSAA model structure
SOSA attempts to reconstruct the emissions, transport, and chemistry in the ABL in and above
a vegetation canopy using meteorological measurements (Boy et al., 2011). UHMAEMO
simulates tropospheric new particle formation in clear sky conditions. It is developed from the
UHMA model which includes all basic aerosol dynamical processes: nucleation,
condensation, coagulation and dry deposition (Korhonen et al., 2004).

As a first application of the model, we present nucleation studies for the year 2010 in
Hyytiälä, Finland with different nucleation theories including homogeneous nucleation of
sulphuric acid and water, kinetic nucleation, and activation nucleation (Figure 2). Modelled
particle growth rates and sulphuric acid concentrations have also been compared with
measurements from HUMPPA-COPEC campaign, which was carried in Hyytiälä from 5th
July to 13th August, 2010.

Figure 2. Time evolution of vertical distribution of the aerosol size-dependent concentration
Most of the input measurement data are from the SMEAR II station in Hyytiälä. Sounding
data for upper boundary condition are from neighbouring meteorological stations.
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The terrestrial carbon cycle has the potential to provide major feedbacks on climate
change, but their uncertainties in the spatial and temporal pattern of these feedbacks still
lasts. To understand the current carbon cycle over the continental scale, two estimation
approaches have been developed: top-down approach and bottom-up approach. As topdown approach, atmospheric inversion model estimates temporal and spatial
distributions of terrestrial carbon budget by inversion procedure of atmospheric
chemical transport models and a priori information of anthropogenic carbon emission
and ocean carbon budget. As bottom-up approach, terrestrial ecosystem model (TEM)
estimates them by integration of physiological processes of carbon assimilation and
flows: photosynthesis, respiration and carbon allocation. Recently, numbers of
estimation on terrestrial carbon budgets have been performed by those two approaches
over the European continent. To get the comprehensive information of terrestrial carbon
dynamics on Europe, this study clarifies the difference in temporal and spatial carbon
flux distributions between both approaches and between models among each approach.
The data sets from five atmospheric inversions and ten TEMs are used for comparisons.
They have a variety of spatial resolutions, from 0.25 x 0.25 o to 4 x 5 o, and data
intervals, from weekly to annual (Table 1). Preliminary analysis with 5 atmospheric
inversions and 5 TEMs shows the large difference in trends among the areas (Fig. 1).
For example, North Europe indicates negative fluxes with similar size among all the
data, although south Europe shows contrary signs of fluxes between approaches. The
detailed analysis will be given at the presentation.
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Table 1. Data sets from atmospheric inversions and terrestrial ecosystem models
Atmospheric inversions
Model
Resolution
LSCE_PEYLIN
50 x 50 km
LSCE_PYVAR
3.75 x 2.5 o
Jena_s96_v3.2
4x5o
Jena_s99_v3.2
4x5o
CarbonTracker
1x1o
Europe

Interval
Monthly
Weekly
Weekly
Weekly
--

Refs.
Peylin et al. (2005)
Chevallier et al.(2010)
Rodenbeck et al. (2006)

Terrestrial Ecosystem models (CarboEurope)
ORCHIDEE
0.25 x 0.25 o 1700-2007
Biome-BGC
0.25 x 0.25 o 1700-2007
JULES
1.0 x 1.0 o
1700-2007

LSCE
Churkina
Hadley C

Annual
Annual
Annual

Churkina et al. (2010)

Terrestrial Ecosystem models (RECCAP)
Hyland
3.75 x 2.5 o
1901-2009
TRIFFID
3.75 x 2.5 o
1901-2009
LPJ
3.75 x 2.5 o
1901-2008
SDGVM
3.75 x 2.5 o
1901-2009
OC-N
3.75 x 3.0 o
1901-2009
LPJ-GUESS
0.5 x 0.5 o
1901-2009
NCAR-CLIM4
0.5 x 0.5 o
1901-2009

CEH
Hadley C
-Sheffield U
LSCE
Lund U
NCAR

Annual
Annual
Annual
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly

Levy et al., 2004a, 2004b

TEM

Peters et al. (2009)

Cox ( 2001)
Sitch et al. (2003)
Woodward et al. (1995)
Zaehle et al.(2010)
Smith et al. (2001)
Oleson et al. (2010)

North

LSCE_PYVAR
LSCE_PEYLIN
BIOME-BGC-clim
BIOME-BGC-clim-co2-n
JULES-clim-co2-lu
ORCHIDEE-clim
ORCHIDEE-clim-co2-lu

East

MPIs96v3.2
MPIs99v3.2

GtC / yr

Affiliation
LSCE
LSCE
MPI Jena
MPI Jena
ICOS

Atmos Inver

Period
1996-2008
1988-2008
1996-2008
1999-2008
2001-2007

West central
South

Fig. 1. Accumulated terrestrial carbon fluxes in five regions over the Europe
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Uncertainties in the projections of coupled-carbon cycle climate models are strongly influenced by
the uncertainties in the simulation of processes controlling land carbon storage. Understanding and
reducing these uncertainties is important to reduce the spread in future climate projections and
requires the systematic evaluation of the model results with Earth observations. The Framework for
Inverse Analysis of Land / Atmosphere Carbon Exchange (FINALACE) is a project to develop an
inversion framework around the land component JSBACH [1,2] of the Earth system model
COSMOS that can be used for such a systematic confrontation of model output with observations.
The ultimate goal of the project is to provide estimates of JSBACH model parameters and their
uncertainty ranges that are consistent with Earth observations for the simulation of carbon-cycle
climate interactions and the assessment of the robustness of these interactions.
Here we present the results of a sensitivity analysis of JSBACH parameters for various ecosystem
types, including a first model evaluation with eddy-covariance based flux observations and
remotely sensed data. Implications of these results are briefly discussed in the light of the use of
JSBACH for parameter inversion with a focus on the use of multiple data streams (satellite and flux
observations) to simultaneously constrain important model parameters.
Because of the large number (96) of model parameters in JSBACH (some of them varying between
plant functional types), an inversion aiming at constraining all of these parameters simultaneously is
computationally very expensive and also faces the problem of equifinality (i.e. different sets of
parameter values can lead to the same model results). Using the sensitivity study, we identify some
model parameters that have almost no influence on the model output of interest and can thus easily
be omitted for a parameter inversion. To identify the most important parameters and to learn about
the model behaviour with respect to parameter values, a sensitivity study with the parameters of
JSBACH is presented here. Parameters were varied simultaneously by ±10 % around their default
value with a latin hypercube sampling [3]. The results were then analysed with the rank transformed
partial correlation coefficient [4], a measure of the importance of each parameter. This analysis has
been performed for several model outputs (e.g. net ecosystem exchange, fraction of absorbed
photosynthetically active radiation, soil moisture) and for one entire year of results allowing to
identify seasons with a large influence of model parameters and also the temporal variation of the
importance for each single parameter (figure 1).
The investigated relationships between parameters and model results help estimating which
observations constrain which parameters and hence give valuable information for a parameter
inversion to understand and reduce uncertainties in climate projections.

Figure 1: Sensitivity of the fraction of absorbed photosynthetically active radiation (FAPAR) with
respect to selected parameters of the phenology module for the Hainich fluxnet site. The top panel
shows the total range of model results (grey shaded area) and the average of the 100 latin hypercube
samples. The middle and bottom panel show the results of the rank transformed partial correlation
coefficient (RPCC) for a daylight and temperature criteria that controls the onset and offset of leaf
growth and of the maximum leaf area index. A RPCC-value of 0 indicates no influence while a
value of -1 or 1 means a maximum influence of the parameter on the selected model result.
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The Tibetan Plateau (TP) is characterized by high elevation and a clear atmosphere – when
clouds are absent – thus leading to high solar irradiation [1]. Due to the relatively small
fraction of indirect radiation, cloudiness instantaneously reduces the surface radiation balance
dramatically and lead to a fast reaction of surface temperatures and also turbulent energy
fluxes. The development of fair weather Cumulus humilis clouds as a result of shallow
convection is very common on TP. As the passing time of those clouds is rather short, their
influence on local surface energy balance and turbulent fluxes of latent and sensible heat
cannot be resolved by eddy covariance (EC) technique as averaging times are too long.
Previous research has also mainly focused on days with clear skies. It should also be noted
that the spatial scale of these clouds is below the resolution of common regional or global
models. Therefore high-resolution modeling of the surface reaction and its influence on local
circulations is needed. Such modeling approaches need to take into account the complex
topography on TP as it is important for cloud generation and development of circulation
patterns [2].
We use the Active Tracer High-resolution Atmospheric Model (ATHAM) [3,4] that is in use
and active development at the University of Cambridge coupled with the Hybrid land-surface
model [5] and the COARE sea flux algorithm [6,7] for high resolution modeling of surfaceatmosphere interactions and the resulting influence on atmospheric circulation at Nam Co
basin. Special interest is given to the interaction of complex topography, turbulent surface
energy fluxes, the development of boundary layer clouds in the diurnal cycle and how these
processes relate to local circulation and the transport of water. Model initial conditions for the
simulations were taken from analysis data (GFS-FNL) and field measurements that were
conducted in 2009 by University of Bayreuth.
The coupled ATHAM modeling system is capable of reproducing the fluxes at Nam Co lake,
when the energy balance is closed locally (Fig. 1). It is also capable of reproducing the
general circulation pattern. We are using the model in an idealized environment resembling
Nam Com lake on TP in order to perform sensitivity studies with different realistic
atmospheric profiles of temperature, moisture in order to estimate the feedback between
boundary layer cloud generation and turbulent surface fluxes. We also look at the resulting
influences onto energy balance, local circulation and transport of energy and moisture.

Fig. 1: Comparison of latent (QE) and sensible heat (QH) fluxes as well as as surface
temperature (Tsurf)for two days over land and lake by EC measurements a SVAT model
(SEWAB) and Hybrid/COARE forced with measured atmospheric forcing as part of the
ATHAM modeling system. The circles indicate low data quality of the EC system and energy
balance closure is ca. 70%. The vertical lines indicate a shift in the measured wind regime
between land breeze and lake breeze
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For the modelling of phenological plant distribution, information about the seasonal greeness
of the vegetation is required to quantify the evolution of the plants. This information can be
provided by time series of vegetation indexes like the Normalized Difference Vegetation
Index (NDVI), the Leaf Area Index (LAI) or the fraction of Absorbed Photosynthetic Active
Radiation (fAPAR). To use these indexes as driver of vegetation models a continuous, gapfree set of data is needed. Known products, as the MODIS (Moderate resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer) LAI and fAPAR, CYCLOPES (Carbon cycle and change in land
observational products from an ensemble of sattelites) LAI and fAPAR, or MERIS (Medium
Resolution Imaging Spectrometer) fAPAR include gaps due to cloud cover, solar zenith angle
greater than 60° or topology. Spectral analysis provides mathematical schemes that can be
applied to the time-series to fill these data gaps.
The approach of harmonic analysis (HA) is used at DLR’s German Remote Sensing Data
Center (DFD) [1] to process the global ozone monitoring experiment (GOME) dataset [2].
This scheme has been adapted and modified for the use to analyse LAI time series derived by
the CYCLOPES data set provided by POSTEL (Pole d’Observation des Surfaces continentals
par TELedetection) MediasFrance for the period of 1999 – 2007 and the BioPar
(Biogeophysical Parameters) product provided by VITO (Vision on Technology) for the year
2010. With this method a gap-free and outlier corrected global dataset is derived.
The original data sets are available as 10°x10° tiles in spatial resolution of 1km as composites
of 10 days. For each pixel the time series analysis is applied to eliminate data gaps. The HA
follows the concept of decomposing a time-dependent dataset as a linear combination of
trigonometric functions defined by amplitude, phase and frequency. To deal with greater gaps
of missing data which can not be handled by the HA a mean phenology is used for filling,
calculated by averaging the values of a tile belonging to the same vegetative type. For this
type classification the Global Land Cover product GLC2000 is used.

Figure 1: CYCLOPES tile ‘H19V4’ showing the LAI for Italy and the alpine and Balkan
region of the 3rd composite of 2001 before (left) and after (right) applying the HA to the data.

Figure 1 shows the effect of applying the HA to one
tile (‘H19V4’, mainly Italy and the alpine and
Balkan region for the 3rd composite of the year 2001)
strongly contaminated by clouds before applying the
HA. To assess the quality of this gap filling method,
the normalized root mean square error (NRMSE) is
computed. Here the results of the HA are compared
to the original LAI data, if available, and normalized
to the mean value of LAI for the particular
vegetation type. For the tile ‘H19V4’ the NRMSE is
shown in figure 2. It can be seen that most errors
accumulate at low values below 0.3.
Figure 4 shows the reprocessed LAI for the 18th
composite of the year 2001. The high quality is
Figure 2: NRMSE for the tile
shown by the global NRMSE map in figure 5, with a
‘H19V4’
global mean error of 9.3%. The amount of values
higher than 50% for 2001 is less than 0.12% globally.

Figure 3: Global LAI for the 18th composite of the year 2001.

Figure 4: Global NRMSE for the year 2001.
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Biomass burning is one of the largest sources of atmospheric traces gases and aerosols
globally. Emissions from biomass burning can be quantified by a combination of
observed burned area, terrestrial ecosystem models to simulate fuel loads and the
effect of fire on ecosystem dynamics, and emission factors that relate combusted
biomass to the emission of various trace gases. However, different versions of global
burned area data derived from satellite observations and emissions models still show
major discrepancies. Studies on burned area products have so far focused on product
inter-comparison [1], while the consequences of those discrepancies for fuel
simulations and emissions modelling with ecosystem models are still unknown.
Here, we perform a sensitivity analysis of the influence of burned area products and
emissions models using the ecosystem model LPJ-GUESS [2] with modifications
following concepts of the global fire model Spitfire [3]. To this purpose, version 2.1
of LPJ-GUESS has been modified in the following ways: fire disturbance, associated
mortality and fuel production by generation of dead leaves or wood, and fuel
consumption are modelled on a monthly instead of an annual basis using satellitederived burned area [4,5]; fraction of living and dead biomass burned in a fire was
prescribed according to extensive observations from multiple sites [6]; fast and slowly
decomposing litter classes were introduced; and the phenology scheme was revised to
better prescribe leaf onset and shedding of tropical raingreen and temperate and
boreal summergreen species. The emissions model follows two different strategies: a
conventional one where fixed emission factors are multiplied by biomass combusted
[7,8], and an alternative one where combustion efficiency depends on the ratio of
grass to total combusted litter [9]. Aerosol particle mass is also computed, following
two different approaches derived in [10].
Simulations include 7 trace gases, 3 aerosol species as well as particle mass
distribution of aerosols. We compare modelled emissions against previously
published results globally and for the major tropical and boreal biomass burning
regions and discuss implications for the possibility of using models to project trace
gas and aerosol emissions from biomass burning under climate change scenarios.
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Tropical rain forest chemistry is driven by the exchange of biogenic compounds, dynamic
processes like turbulent mixing and the diurnal variability of the atmospheric boundary layer.
The influence of dynamics on chemistry is normally not accounted in analysing experimental
observations. One of these effects, the segregation of species due to inefficient turbulent
mixing, is currently recognized as a possible relevant influence. The inability of turbulence to
efficiently mix the species creates regions where the species are accumulated in a correlated
or anti-correlated way, therefore modifying the boundary layer mean reactivity. Recently the
species segregation has been proposed as a potential explanation of large discrepancies
between observations and simulations of isoprene and the hydroxyl radical, OH, over tropical
forest. In order to reconcile observations with model results, atmospheric chemists currently
assume an intensity of segregation, Is, of 50% for isoprene-OH chemistry, which corresponds
to a 50 % decrease in the chemical reaction rate.
Our numerical experiments with a large-eddy simulation (LES) model including a
representation of chemistry are based on typical dynamic and chemistry conditions in the
Amazonian rain forests and aim to examine the main processes that control the species
segregation. We will show the dependence of the intensity of segregation on the correlation
between reactants and their spatial variabilities. For a typical situation for the Amazonian rain
forest characterized by a homogeneous surface forcing, the isoprene-OH reaction rate is
altered by less than 10 %, substantially smaller than the currently assumed Is of 50%. Spatial
heterogeneous surface emissions enhance the segregation of species, leading to alterations of
the chemical production rates of up to 20 %. For these cases, spatial segregation is induced by
introducing heterogeneities in the surface properties: a cold and wet forested patch
characterized by high isoprene emissions is alternated with a warm and dry patch,
representing pasture with relatively low isoprene emissions. Besides presenting the general
impact of a heterogeneous surface forcing on mixing and chemistry, we will present a
sensitivity analysis for several governing dynamical and chemical variables, affecting this
impact.
.

EFFECT OF DIFFUSE/DIRECT RADIATION PARTITIONING ON
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION AND BIOSPHERE-ATMOSPHERE INTERACTIONS
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The nature of light (diffuse or direct) and not only its quantity is important for ecosystem
functioning. In particular plant photosynthesis is sensitive to the partitioning between diffuse
and direct light [1]. This has direct implications for the carbon cycle [2] and it may also affect
energy and water cycling since photosynthesis is tightly coupled to plant transpiration.
Using a coupled biosphere-atmosphere Regional Climate Model [3], a suite of experiments
over Europe has been carried out in order to quantify the effect of diffuse/direct radiation
partitioning on surface fluxes and climate. We compare a climate simulation with a prescribed
constant diffuse to direct ratio with a simulation allowing for temporally and spatially varying
diffuse/direct partitioning.
Comparison with observations reveals that the atmospheric radiation scheme provides a
realistic description of diffuse/direct radiation partitioning at the surface (more direct light in
summer compared to winter, more diffuse light with increasing latitude, etc). Moreover, we
find observational evidences that evapotranspiration responds to changes in diffuse light
conditions, a behavior also captured by the model. Accounting for this process in the model
affects both the mean climate state and climate variability, overall improving model
performances compared to the fixed partitioning case.
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Overview :
Evaluating the role of agro-ecosystems in the global carbon cycle requires a detailed
understanding of carbon (C) exchange between vegetation, soil and the atmosphere, and of
the impacts of nitrogen (N) on C exchange.Global climatic change may modify the net
carbon balance of terrestrial ecosystems, causing feedbacks on atmospheric CO2 and climate.
We used the DailyDayCent model to investigate the impact of changes in N inputs and
climate on Net Ecosystem Exchange(NEE) and N2O emissions from croplands in EU 27
during the period 1970-2030. The total land area in the EU27 was classified into ~41000
homogeneous units (NitroEurope Calculation Units: NCUs). The model was run in each
NCU from 1971-2000 (baseline) and 2000-2030 using climate under the IPCC SRES A1B
emission scenarios. The results suggest that farm management, like fertilizer N input and
crop type are the main drivers of intra-regional differences in NEE, whereas climatic and
edaphic factors are responsible for the regional differences. We aim to investigate the total
GHG emissions response to climate change in past and future.
Methods
In this study we used DailyDaycent model to predict the NEE, N2O, soil organic carbon
(SOC) decomposition, C storage in soil under past and future climate. DailyDayCent
simulates fluxes of C and N between the atmosphere, vegetation, and soil. Key sub-models
include soil water content and temperature by layer, plant production and allocation NPP,
decomposition of litter and SOC, mineralization of nutrients, N gas emissions from
nitrification and denitrification, and CH4 oxidation in non-saturated soils. NPP is allocated to
plant components (e.g. roots vs. shoots) based on vegetation type, phenology, and
water/nutrient stress. The changes in land use and fertilizer N in response to scenarios were
calculated by the GTAP-IMAGE model. To generate crop rotations in each NCU we used a
crop rotation optimizer which translates FAO regional crop share information into a mixture
of cropping sequences. Crop management information, with timing of ploughing, harrowing,
sowing, harvesting and application of mineral fertilizer and manure was generated by a timeline generator model. The model was initialized by spinning up for ten years before 1971

using 1971 climate and management data. Simulated net ecosystem exchange of each NCU
was aggregated to regional and country level.
Results and Discussion
Fig 1. shows the variation of carbon exchange (NEE) among different NCUs. Uptake of
carbon is presented as a positive number. A large variation is found in NEE among different
NCUS (Fig. 1). For the year 1971, there is an average loss of -73.9 gC m2 y-1 with a standard
deviation of 117 gC m2 y-1 indicating a large spatial variability in Europe. In the year 2000,
for the NCUs and cropping periods considered here, there is an average gain of 47.91 gC m-2
y-1. However, a large variation is seen: the standard deviation is 120.5 gC m-2y-1. Many recent
studies also showed a large variability in NEE across Europe (Smith 2004, Smith et al., 2005,
Janssens et al., 2005). The variability was mostly attributed to climate, soil properties and
land management. Freibauer et al. (2004) reported NEE simulations using CESAR model for
the 2008-2012 commitment period; according to that study a carbon exchange of arable land
varying between a source of −293 and a sink of 31 gC m−2 year−1, resulting in a mean source
of −83 gC m−2 year−1 with a standard deviation of 40 gC m−2 year−1.Our present study shows
that European croplands act as a source or a weak sink of carbon.
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Africa is one of the least studied continents in respect to atmospheric aerosols. In this study we
simulated observed new particle formation and growth in a relatively clean savannah
environment in South Africa. Since emissions from the canopy participate in the chemical and
aerosol dynamical processes, the model used includes their effect.
MALTE (Model to predict new Aerosol formation in the Lower TropospherE) is a onedimensional model, which includes modules for boundary layer meteorology as well as aerosol
dynamical and chemical processes [1]. The model used in this study is a further developed
version, where the original turbulence scheme is replaced with that of SCADIS to get more
reliable results considering vertical turbulent fluxes [2]. The aerosol dynamic processes are
simulated with UHMA (University of Helsinki Multicomponent Aerosol model). UHMA
focuses on new particle formation and growth [3], and thereby MALTE is well suited to study
these phenomena. The emissions of monoterpenes and other organic vapours from the canopy
are calculated with MEGAN (Model of Emissions of Gases and Aerosols from Nature) [4]. The
chemistry is calculated using the Kinetic PreProcessor (KPP) [5], and chemical reaction
equations are from the Master Chemical Mechanism (http://mcm.leeds.ac.uk/MCM/). Previous
studies indicate that this model is able to predict new particle formation events at the surface
[1],[2] and in the boundary layer [6] with good agreement compared with measurements.
The measurements utilized in this study were done at a relatively clean background savannah
site in central South-Africa [7]. The location is characterized with relatively low pollutant
concentrations with occasional polluted air masses from the industrial areas 100-300 km to the
east. New particle formation at the site has been found to take place during most of the sunny
days, 69% of the days showing clear nucleation with additional 14 % of the days with nongrowing nucleation mode [8]. The measurements utilized include meteorological variables
(temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and direction, precipitation, and radiation), trace gas
concentrations (SO2, NOx, CO, and O3) and aerosols (number size distribution, particulate mass,
and ion number size distribution) and concentration of volatile organic compounds.
The observational data was used for input and comparisons with the simulations. Figure 1
shows the measured and modelled particle size distributions for one day, the 14th of October
2007, during which a relatively polluted airmass was present on the site. The model is able to
reproduce the offset of the event and the growth well. At noon the wind direction starts to
change, leading to a change of airmass and thus no high particle concentrations are observed in
the late afternoon hours. Since the model is one dimensional it's not able to simulate the change
of airmass and thus the particle concentrations differ clearly from that observed.
We selected a couple of days of continuous data and varying conditions of clean and polluted
background air. The frequent new particle formation events and particle growth during this
period was evaluated in detail. This work will present new model results to explain the high
observed nucleation event frequency and discuss the reasons for high frequency of nucleation
episodes observed.
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Figures

Fig 1. Measured (a) and modelled (b) particle size distribution on the 14th of October 2007. At
noon the wind direction start to change leading to a change of airmass and difference in
measured and modelled particle concentrations.
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Two-way trace gas exchange between the atmosphere and terrestrial biosphere exerts
significant control on Earth's climate. The biosphere removes CO2 from the atmosphere
through photosynthesis, and returns CO2 and water vapour through respiration and
transpiration. In addition, a suite of volatile reactive organic compounds, such as isoprene and
monoterpenes are released into the atmosphere by vegetation. Such emissions can have
significant impacts on climate and air quality, through their effects on atmospheric oxidants
and through formation of secondary organic aerosol.
Several previous studies have estimated how projected changes in land cover in future
climate and land-use scenarios may change biogenic emissions, and the associated
implications for atmospheric composition, climate and air quality. However, they have not
typically accounted for additional processes important for atmospheric composition that may
change in response to vegetation land cover. In this study, we examine the impacts of past
and future land-cover changes on tropospheric ozone through effects on the surface dry
deposition sink. Uptake of ozone and precursor species (e.g. NO2, preoxyacetyl nitrate)
through the stomata of plant leaves constitutes an important term of the dry deposition sink.
We use the TOMCAT offline chemical transport model and the coupled chemistry-climateland surface model CAM-Chem to simulate pre-industrial, present and future (2100)
tropospheric ozone, accounting for changes in the dry deposition sink associated with
changes in the vegetation distribution. We find significant (up to 5 ppbv) increases in surface
ozone over Southern Europe, Western USA and central Asia associated with vegetation
changes between 2000 and 2100 projected from an A1B emissions scenario-driven land
model simulation. These ozone increases are associated with large-scale shifts in vegetation;
primarily a poleward spread and shift of temperate and boreal forests. We calculate an
increase in exceedence of 70ppbv 3-hourly surface ozone concentrations of 25-40% in the
Mediterranean, Middle East and SW USA associated with these impacts.
In a pre-industrial ozone simulation, we demonstrate that accounting for both changes in
ozone deposition and isoprene emissions associated with European vegetation changes
between present and 1850 reduces modelled European surface ozone concentrations by up to
~8 ppbv. This may lend support to the relatively low magnitude of pre-industrial ozone
implied by a limited set of ozone observations from the late 19th century, and reconcile some
of the discrepancy between these observations and models which currently predict larger preindustrial surface ozone concentrations.

SIMULATING BIOME DISTRIBUTION ON THE TIBETAN PLATEAU USING A
MODIFIED GLOBAL VEGETATION MODEL
Jian Ni, Ulrike Herzschuh
Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Research, Research Unit Potsdam, Germany
jni@awi.de

We used a regionally modified global vegetation model (BIOME4-Tibet) to simulate biome
distribution on the Tibetan Plateau under current climate conditions derived from regional
meteorological observations. The bioclimatic limits (mean temperatures of the coldest and
warmest months, minimum temperature, growing degree-days on 5°C and 0°C bases) for
some key alpine plant functional types (temperate deciduous and conifer trees, boreal
deciduous and conifer trees, desert woody plants, tundra shrubs, cold herbaceous plants, and
lichens/forbs) were redefined (Table 1) based on regional vegetation-climate relationships.
Modern vegetation map (Fig. 1a) confirmed that the BIOME4-Tibet model does a better job
of simulating biome patterns on the plateau (gridcell agreement 52%, Fig. 1c) than the
original BIOME4 model (35%, Fig. 1b). This improved model enhanced our ability to
simulate temperate conifer forest, cool conifer and mixed forest, evergreen taiga, temperate
xerophytic shrubland, temperate grassland and desert, and steppe and shrub tundra biomes,
but made a negligible or reduced difference to the prediction of temperate deciduous forest,
warm-temperate mixed forest, and three tundra biomes (erect dwarf-shrub tundra, prostrate
dwarf-shrub tundra, and cushion forb, lichen and moss tundra). Future modification of the
vegetation model, by increasing the number of shrub and herb plant functional types, reparameterization of more precise bioclimatic constraints, and improved representation of soil,
permafrost and snow processes, will be needed to better characterize the distribution of alpine
vegetation on the Tibetan Plateau.
Table 1. Bioclimatic parameters in BIOME4-Tibet.
Plant functional types
(PFTs)

Tropical evergreen
Tropical raingreen
Temperate
broadleaved evergreen
Temperate
summergreen
Temperate evergreen
conifer
Boreal evergreen
Boreal deciduous

Temperate grass
Tropical/warmtemperate grass
Desert woody C3/C4

Tcm (°C)

Min
16*(no
limit)
12*(no
limit)
7*
(2)
3*
(-15)
-3*
(-2)
-8*
(-32.5)
-10*
(no
limit)

Tmin (°C)

Max Min

Max

GD
D5
(°C)
Min

Twm (°C)

0

Min Min
10

0

10

-8

0*
(-2)
5

5
-8

1500*
(1200)
1200

10

900

Max

10

21
-10

1*(no
limit)

0

900*
(no
limit)
550

-3
2*(no

GDD0
(°C)

500

21

plant
Tundra shrub
Cold herbaceous
Lichen/forb

limit)
-1*(no
limit)
-13*
(no limit)

50

15

50

12*
(no limit)
10*(15)

Tcm and Twm are the mean temperatures of the coldest month and the warmest month,
respectively. Tmin is the minimum temperature and GDD5 and GDD0 are the growing degree
days on the basis of 5°C and 0°C respectively. * indicates that the original parameters have
been changed. Numbers in parentheses are the original parameters from the BIOME4.

Fig 1. Biomes on the Tibetan Plateau (a) derived from the Vegetation Atlas of China, (b)
simulated by the original BIOME4 model without redefined parameters, and (c) simulated by
the improved BIOME4 model where parameters have been redefined.

ATTRIBUTING THE BIOGEOPHYSICAL IMPACTS OF LAND-USE
INDUCED LAND COVER CHANGES TO VARIOUS SOURCES. RESULTS
FROM THE LUCID SET OF SIMULATIONS
Juan-Pablo Boisier (1), Nathalie de-Noblet (1), Andy Pitman (2) and LUCID participants
(1) Laboratoire des Sciences du Climat et de l’Environnement - IPSL, France.
(2) Climate Change Research Centre, University of New South Wales, Australia.
juan-pablo.boisier@lsce.ipsl.fr

A surface cooling in the northern hemisphere temperate regions is a clear signals of
Land-Use and Land Cover Change (LULCC) obtained from the LUCID intercomparison
project. However, the individual results of the seven climate models involved in LUCID
show significant differences, particularly in the seasonal response to LULCC [1]. We assess
here the role of a number of land-surface and atmospheric drivers that lead to the various
model responses, and we quantify the contribution of the two main sources that explain the
dispersion of results: (1) the differences in the character of the land-surface perturbation
and (2) the differences in the model’s sensitivities to the imposed land-surface forcing.
The impact of LULCC on surface temperature results from a perturbation in both the
radiative and non-radiative components of the surface energy balance. Most models show a
decrease in the turbulent energy flux in all seasons (see Fig. 1e for JJA). Part of these
changes, which are directly induced by perturbations in the land-surface properties (e.g.,
surface roughness), attenuate significantly the cooling effect resulting from the –also
consistent– increase in surface albedo. The amplitude of these two responses to LULCC
differ widely among models, what explain the different responses in temperature. In the
case of latent heat flux, the responses differ in intensity and sign (Fig. 1c).
Results from a multivariate statistical analysis show that the inter-model spread in the
albedo signals is explained by both the variety of imposed changes in biogeography and the
different sensitivities to LULCC (Fig. 1b). In winter, these sensitivities are principally
related to the land-surface model’s representation of the snow-masking effect over the
various land-cover types. The differences in the summer latent heat flux responses are
mainly due to the various methods used by the land-surface models that determine the
evapotranspiration efficiency of the different land-cover types. The evapotranspiration
efficiency depends on plant properties (rooting depth, stomatal resistances, etc), phenology
and aerodynamic resistances, and these differ widely among the models used in LUCID
[2, 3].

[1] Pitman et al., 2009, Geophys. Res. Lett., 36, L14814, doi:10.1029/2009GL039076.
[2] De Noblet-Ducoudré et al., 2011, In Prep.
[3] Boisier et al., 2011, In Prep.
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Figure 1: Reconstructed LULCC-induced anomalies of surface albedo in winter (a), latent
heat flux in summer (c) and total turbulent heat flux in summer (e). Stacked bars indicate
the contribution from different drivers (see legends). Black dots indicate the model-observed
anomalies. Inter-model mean deviation (MD) of the LULCC-induced responses (b, d, f).
Bars LCP and PAR illustrate the estimated MD induced by the various land-cover patterns
and by the various model parametrizations respectively. Bars REF indicated the MD of a
group of responses forced by the model-mean changes in the environmental predictors. The
MD of the non-altered reconstructed anomalies and of the model-observed responses are
indicated by ALL and MOD respectively.
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HOW TO EVALUATE TERRESTRIAL ECOSYSTEM MODELS USING
ATMOSPHERIC CO2 CONCENTRATION AND SATELLITE-BASED ESTIMATES OF
VEGETATION ACTIVITY.
Dalmonech Daniela, Zaehle Soenke.
Department for Biogeochemical Systems
Max Planck Institute for Biogeochemistry, Jena, Germany.
ddalmo@bgc-jena.mpg.de

Projections of future climate changes from Earth system models need to take account of the
strong interactions between the biosphere net carbon (C) uptake and climate. However, terrestrial
ecosystem models used for Earth system modeling show, despite a rather common behavior for
the contemporary period, a significant divergence in terms of future patterns of ecosystem
processes, in particular carbon exchanges (1). A systematic evaluation of these models is hence a
task of utter importance to achieve a better understanding of the pitfalls of the current generation
of models and to suggest improvements of the representation of the biogeochemical and
biogeophysical processes. The purpose of this research is to pinpoint traits in the observational
dataset that terrestrial ecosystem models addressing biosphere-climate interactions should be
able to return to attain a degree of confidence in the projections of the model. Atmospheric CO2
measurements and satellite data are at present one of the most valuable observational data set
available for land surface model evaluation and processes constraints. These datasets offer the
opportunity to perform the evaluation on different temporal and spatial scales with a global
perspective. There are some lines of evidence of the link between hemispheric-scale circulation
features (e.g. El Nino Southern Oscillation) affecting local climate and the growth rate of
atmospheric CO2 through the diverging response of vegetation and soils to climate anomalies (2).
Along with atmospheric CO2 observations, plant phenology monitoring via satellite-based
estimation of vegetation activity, is a sensitive indicator of climatic changes and other (cooccurring) types of disturbances.
Exploiting simultaneously information from atmospheric CO2 measurements in remote
monitoring stations and vegetation activity from satellite data, we selected a list of key traits to
quantify how biospheric carbon exchange processes, in particular the atmospheric CO2 signal,
changed under climatic variability in recent decades and how this change corresponds to altered
vegetation dynamics. These concern in particular the observed climate sensitivity of
phenological parameters and the link between continental-scale climate responses of vegetation
and global-scale time-space patterns of atmospheric CO2.
The selected traits are suitable candidates for a set of model tests, or benchmarks, in order to
address a synthetic but coherent and structured global model evaluation, such as needed for the
international land-atmosphere model benchmarking project iLAMB. Despite uncertainties in
satellite observations and atmospheric transport modes, we show how the selected traits, or
benchmarks, can highlight models weaknesses and sharpen some issues relative to model
uncertainties, using the outputs of two land surface models of different complexity (O-CN (3)
and JSBACH (4)) for recent decades forced by observed climate.
References
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ASSIMILATION OF EARTH OBSERVATION DATA FOR IMPROVING
BIOMASS, YIELD AND EVAPOTRANSPIRATION ESTIMATES OVER
CROPLAND REGIONS IN EASTERN CANADA.
Elizabeth Pattey, Guillaume Jégo, Jiangui Liu and Ray Desjardins
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Research Branch, Eastern Cereal and Oilseed
Research Centre (ECORC), Ottawa, ON, Canada
Elizabeth.Pattey@agr.gc.ca

Crop modelling at a regional scale is helpful for estimating productivity,
environmental sustainability, and water needs for agriculture, but it is often limited by
input parameters availability. Assimilation of Leaf Area Indices (LAI) retrieved from
remote sensing (e.g., Haboudane et al., 2004) data have proven to be an excellent way
to improve model predictions by re-initializing some input parameters which are not
readily available (Prévot et al., 2003; Guérif et al. 2006). STICS ("Simulateur
mulTIdisciplinaire pour les Cultures Standard") crop growth model (Brisson et al.,
1998) has a built-in module to optimize several input parameters by minimizing the
difference between calculated and measured output variables, such as LAI. Biomass
and yield estimates from STICS have been calibrated and evaluated over the
Mixedwood Plains ecozone for the following field crops of Eastern Canada: spring
wheat, soybean (Jégo et al., 2010) and corn (Jégo et al., 2011). A limited number of
generic cultivars (two for corn, one for soybean and one for spring wheat) could be
defined in STICS to get good prediction of crop biomass and yield over the 1000-km
long ecozone that extends from southwestern Quebec to southern Ontario. The
seasonal dynamic of daily predictions of evapotranspiration and biomass
accumulation was evaluated using CO2 and H2O flux measurements over corn crops
(Pattey et al., 2001, 2010) for five growing seasons showing various degree of water
stress. Three input parameters were identified as candidate for re-initialisation:
seeding date, seeding density (mainly for corn), and soil moisture at field capacity. In
this study, we compared yield and biomass predictions with measurements on 22 crop
experiments located near Ottawa (Ontario, Canada) from 2001 to 2008. With reinitialisation of the seeding date, seeding density and field capacity, yield and dry
biomass predictions were greatly improved. Almost no bias was observed and RMSE
were 12.2% and 22.9% for yield and dry biomass respectively, which was really close
to the predictions with actual management and soil properties (11.3% and 17.2%), and
much better than the predictions without assimilation (18.9% and 43.3%). These
results show that when actual management and soil properties are not available, reinitializing three inputs parameters of STICS crop model by assimilating LAI
retrieved from remote sensing improves the model predictions significantly.
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The Dynamic Global Vegetation Models (DGVMs) are developed to simulate the
dynamics of the distribution and structure of natural vegetation in response to global
climate change. Usually, DGVMs consider ecosystem processes in two levels, i.e.,
individual plants and population. Many efforts have been made to improve the
parameterization in the individual dynamics, e.g., carbon balance (photosynthesis,
respiration), biomass allocation, phenology, etc. However, large uncertainty remains
in the population dynamics, and its impact on the ecosystem dynamics has not been
well studied.
In this paper, the characteristics of plant population density in the modified
CLM-DGVM [1] are evaluated. The model can simulated 12 plant functional types
(PFTs), including 7 tree PFTs, 2 shrub PFTs, and 3 grass PFTs. It can roughly
reproduce the spatial distributions of different vegetation types as well as the
vegetation-climate relationship [1]. However, it cannot correctly reproduce the density
distributions of fractional coverage (FC) [2], overestimates the density distributions of
trees over regions with higher FC, and underestimates trees over lower to medium FC.
Such phenomenon is common over other DGVMs.
To demonstrate the impact of tree population density on the forest coverage, Figure 1
shows the simulated global distribution of tree population density. In the tropical rain
forest, eastern US, Europe, and southeast China, the tree population density is low
(<0.25 individual/m2). However, in the peripheral forest areas, e.g., northern Canada,
north of Eurasia, where the model overestimate forest coverage, the tree population
density is high (>0.5 individual/m2). All gridcells with forest coverage between 5-80%
have the tree population density larger than 1 individual/m2, which is somehow
unrealistic.
When population density is high, tree has relatively smaller crown area and is lower
in height. Figure 2 shows that, total tree biomass decreases dramatically as population
density increases, drops to about 20% and 5% as population density increases from
0.25 to 0.5 and 1 individual/m2 respectively. On the other hand, the ratio of leaf to
total biomass increases with population density.
All these imply that, when the unrealistic small trees are replaced by bigger trees, the
corresponding forest coverage would decrease, as the total biomasses are limited by
the available resources. This would provide a possible solution to improve the density
distributions of fractional coverage in DGVM.
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Fig 1. Global distribution of tree population density (individual/m2) simulated by the
modified CLM-DGVM.

Fig 2. The dependence of the grid total tree biomass on tree population density.
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The aim of this work was to develop and test a GIS-based model able to predict the BVOC potential
emission from forest areas of the Italian Peninsula at a 1 x 1 km spatial resolution in the frame of
the Carboitaly Project. By using the emission rates of individual components obtained through
several laboratory and field experiments carried out on different vegetation species of the
Mediterranean basin, maps of isoprene and individual monoterpenes were generated for the most
relevant Italian forest ecosystems. The model, that can be run on an hourly basis, has been used to
get data on a daily basis. Examples of its applications are presented, together with future
developments.
Figure 1 reports a schematic diagram of the various modules of the GIS model with the frequency
of each set of input data. Amongst the various modules used, the following ones were implemented
in this work. The spatial distribution and fractional contents of vegetation species present in the
Italian forest ecosystems was obtained by combining the CORINE IV land cover map with National
Forest Inventory based on ground observations performed at local levels by individual Italian
regions (22) in which the country is divided.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the various modules of the GIS model
In general, basal emission rates of isoprene and monoterpenes reported by Steinbrecher et al. 1997
[5] and Karl et al. 2009 [4] were used. In the latter case, classes were further subdivided into T and
L+T emitters as a function of the active pool Steinbrecher et al. 1997 [5] and Karl et al. 2009 [4]. In
many instances, however they were reviser based on the results obtained in our Institute through

determinations performed at leaf, branch (cuvette method) or ecosystem level (REA and the
gradient method). In the latter case, studies performed in Italy and/or Mediterranean countries were
used. For most of the prevalent species, a data base for individual isoprenoids was created.
An empirical light extinction function as a function of the canopy type and structure was
introduced. The classical algorithms proposed by (Guenther et al. 1993)[3] were used, but, they
were often adapted to fit with the experimental observations made in the Mediterranean Areas.
They were corrected for a seasonality factor (Steinbrecher et al. 2009)[6] taking into account a time
lag in leaf sprouting due to the plant elevation. A simple parameterization with LAI was introduced
to account for the amount of monoterpene biomass from the litter of stands composed by plants
equipped with storage organs. Daily data of incident PAR and leaf temperature obtained from high
resolved satellite observation were provided by the partners of the CARBOITALY Project. They
were available for the entire year 2006. They were disaggregated into proper day-night cycles.
Emission values predicted by the model are in perfect agreement with those that were measured by
different micrometeorological techniques in Castelporzioano (Ciccioli et al, J Chromatogr.,
2003)[2] and in the Collelongo site (Baraldi et al. 2010). The good correlation between modeled
and measured values emphasizes the fact that accurate predictions can be obtained if validated
emission factors for individual VOC are used in the model. The almost equivalent potential
emission of isoprene and monoterpenes reported in a previous work was confirmed, although lower
values of total biogenic emissions were found for both classes of hydrocarbons. This is consistent
with the fact that most abundant oak species present in Italy (Quercus Cerris) can be considered a
non –isoprene emitter.
Data from individual monoterpenes indicates also that highly reactive cis- and b-ocimenes are also
quite abundant in many Italian forest ecosystems, including those dominated by coniferous trees,
such as Pinus pinaster and sylvestris. This may lead to rather low dominance of pinene generated
particles in the air.
The model is continuously refined in the various modules, and new campaigns are planned for
ecosystems (such as those in Southern Italy) where no validation has been done. A module exist
also for sesquiterpene emission, but data are too few to get a total coverage of the Italian peninsula.
From the available data, their emission is generally very small, except in areas where intensive
cultivation of orange trees is performed. A module is going to be inserted for some specific
ecosystems such as the coastal Mediterranean macchia and garrigue. In this case, data obtained
from studies performed at ecosystem levels will be used.
The high spatial and temporal resolution, combined with the species-specific emission output makes
our model particularly suitable for ozono and SOA prediction with both Eulerian and Lagrangian
photochemical models, at the scale at which ozono pollution develops in Italy.
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Land-Atmosphere coupling is typically designed and implemented independently for physical
(e.g. water and energy) and chemical (e.g. biogenic emissions and surface depositions)-based
models and applications. Differences in scale, data requirements, and physics thus limit the
ability of Earth System models to be fully coupled in a consistent manner. In order for the
physical-chemical-biological coupling to be complete, treatment of the land in terms of surface
classification, condition, fluxes, and emissions must be considered simultaneously and
coherently across all components.
In this study, we investigate a coupling strategy for the NASA-Unified Weather Research and
Forecasting (NU-WRF) model that incorporates the traditionally disparate fluxes of water and
energy through NASA's LIS (Land Information System) and biogenic emissions through BEIS
(Biogenic Emissions Inventory System) and MEGAN (Model of Emissions of Gases and
Aerosols from Nature) into the atmosphere. In doing so, inconsistencies across model inputs and
parameter data are resolved such that the emissions from a particular plant species are consistent
with the heat and moisture fluxes calculated for that land cover type. In turn, the response of the
atmospheric turbulence and mixing in the planetary boundary layer (PBL) acts on the identical
surface type, fluxes, and emissions for each. In addition, the coupling of dust emission within
the NU-WRF system is performed in order to ensure consistency and to maximize the benefit of
high-resolution land representation in LIS. The impacts of those self-consistent components on
the simulation of atmospheric aerosols are then evaluated through the WRF-Chem-GOCART
(Goddard Chemistry Aerosol Radiation and Transport) model. Overall, this ambitious project
highlights the current difficulties and future potential of fully coupled components in Earth
System models, and underscores the importance of the iLEAPS community in supporting
improved knowledge of processes and innovative approaches for models and observations.

PERMAFROST METHANE EMISSION AS DETECTOR OF FUTURE REGIONAL
ARCTIC CLIMATE CHANGE
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Problems of climate warming are under great attention last decades. In particular, it is interesting to
estimate effects connected with methane emission and propagation in atmosphere since methane is
a very dangerous greenhouse gas. A great attention is given to the problem on methane emission
from Siberian tundra. In this region there are a number of small lakes producing methane. The
methane emission is connected here, in particular, with existence of such lake system; these lakes
slowly evolve in a complicated way.
Thawing permafrost and the resulting decomposition of previously frozen organic carbon to
methane is one of the most significant potential feedbacks from terrestrial ecosystems to the
atmosphere in a changing climate. Methane emissions from tundra permafrost lakes can produce a
significant positive feedback on climate change. In this abstract a new approach to modeling of
methane emission from permafrost lakes is proposed. Here we focus our attention on a contribution
of the Central Yakutia lakes into methane emission and methane concentration growth. In a new
macroscopic approach we use mesoscale data (for example, an averaged radius of lakes). This
approach does not require in situ measurements and results can be calculated using remote sensing
data. In addition, the proposed method makes it possible to estimate the coefficient of positive
feedback of the permafrost-climate system and to predict methane flux into the atmosphere. This
project is described only the test's estimate, which we can receive on the basis of observational data
and mathematical assumptions. As a result, we see that methane emission can precede both
gradually and catastrophically. Thus, by incorporating this rigorous mathematical approach into
different climate models, we can describe the positive feedback for permafrost-climate system in
detail to come nearer to a theory of Arctic Armageddon.
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Soil moisture plays an important and complex role in the climate predictability, since it
interacts with the atmosphere on different spatial and temporal scales. Some authors have
suggested that soil moisture horizontal contrasts are associated with convective precipitation
on different spatial scales (e.g. [1], [2]). Here, the possible connection between the soil
moisture horizontal gradient and extreme precipitation is investigated, using a regional
climate model over Southeastern South America (SESA, box in Fig.1). The period of study is
the mature phase of the South American Monsoon of 1992-93.
The Rossby Centre Atmospheric regional model RCA3-E [3] is employed. This model
version was developed from an earlier version to represent the South American climate better,
with a special focus on the land surface representation. The model domain covers the South
American continent, and is based on a rotated grid system with a horizontal resolution of 0.5º
and 24 unevenly spaced sigma levels in the vertical. All initial and boundary conditions are
from ECMWF Re-Analysis [4].
The experiment is based on an ensemble of ten four-months continuous simulations covering
the period November 1 1992 to March 31 1993, and each member is initialized on a different
date. The analysis is focused on the SESA region during DJF, region and period in which
RCA-E has a good performance in the mean precipitation (bias relative to Climate Research
Unit data [5], are shown in Fig.1). At each grid point, an extreme precipitation event is
defined as the percentile 95 of the ensemble, and a composite of precipitiation is calculated on
days in which rainfall equals or exceeds that percentile (“day 0”). The time-lag composite
fields of the absolute value of the top soil moisture horizontal gradient for previous days (“day
-1”) is computed as well as the relative anomalies of precipitation for “day 0” and of soil
moisture gradient for “day -1” (relative anomalies are defined as the difference between the
composite and the mean value, divided by the mean value).
It is known that over the region, rainfall extremes are associated with intense convective
storms (e.g. [6]). Surface soil moisture heterogeneities could favor the development of heavy
precipitation events. It is found that, on the day before the extreme precipitation event, the
spatial heterogeneity of soil moisture tends to be enhanced relative to that in the mean field
ensemble. This is shown in Fig.3 where there are mostly positive relative anomalies of soil
moisture gradient, with large surface contrasts on “day -1” over parts of eastern Argentina,
southern Brazil, Uruguay, and along the coasts (positive values close to unity indicate that the
horizontal contrast tends to double the mean value). In general, these maxima are located in
regions where precipitation anomalies are high (greater than 10 times the mean, Fig.2). In the
“day -2” (not shown) no significant changes are seen on the gradient´s map. As expected, the
relative anomalies of soil moisture gradient in the “day 0” are mostly negative, because the
heavy rainfalls tend to homogenize the soil moisture field.

(1)

(2)

(3)

Fig.1: Mean DJF precipitation bias 1980-99 (mm/day). The box marks the SESA region.
Fig.2: Relative anomalies of precipitation, “day 0”. Fig.3: Relative anomalies of absolute
value of top soil moisture horizontal gradient, “day -1”. Altitudes higher than 1200 m are
masked in Figs. 2 and 3.
The present work is a continuation of a previous study [7]. Hotspots of coupling strength
between soil moisture and precipitation/evapotranspiration (methodology used e.g. in [8])
were identified over the La Plata Basin region. In the hotspot region, the extreme precipitation
was enhanced relative to the extreme precipitation simulated when the soil moisture is
prescribed in the model, suggesting a positive feedback mechanism involved between both
variables. The future objectives are to go deeper into this hypothesis and to extend the CS
studies to other seasons and years.
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THE IMPACT OF ANTHROPOGENIC AEROSOLS OVER THE 20th CENTURY ON THE
LAND CARBON CYCLE
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Aerosols perturb the climate by directly and indirectly interacting with incoming solar radiation.
Anthropogenic activities have caused an increase of aerosol emissions over the 20th century that has
partly counteracted global warming. Aerosols have typically a strong regional climate impact due to
their short lifetime. Such regional impacts are for example reflected in reduced radiation fluxes to the
surface (solar dimming) caused by the direct aerosol effect. Anthropogenic aerosol induced climate
perturbations are also reflected in temperature and precipitation changes. A climate perturbation
induced by anthropogenic aerosols will in turn impact other processes within the Earth System. Here
we investigate how the climate forcing due to anthropogenic aerosols over the 20th century impacts the
land carbon cycle.
To estimate the impact of anthropogenic aerosols on the land carbon cycle we used components of the
Community Climate System Model (CCSM). The atmospheric model coupled to a mixed layer ocean
was forced with prescribed transient variant anthropogenic aerosols emissions. In a control experiment
these anthropogenic aerosol emissions were set to zero. The simulated climate from these experiments
was in turn used to force the land vegetation model CLM-CN. The difference of these vegetation model
experiments will be analyzed to estimate the impact of anthropogenic aerosols on the land carbon
cycle. First results show, for example, a small decrease in NPP over the 20th century caused by the
anthropogenic aerosol climate forcing.
In addition we performed sensitivity experiments to estimate the single contribution of changes in
precipitation, temperature and radiation caused by anthropogenic aerosols. On a global scale we find
that precipitation is the major contributor to the simulated changes in the land carbon cycle.

INFLUENCE OF CLIMATE CHANGE IN PALMS (ARECACEAE) RICHNESS
DISTRIBUTION ALONG AN ALTITUDINAL GRADIENT IN ATLANTIC RAIN
FOREST, BRAZIL
Simey Thury Vieira Fisch, Maria Cecília Barbosa Toledo
Universidade de Taubaté (UNITAU), Brazil
simey@unitau.br

At altitudinal gradient it is possible to observe a strong relationship between the climate and
plant communities because of the physiological restrictions that can limit the species
distributions, mainly in tropical regions [1]. The palms represent the most emblematic tropical
group of plants. It is known its limitation of occurrence in cold areas and its wide distribution in
tropical regions of the world especially in the New World/America. Studies on its latitudinal
distribution in the Americas [2] indicate that the geographical variation of species richness of
palms is strongly related to climate, resulting in higher rates of diversification towards hot and
humid climates. Moreover, some studies suggest that species may respond easier to temporal
climate change by migrate their habitat than by staying in the same place and tolerating the new
environment [3].
Thus, the objective of this study was to investigate how the palms richness spatial distribution
will be influenced by a possible global warming along a short elevational gradient in Serra do
Mar mountain range, at east coast of Brazil.
The surveys were conducted along a gradient covered by 3 phytophysiognomies in Atlantic rain
forest (lowland forest – from sea level up to 50m, submontane forest – from 50 to500m and
montane forest – from 500 to 1000m). The palm community at each altitude was evaluated by
sampling 100-m2 plots. In each plot palm species were identified and measured (height and
diameter of all individuals, from seedlings to adults) [4].
The temperature variation was computed along the gradient using temperature data collected at
the sea level and at 960 m of altitude and it was found that the temperature decreased 0.67 oC for
each 100 m. As there is no seasonality, altitude and temperature are very well correlated.
We have used mean and maximum richness registered in each altitude/climate range in order to
determine the distribution conceptual model of richness. The quadratic model was fitted in the
data distribution. The results showed that mean richness was the better model to explain the
altitudinal variation. Therefore we used the equation of the mean richness to run the forecasting
(figure 1). In these gradient 11 palm species occurred and the most richness plots occurs in the
warmest temperature range (figure 1). At figure 2, the richness was estimated for the actual
observations and simulated for an increase of 0.5 and 2 °C. These values of increase of
temperature were extracted from the IPCC’s climate simulation for the region [5].
According to the results obtained we observed that in low altitude and hot temperatures the
number of species decreased while for higher altitude and colder temperature the number of
species increased. Currently the middle point of the greatest richness value is 460 m. For an
increase of 0.5 °C in the temperature, this point will move to 550 m, reaching an altitude of 780
m for an extreme warming of 2 °C.
The results indicate that the tendency of some palm species is to move toward cold temperature
(higher altitudes), if there is a temperature warming as simulated. At the same time, the richness
will reduce in lowland areas, probably the most vulnerable zone in this case.
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Figure 1: Maximum number of species and mean number of palm species along a climate
gradient.
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Figure 2: Variation of richness of palms (Arecaceae) along of altitudinal gradient.

SIMULATION OF THE CONVERSION AND TRANSPORT OF BIOGENIC VOC
WITHIN AND ABOVE FOREST CANOPIES WITH THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL
CANOPY-CHEMISTRY MODEL CACHE
Renate Forkel(1), William R. Stockwell(2), Jose D. Fuentes(3), Rainer Steinbrecher(1)
(1) Institute for Meteorology and Climate Research (IMK-IFU); Karlsruhe Institute of
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Chemical reactions within and directly above tree canopies may affect the fluxes of isoprene
and monoterpenes into the atmosphere and subsequent photooxidant formation. Therefore,
emission rates for biogenic VOC which are measured or computed on a leaf or branch basis
may not reflect the true emission from the canopy into the boundary layer. On the other hand,
anthropogenic pollutants mixed into forested areas can be processed within the canopy.
Deposition has also an effect on the net fluxes of biogenic organic compounds and their
reaction products from the canopy into the boundary layer.
In order to investigate the role of chemical degradation of biogenic volatile organic
compounds and the effect of dynamical processes on biogenic VOC and product mixing ratios
within and above forest canopies the one-dimensional canopy-chemistry model CACHE [1]
has been developed. The simulations with CACHE permit the interpretation of observed
features of the diurnal cycles of ozone and precursor mixing ratios by investigating the effect
of turbulent exchange, chemical reactions (Figure 1), emission, and deposition during the
course of the day. CACHE has been applied and validated for several boreal and
Mediterranean forest sites.

Fig. 1: Vertically averaged in-canopy loss of isoprene (ISO), monoterpenes with one double
bond (API), and monoterpenes with two double bonds (LIM), and vertically averaged
production of methacrolein (MACR) and formaldehyde (HCHO) for an American oak and
pine forest [2].

The simulations with CACHE indicate that, depending on the biogenic VOC emissions of the
considered plant species and the presence of near surface ozone, chemical degradation within
the canopy reduces the biogenic VOC fluxes into the atmosphere by 5−20 % as compared to
the emission fluxes in the absence of chemical reactions. While the degradation of biogenic
VOC due to the OH radical and ozone is almost completely shifted to the layers above the
canopy if in-canopy chemistry is neglected, the daytime NO3 reaction, which was found to
occur in the lower part of the canopy, is not possible when in-canopy chemistry is not
considered. Application examples will illustrate the effect of anthropogenic NOx, deposition,
chemical degradation of biogenic VOC, and vertical transport on biogenic VOC
concentrations and products for different forest types.
[1] R. Forkel et al., 2006, Atmospheric Environment, 40, S28-S42.
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AEROSOL-LAND SURFACE FEEDBACKS: RESULTS FROM REGIONAL
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We use a combination of regional climate model simulations (RegCM3), ground-based
observations of climatic variables, and satellite-derived aerosol optical depth to evaluate
the influence of aerosols on land surface processes. Decadal scale climate model (19972008) at 25km resolution are conducted over the continental United States with a suite of
anthropogenic aerosols. Results suggest that the presence of aerosols can modify regional
circulations in the southern Great Plains, likely due to a feedback from regional-scale
aerosol cooling and a modification of the low-level jet. To support the modeling studies,
ground-based observations of the surface temperature and Bowen ratio are evaluated
versus model simulations and satellite-derived aerosol optical depth, and indicate that
reduced sensible heat fluxes occur during times of high aerosol loadings. Additionally,
we find that many of these processes as represented in the model are scale-dependent,
suggesting that finer resolution simulations of aerosol-climate interactions may suggest
changes in regional circulations not simulated by coarser resolution models.

WILL A LARGE-SCALE EXPANSION OF ARCTIC SHRUB EXTENT
INCREASE OR DECREASE PERMAFROST VULNERABILITY TO CLIMATE
CHANGE?
David M. Lawrence and Sean C. Swenson
National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, CO, USA
dlawren@ucar.edu

Several recent studies suggest that shrub amount is increasing across much of the Arctic
[1]. Because shrubs tend to be darker than the surrounding tundra and because shrubs
often protrude above the snowpack, it is thought that an increase in shrub amount will
lower the surface albedo leading to substantial atmospheric heating and a warmer Arctic
climate [2]. The impact of increasing shrub abundance on soil climate is thought to be
more complicated with increased shading of the ground [3] competing against potentially
deeper and more insulating snow drifts [4]. In a recent field manipulation experiment,
Blok et al. [3] demonstrate that shading from shrubs can reduce the active layer thickness
by ~10cm, despite an increase in net radiation, and they argue that increased shrub
abundance may partially offset permafrost degradation due to climate warming. We use
the Community Climate System Model (CCSM4) to evaluate how idealized changes in
shrub abundance could affect both aboveground and belowground climate. Two sets of
experiments are conducted. In the first set of experiments, the Community Land Model
(CLM4), which is the land model used in CCSM4, is forced with observed
meteorological forcing for a present-day and a hypothetical future shrub abundance
scenario (+20% shrub abundance across Arctic tundra). Results from these numerical
experiments are consistent with the field manipulation study of Blok et al. [3] in that in
the high shrub abundance case, though net radiation is higher, active layer thickness is
shallower because the shrubs shade the ground surface.
In a second set of experiments, we couple the land model with the Community
Atmosphere Model (CAM4) and run the same shrub abundance scenarios. In these
simulations, an increase in net radiation in the high shrub abundance case, which peaks
during spring snowmelt season but persists into summer, leads to warmer air
temperatures across the Arctic throughout the spring and summer. This atmospheric
warming heats the soil and deepens the active layer for both tundra and shrub vegetation
types. Taken together, these two sets of experiments imply that though increased shrub
abundance does protect the ground from direct solar radiation (thereby protecting
permafrost), the warmer climate induced by shrub area expansion may dominate, which
implies that large-scale shrub expansion may actually increase rather than decrease
permafrost vulnerability. The impact of snow redistribution will also be considered in a
second set of experiments.
The difference between the impact of shrubs on permafrost in offline land model
experiments (which mimics a field manipulation study) versus coupled land-atmosphere
model experiments emphasizes that results from field manipulation, which are by design
small scale, need to be considered within the context of the larger-scale climate response.
These results also reinforce the need to include a dynamic vegetation component when
modeling permafrost response to climate change.

Figure 1: Difference in soil temperature with depth in the high shrub extent (SHRUB)
versus the low shrub extent (GRASS) experiment for the offline CLM4
experiments (left panel) and the coupled CAM4-CLM4 experiments (right panel).
Data is an average across all high-latitude grid points where Arctic C3 grass plus
boreal shrub fraction is greater than 75%.
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COUPLING THE LAND SURFACE MODEL NOAH WITH THE GENERIC
CROP GROWTH MODEL GECROS
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Weather- and climate simulations depend heavily on an accurate description of the
exchange of water and energy between land surface and atmosphere. In current land
surface models (LSMs) the properties of vegetation and their temporal dynamics during
the season are typically simulated in a strongly simplified way. In the NOAH LSM (Chen
and Dudhia, 2001 [1]), for example, rather than explicitly simulating the seasonal
dynamics of the physiological properties of the land surface, i.e. the vegetation
properties, the Noah LSM is driven by an external satellite-derived map of the green
vegetation fraction (GVF). The GVF, which is defined as the grid-cell fraction for which
midday downward solar insolation is intercepted by the photosynthetically active green
canopy, is the key input variable for partitioning evapotranspiration into direct soil
evaporation and canopy transpiration. Moreover, the minimum stomatal resistance
(Rc,min), which represents the resistance of the vegetation under optimal, unstressed
conditions and which is part of the so-called Jarvis scheme for computing the canopy
resistance, is considered constant. However, it has been shown that Rc,min may vary with
leaf development and soil conditions (Alfieri et al., 2008 [2]) and that site-specific
optimization is generally needed (Ingwersen et al., 2011 [3]). The aim of the present
study is to couple the NOAH LSM with the generic crop growth model (CGM) GECROS
(Yin and van Laar, 2005 [4]) and to elucidate the effect of taking into account the
feedback between vegetation and atmosphere on the simulated exchange of water and
energy between land surface and atmosphere. Among others, the empirical Jarvis scheme
of the NOAH LSM is replaced by the Penman-Monteith equation implemented in
GECROS, in which the canopy resistance is a function of the actual photosynthesis rate.
On the other side, we replace the empirical parameterization of the turbulent exchange
coefficient used in the GECROS CGM by the Monin-Obukhov approach applied in the
NOAH LSM. We will present and discuss our model coupling approach and show first
simulation results. The simulations will be compared with eddy covariance flux
measurements, which were performed on two winter wheat fields in southwest Germany
in 2009 and 2010.
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The southern bracken burning experiment: modelling and monitoring of vegetation
growth from leaf to plot scale
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The infestation of pasture areas by bracken fern in the tropical mountains of Southern
Ecuador stills an unsolved problem [1]. Tropical mountain vegetation is destroyed mostly to
give place to a cultivated C4-grass species (Setaria sphacelata). After recurrent burning of the
pastures, the grass is partly outcompeted by the C3 southern bracken (Pteridium
arachnoideum). Because no information on the growth potential of both species in the Andes
of Ecuador is available, effort has been given to construct a dynamic vegetation model for
investigation on these species, specially at plot scale. This first implementation [1] has been
improved and properly parameterized with field observations on physiological and edaphic
traits. Simulations were carried out and validated following three steps. First, independent
field observations of leaf CO2 assimilation were compared with model simulations for each
species. Second, the one-year simulation using realistic meteorological data and a diagnostic
canopy structure was compared with literature and in situ data on net productivity. Third, new
data on land cover derived by balloon aerial photography and ground measurements has been
used to run and validate the spatial component and the prognostic structure of the model [3].
Regarding the modelling approach, productivity is calculated based on vegetation-atmosphere
interactions and physiological traits in the so called Southern Bracken Competition Model. In
the current stage of the model development, the completion of the respiration and net
photosynthesis modules allowed the simulation of net productivity using proper parameters
and high quality meteorological data (10 minutes time step). The derivation of physiological
parameters required a collaborative effort on data acquisition and analysis. These parameters
(e.g. carboxylation rate, quantum efficiency and leaf area) are necessary to initialize the net
photosynthesis model at leaf and canopy scale. With the completion of the spatial component,
first analysis have been made to evaluate simulations at the plot scale. In addition to that, the
prognostic canopy structure also required further parameterization (e. g. allocation). For
initialization of the vegetation model at plot level, the link between biomass increment and
aerial photography was needed.
Regarding the monitoring, ground measurements and balloon aerial photography have been
executed since 2008 to monitor the experimental plot of 1000 m2 (S 3° 58’ 18’’, W 79° 4’
45’’) covered by the pasture grass and the southern bracken. The vegetation model was
initialized and validated using data of the projective cover derived from the aerial photos. For
this purpose, a processing method for the aerial photos was developed, which included first
the mosaicing of single photos and second the classification into fractional projective cover of
bracken and Setaria pasture. Mosaicing consisted of brightness uniformization, stitching and
rectification, while image classification was carried out using a novel algorithm, which
included methods of object-based classification. Classification results were given in
projective cover, which serve as input and output for the model. In the model the conversion
of biomass to foliage area was determined by foliage-root, or foliage-rhizomes, allocation
ratios. To calculate the projective cover from the foliage area allometric relationships were
used, which in turn were calculated using field observations by transmittance methods and the
classified aerial photos. The experimental plot was monitored after two burning experiments

and the vegetation succession after the second burning experiment (Nov 2009) was chosen for
simulation and validation.
A complete methodology has been developed for modelling of vegetation growth from leaf to
plot scale. Regarding the daily sum of net photosynthesis, less than 5% difference was
observed between simulated and measured values at the leaf level. One-year simulation at the
canopy level using the diagnostic canopy structure and realistic meteorological forcing
pointed out to a slightly higher potential growth of Setaria pasture (5.85 kg per m² per year) in
comparison with bracken (5.5 kg per m² per year). It was also revealed that the decreasing
incoming solar radiation and temperature strongly affects the Setaria pasture, but not bracken
fern. Using the prognostic canopy structure near six months was needed to an almost full
recover (projective cover per unit ground greater than .8) of Setaria pasture and bracken
canopies. Simulations are in good agreement with data, however some observed changes
could not be simulated, specially at plot level. For instance, an initial rapid growth of Setaria
pasture was followed by an aggressive growth and even invasion of pasture areas by bracken
inside the plot. A new scheme is planned to include vegetation competition, as well as the
effect of grazing and bracken treatments. Furthermore simulations including climate
scenarios, as well as a modeling approach in a broader spatial scale are to be implemented,
which require further discussion.
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Global carbonate weathering represents a small carbon flux when compared with biogenic
CO2 fluxes. This is, however, a question of time and space. In ecosystems on carbonaceous
soils, it has been shown that biogenic fluxes are not always dominant. CO2 exchange patterns
have been reported in these regions that cannot be explained by biological processes; such as
disproportionate outgassing during daytime[1-3] or nighttime CO2 uptake[4] during periods
when all vegetation is senescent (see Fig.1) These phenomena have previously been attributed
to carbonate weathering reactions or biocrust activity, but their associated CO2 exchange rates
are considered too small[5, 6].
Here, we report a novel mechanism through which carbonate weathering, exacerbated by
subterranean ventilation, dominates the diel pattern of land-atmosphere CO2 exchange in
areas with carbonate bedrock. When soil CO2 concentrations are rapidly brought into
disequilibrium, as occurs during windy conditions and dry soils, CO2 fluxes associated with
carbonate precipitation or dissolution can exceed those associated with biological activity.
Under these conditions, the biology-based standardized partitioning schemes that are used by
a large community of scientists, are not applicable and gas exchange measurements fail to
reveal any information on the biological activity in these regions.
By incorporating ventilation processes into a mineral weathering model[7], the contribution of
carbonate geochemistry to the synoptic CO2 fluxes on carbonate ecosystems can be evaluated
(see Fig.2).
Because ventilation is restricted to dry periods, and ventilation-driven increases in both
carbonate precipitation and dissolution are largely offsetting, only minor changes in net
carbonate dissolution remain at longer timescales.
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Figures

Fig 1. Measured CO2 effluxes over a Karst ecosystem during a week in August 2009 (dry
season) in Sierra de Gádor (Spain). Plants are in a dormant stage and daytime CO2 effluxes
are due to ventilation.

Fig 2. Modeled diel pattern of calcite precipitation (positive) and dissolution (negative) for
three different scenario’s. The dashed line shows a typical day in the wet season (winter),
when geochemical fluxes are close to zero and thus of marginal importance compared to
biological fluxes. The dotted line shows a typical day in the dry season when ventilation was
not included in the model. The solid line shows the same day in the dry season, but here
ventilation was included in the model. Calcite precipitation and dissolution are now strongly
enhanced by ventilation.
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Introduction
Understanding the interactions between greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and
climate change is crucial in meeting the challenges posed by future global
environmental change. Changing climatic conditions has affected GHG emissions in
recent decades and will continue to effect change in the future. These effects will
feedback to climate and, accordingly, to vegetation. Among other important biogenic
GHGs, N2O and NO have a large impact and will play a crucial role in climate change
over the coming decades. Therefore, simulations of nitrogen emissions are essential
to quantify the impact and investigate interaction between climate change and GHG
emissions. This is the challenge of the NitroEurope project: driving data sets of
climate, soil and management have been assembled for all of Europe and been used
for simulating GHG emission rates on arable land, grasslands and forests. Three
different models (MOBILE-DNDC, DNDC and DailyDayCent), with different relative
complexity, were used, which enables an inter-comparison between the simulation
results. The objective of this work is to quantify nitrogen emissions from forests in
Europe for the period 1971 to 2030 with the process-based model DailyDayCent.
Spatial and temporal simulation results will be discussed.
Model description and simulation approach
DailyDayCent is a terrestrial biochemical model that based on CENTURY and
DAYCENT, two former versions. It is a process based model, which simulates longterm dynamics of carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus and sulphur for different Soil-Plant
systems. Most of the equations and subroutines are based on regressions.
DailyDayCent is one-dimensional, with a single layer for vegetation and various
layers for soil parameters. The model contains a subroutine for simulation of plant
growth with dynamic allocation of carbon among plant components. Plant growth is
controlled by limitations and availability of nutrients, soil water content and
temperature. Species specific parameters control maximum plant growth, C:N ratio of
biomass and phenology.
The aim of this investigation is a spatially distributed simulation of GHG emissions.
Therefore, the model is combined with some pre-processing programs used to derive
spatial distributed data for each NitroEurope Calculation Unit (NCU) input file to run
the model. These pre-processing programs as well as the model are controlled by a
central control unit (Figure 1). Finally, the simulation results are transferred to the
corresponding NCUs.

Fig. 1. Structure of the model approach for spatial simulations with a one-dimensional
model.
Vegetation
The NitroEurope data set contains information of the location of the forest, the
different species present and the carbon in each plant component. For this work the
number of tree species is limited to 5 (oak, pine, spruce, beech and birch). The
carbon values for different plant components can be used for calibration.
Results
The simulation results for nitrogen GHG emissions are presented and compared
spatially and temporally. Nitrogen deposition is shown to be important. The effect of
climate change is simulated for the A1B IPCC scenario, and climate change impacts
will also be discussed. Results will be presented in the context of other European
GHG fluxes (from cropland and grassland) so that the significance of the forest fluxes
can be assessed.

IMPACT OF KB PARAMETERIZATIONS ON THE SIULATED GROSS PRIMARY
PRODUCTIVITY IN CLIMATE DMOEL
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In general, the transfer efficiency between the momentum and scalars in expressed by the
Stanton number, B, kB-1=ln (zom/zoc), where k is the von Karman constant, and zom and zoc are
roughness lengths for momentum and scalars, respectively. Hong et al. (2009) found that
differences of up to 300 mgC m-2 year-1 were seen in the annual gross primary productivity
(GPP) for a forest canopy due to different kB parameterizations using ecosystem model. In
this study, we examine the impact of kB parameterizations on GPP in the climate simulation
using the Met Office Unified Model. Four methods of BR82 (Brustsaert, 1982), KA07
(Kanda et al. 2007), ZI95 (Zilintinkevich 1995), and ZD98 (Zeng and Dickinson 1998) are
selected, which are based on the grouping in Hong et al. (2009). From the preliminary results,
there are 3 PgC m-2 year-1 in the simulated global GPP due different kB parameterizations.
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Fig 1. The simulated global GPP with different kB-1 parameterizations
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Carbon cycle inverse models are capable of inferring land-atmosphere CO2 fluxes by coupling
process based models and observational data in order to retrieve fluxes that are optimized
based on measured CO2 mixing ratios. In landscapes of predominantly smooth topography
inverse models are useful for diagnosing the magnitude and climate sensitivity of different
regional carbon sinks. However, in landscapes of predominately complex topography
inversion model results come with strong caveats for two reasons: 1) Coarse gridding of
model topography (see Figure 1) can lead the model to sample observations at elevations far
above the model surface, and 2) Transport wind fields over smoothed model representations of
mountain regions are not always sufficiently resolved to inform the model about the source
region for assimilated measurements. The uncertainty contributed by incorrect winds and
topography mismatches (e.g., differences between the actual measurement elevation and
model surface on the order of 103 m) is thought to be smaller for higher resolution regional
inversion models [e.g., 1; 4], but these uncertainties are not well constrained for larger scale
inversion systems [e.g., 3], which are one of few ways for determining the relative priority of
regional sinks. In this work we examine the effects on net ecosystem exchange (NEE) for a
global scale inversion system when 1) topography mismatches are ameliorated and 2) subset
observations consistent with model resolution are used rather than subsets based on subjective
knowledge.
Areas of complex terrain with elevations above 750 meters cover a substantial fraction of the
North American continent and there is a need to capture important carbon-cycle changes and
feedbacks using inversion model systems. Our focus in this study is to use an example
inversion model system, CarbonTracker [2; 3], driven by CO2 mixing ratio measurements,
including the RACCOON Network in the United States Mountain West (raccoon.ucar.edu), to
quantify the contribution to NEE from tower elevation mismatches (see Figure 2). In other
simulations we substituted the existing statistical subsetting filter for a new filter designed to
select observations that represent model resolved atmospheric processes, and quantify the
difference in NEE. These results are placed in the context of simulations over the same region
from both inverse and forward models that participated in the North American Carbon
Program Regional-Continental Model Synthesis.
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Figures

Figure 1: East-West terrain cross-section illustrating the mismatch between CarbonTracker’s
model surface and the elevation of three RACCOON sites Hidden Peak (Utah), Storm
Peak, and Niwot Ridge (Colorado) located between 40◦ and 41◦ N. Elevation data was taken
from www.gpsvisualizer.com/profile input.
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Figure 2: One year (2007) of simulated net ecosystem exchange (NEE) monthly means from
CarbonTracker [3] representing a portion of the U.S. Mountain West spanning Colorado, Utah,
Nevada and New Mexico. The control curve represents a CT simulation that assimilated CO2
mixing ratios from 4 towers using their real tower elevations. The elevation adjusted curve
represents a CT simulation where the elevations of the 4 towers are decreased to just the tower
height above the model surface. The difference between the two curves illustrates that model
surface vs. tower elevation mismatch impacts the magnitude of NEE and the timing of NEE
zero-crossing.
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Organic compounds are abundant in atmospheric particulate matter, and a large fraction of
these compounds are of secondary origin [1]. Besides contributing to the total atmospheric
aerosol mass, organic compounds play an important role in growing freshly-formed ultrafine
particles to climatically relevant sizes [2]. To quantify the effect of organic emissions to
climate and air quality, atmospheric large-scale models need to realistically simulate the
distribution of organic compounds in the atmospheric aerosol size spectrum.
Condensation and evaporation to/from aerosol particles can be reproduced with dynamic
models if the thermodynamic and kinetic properties, such as saturation vapour pressures,
vaporization enthalpies and accommodation coefficients of the condensing or evaporating
vapors are known. In this work we investigate the condensational properties of atmospheric
organic compounds, with a special focus on the low-volatile compounds growing the
nucleation-mode aerosol, and discuss the implications of these results for aerosol growth
mechanisms and their representations in atmospheric large-scale models.
By comparing observed growth rates of freshly-nucleated ultrafine aerosol with
condensational growth simulated by an aerosol dynamics box model we find that ambient
sulphuric acid can account for only a minor fraction of ultrafine aerosol growth, the rest being
organics. This observation is consistent with the seasonal pattern of particle growth rates at
e.g. the SMEAR II station in Hyytiälä, Finland, for which growth rates show a maximum in
the summer along with maximal emissions of biogenic organic compounds. We also find that
saturation concentrations of roughly 10-3 g/m3 or less (corresponding to pure component
saturation vapour pressure of the order or 10-8 Pa or less) are needed to explain the observed
growth (see Fig. 1). Consistent results are found when the evaporation of the nucleation mode
aerosol in the heating section of a Volatility-DMPS is modeled with a dynamic evaporation
model and compared to measurement data.
These volatilities are significantly lower than those found in fresh chamber-generated or even
aged atmospheric secondary organic aerosol (SOA) mass, which typically range from
approximately 10-2 to 102 g/m3 (10-7 to 10-3 Pa) [3]. The observed saturation concentrations
are also in the lower end of the corresponding properties of dicarboxylic acids, which are
among the least volatile identified SOA molecules with measured vapor pressures ranging
from 10-8 to 10-3 Pa.

Figure 1. Measured (panel A) and modeled (panels B, C, D) evolution of aerosol size
distribution on April 15th 2007 at the SMEAR II station in Hyytiälä, Finland.
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Rapidly increasing atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2 ) concentrations are altering the Earth’s
climate. The anthropogenic perturbation of the global carbon cycle is expected to induce
feedbacks on future CO2 concentrations and on the climate system. Such feedbacks are highly
uncertain and potentially large. Prediction of these feedbacks using Earth System Models
(ESMs) requires knowledge of mechanisms connecting carbon and nutrients in the biosphere
with the climate system. [1] developed a feedback analysis methodology for separating the
biosphere model responses to climate change, or increasing temperature, from the effects of
rising atmospheric CO2 concentrations. Their analysis of the terrestrial feedbacks from 11
global models showed that the model climate sensitivities varied by a factor of nine while the
model concentration sensitivities varied by a factor 14. Additionally, the models vary by a
factor of almost eight in their gain of the climate-carbon cycle feedback. These results point to
very large uncertainties in the response of biosphere models to climate change and CO2
concentration, and in the overall strength of the feedbacks they predict. However, this model
intercomparison included no comparisons with observational data, the next crucial step
required for reducing feedback uncertainties in ESMs. To reduce these uncertainties,
contemporary observations must be employed to constrain contemporary variability.
A relationship exists between the contemporary amplitude of the annual cycle of CO2 in midto high-latitudes and the temperature sensitivity of the climate-carbon cycle feedback within
models. Feedbacks may be too strong because heterotrophic respiration is too sensitive to
temperature in the model, causing excessive loss of carbon from land during winter and in
mid-summer and canceling out uptake from NPP in mid-summer months. Alternatively, gross
primary production (GPP) may not be sensitive enough to temperature, limiting the model’s
response to spring warming and reducing the mid-summer maximum drawdown. As shown in
Figure 1, initial tests of this hypothesis using the Community Land Model version 4 (CLM4)
with different temperature sensitivities for heterotrophic respiration demonstrate a weakening
of the seasonal cycle at two important GLOBALVIEW-CO2 sampling sites—Barrow, Alaska,
and Mauna Loa, Hawaii—as the temperature sensitivity, Q10 , is increased. Therefore,
contemporary measurements of the annual cycle of CO2 can be used to narrow the range of
model spread and reduce the uncertainty of the temperature feedback, γL = ∆CL /∆Ts , in
biosphere models. As a result, this relationship is being proposed as a metric for model
evaluation in the developing set of diagnostics for the International Land Model
Benchmarking project (ILAMB; http://www.ilamb.org/).
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Figure 1: The annual cycle of CO2 from GLOBALVIEW-CO2 observations modeled with
mean monthly impulse response functions from the TRANSCOM experiment (thick solid line)
for Barrow, Alaska (top row), and Mauna Loa, Hawaii (bottom row). The annual cycle of
CO2 modeled using CLM4 fluxes with the mean monthly impulse response functions from
TRANSCOM (thick dashed line) are shown for Q10 values of 1.5 (left column), 2.0 (center
column), and 3.0 (right column). The thin solid lines surrounding the thick dashed lines show
the CLM4 model fluxes for the extreme ranges of the TRANSCOM model impulse response
functions.
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The triple isotopic composition of O2 in the air depends on photochemical reactions in the
stratosphere, photosynthesis and respiration of the biospheres and isotopic composition of ocean,
atmospheric, soil, and leaf waters. Consequently, stable oxygen isotopes ratios δ17O and δ18O
provide a tracer of the global biosphere productivity over all time and spatial scales, reflecting
environmental conditions in geographical regions and its evolution overtime.
While most of the factors affecting δ17O and δ18O of atmospheric and oceanic O2 have been
extensively studied in recent years, the isotopic fractionation due to marine and terrestrial
biological processes remains under-understood. This study focus on δ17O of leaf water which,
despite being at the basis of all terrestrial photosynthesis, is still poorly constrained.
We implemented the triple oxygen isotopic composition of atmospheric O2 within CLIMBER-2,
an Earth System Model of Intermediate (2.5D) Complexity that includes three main components
of the Earth System: atmosphere, ocean and vegetation, and we assessed the impact of leaf water
enrichment on atmospheric δ17O and δ18O.

Fig 1: Model of intermediate complexity CLIMBER-2 (from Petoukhov et al., 2000)
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In some regions of the Amazon, global biogeophysical models have difficulties to reproduce
measured seasonal patterns of Net Ecosystem Exchange (NEE) of carbon dioxide. The global
process-based biosphere model ORCHIDEE used in this study showed that a standard model
parameterization produces seasonal NEE patterns that are opposite in phase to the eddy flux
data of the tropical evergreen forest at the Tapajós km 67 site (Brazil), like many other global
vegetation models. The current ORCHIDEE scheme fails to adequately model the seasonal
variability of carbon fluxes observed in tropical evergreen forests. ORCHIDEE assumes that
canopy dynamics of evergreen tropical forests show no seasonality, while litter fall data show
a clear seasonality. We therefore need a better description of the mechanisms that drive
tropical forest canopy seasonal photosynthesis dynamics and phenology.
We optimized several key parameters of ORCHIDEE using multiple eddy covariance sites in
Brazil and French Guiana to identify the driving factors of the seasonal variations in CO2 flux
in the tropical forest ecosystem. We are introducing an improved description of leaf
phenology and photosynthesis dynamics in the model. The introduced mechanisms are
validated against in-situ carbon flux measurements, leaf litter biomass data and vegetation
indices (EVI) derived from 10 years of SPOT-VEGETATION satellite data (2000 – 2009).
The improved ORCHIDEE scheme for tropical forests is expected to reduce the uncertainty
on spatial variation of CO2 fluxes in tropical regions and lead to more accurate quantifications
of the potential impact of climate change.

EVALUATION OF THE ISBA-CC MODEL : CARBON FLUXES AND WOODY BIOMASS.
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The terrestrial carbon cycle contains processes that span over multiples time scales : the leaf
photosynthesis reacts to change in environmental conditions within seconds, whereas the carbon
accumulation in the biomass takes hundred of years.
In the recent years, land surface models were refined to describe more precisely the vegetation
compartment of the carbon cycle. “The Greening” of these models usually start with the
introduction of a photosynthesis-dependant stomatal conductance. This allows a more mechanistic
simulation of the canopy conductance, the simulation of carbon fluxes, and a better partition of
latent and heat fluxes. The next step is then to introduce an allocation module that use the carbon
uptake by photosynthesis to describe the growth of the main component of the plant (i.e, leaf, stem
and roots). For longer simulation (>10 years) , it is important to account for the accumulation of
carbon in the soil and in the woody biomass. Different versions of the Météo-France land surface
model (SURFEX) account for these levels of complexity. The ISBA-A-gs version [1, 2]) contains
an explicit module of photosynthesis and of carbon allocation in the green vegetation. The ISBACC version (CC stand for Carbon Cycle) [3] simulates the carbon accumulation in wood and in
the soil organic matter.
We will present evaluation of a revised version of ISBA-CC as part of the modelling platform
SURFEX [4]. The radiative transfer in the canopy has been recently improved in the model, with
1) a more physical description of light interception, 2) the description of the diffuse and direct
component, 3) an explicit calculation of the fraction of absorbed PAR (fAPAR) and of the effective
LAI. These modifications improve the simulation of the photosynthesis and allow a direct
comparison with remote sensing products (for instance : CYCLOPES product [5]).
As part of the GEOLAND2 Land Carbon Core Information Service, the carbon fluxes simulated
by the ISBA-CC model are tested locally over a range of in-situ measurement sites (FLUXNET)
and spatially at high resolution over France . Additionally, we perform a comparison of the
equilibrium woody biomass simulated by the model over Amazonian sites following the
methodology of [6].
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The effect of increased Nitrogen (N) availability on carbon sequestration in European forests is
currently debated (Magnani et al. 2007; Sutton et al. 2008). One likely mechanism is stimulation
of gross primary productivity (GPP) by increased N availability to the leaves (Janssens and
Luyssaert 2009). N utilisation can affect GPP in three ways: N allocation to the canopy, the
vertical N distribution in canopies and physiological stimulation of leaf photosynthesis by
increased N contents. Pilegaard et al. (2011) report an increase in net carbon dioxide uptake over
13 years of observation, that is associated with increasing photsynthetic capacity. We investigate
the hypothesis that this increase is a consequence of increaed N availabilit and use a 3D canopy
photosynthesis modelling study and field data of carbon dioxide fluxes at leaf and at canopy
scale to quantify possilbe effects.
Field measurements of N concentration profiles in a Danish beech forest near Sorø showed a
significant shade modification. Leaves from the shade crown contained much less N per unit area
(< 50% compared to sun crown leaves) and had a lower photosynthetic capacity and dark
respiration, which depended linearly on the leaf N content. Shade modification was related to
average light conditions. Leaf properties were extrapolated to the entire canopy. 3D simulation
of canopy structure, light distribution and photosynthesis yielded carbon dioxide uptake rates
that were comparable to estimations from turbulent CO2 flux measurements. The model was
then used to investigate the effects of different canopy N contents and different vertical
distributions of the leaf N content throughout the canopy. The observed vertical N variation
increased the gross photosynthesis only by ca. 4% compared to a uniform N distribution.
Compared to the averaged net CO2 ecosystem exchange the increase was however important
(~30%). Increasing the N content of the canopy by another 40% increased simulated gross
photosynthesis further. The increase in leaf respiration compensated for the stimulation of
canopy gross photosynthesis and net canopy photosynthesis rates were almost identical to the
simulation of the observed N distribution in the beech canopy. The results of this simulation case
study and published ranges of leaf N contents and physiological parameters will be used to
discuss potential and likely effects of N availability on the variation of GPP across European
beech forests.
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Parameter estimation in a complex land surface model
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Land surface models require a large number of parameters. For instance, the empirical
parameters representing the vegetation in such models depend on plant functional types
(PFT). Each PFT has up to more than twenty physiological parameters resulting in a very high
number of parameters for all plant types. A typical approach to obtain model parameters is via
calibration against observed data. But the high dimensionality of the parameter space of land
surface models and covariances between these parameters is challenging for parameter
estimation strategies. One frequent way to handle covariance is that one of two co-varying
parameters is fixed during the estimation. Neglecting these covariances between model
parameters disregards physical or biological meaning. It was found that the functional
relationship between model parameters is more relevant for modeling purposes than the
estimation of the optimal value of these model parameters (Rosero et al., 2010).
In this study we propose a method to estimate parameters of a land surface model, which not
only reduces the optimization space, but also takes into account the covariance structure
between model parameters. The method includes a principal component analysis of the
parameter covariance matrix. The resulting eigenvalues and eigenvectors are used to generate
parameter sets for the optimization algorithm. New parameter sets are produced only along
the most important eigenvectors. This is different to methods that optimize parameters
directly. It enables less degrees of freedom for the optimization while retaining the complete
covariance structure between the model parameters.
We use the Community Land Model (CLM, rev3.5) from the National Center of Atmospheric
Research, Boulder, CO, and optimize model parameters with respect to observed surface
fluxes of FLUXNET (www.fluxnet.org).
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By using China-FACE (free-air CO2 enrichment) system, the microclimate in rice
canopy and related physiological indices were observed continuously from the
elongation to the maturing stage of rice growth, and the effects of FACE on the rice
canopy evapotranspiration and water use efficiency were studied and simulated with
energy balance analysis．The results showed that using P-M equation to describe the
quantitative relationships of rice leaf stomatal conductance with photosynthetically
active radiation(PAR) and vapour pressure deficit(VPD)could better simulate rice
canopy evapotranspiraton under FACE and ambient conditions. During observation
period, the total water use of rice in FACE plot had a 10mm decrease, compared with
that in control plot. Considering of the 12％ increase of total biomass, the water use
efficiency of rice under FACE condition was increased by 12％.
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An individual-based model for simulating catchment dynamics in secondary forest in
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Forest dynamic models provide important tools for obtaining quantitative information in forest
succession process and to test the hypotheses about forest landscape change responses to various
disturbances. To predict the forest landscape dynamics , this study developed an individual-based
catchment scale forest dynamic model（CFDM）, considering the processes of individual trees such
as establishment, growth, death，regeneration，and the related environmental factors. The
simulation included pretreatment of topographic data, running of modified MTCLIM, and
simulation of forest dynamics. We used this model to simulate a 400-year succession in a
catchment (140hm2) covered by secondary forest in the east of Northeast China. The model
satisfactorily simulated the forest succession history and predicted the future composition. The
dominance of hardwood species in the catchment would be maintained in the absence of Korean
pine (Pinus koraiensis) – the climax species, without climate change or human interference.
Effects of climate change（base on different climate change scenarios）and disturbance scenarios
(logging and artificial planting) were discussed. The study provides a useful tool for understanding
the influence of natural and artificial disturbance regime on forest landscape.
Key words: Disturbance; Forest dynamic model; Forest landscape; Secondary forest
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Fig.1 Dynamics of the percentage of the tree number for each tree species
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Since the 1990s, a series of land cover / land use datasets have been produced in many
countries and regions. Such land datasets were usually interpreted from
high-resolution remote sensing images, including MSS/TM/ETM+, SPOT, QuickBird,
and so on. These datasets were interpreted artificially with computer aids at the first,
and then verified by systematic field reconnaissance. The quality of these datasets is
so good in the aspects of spatial resolution and the classification accuracy. Usually the
map scale supported by these datasets can achieve 1:100,000 or an even better level.
Furthermore, due to the government supports, these datasets are usually updated every
5 or 10 years, and such temporal resolution is suitable for model adjustment and result
validation.
In global and regional climate modeling simulations, the dominant climate models can
tolerate a variety of data with a resolution between 30 km to 2°*2°. Due to the
immense integral operations, the time- and hardware-consumption of climate
simulation will increase exponentially if the spatial resolution of data is too fine,
while the results cannot get more due to the lack of instinct and reasonable
mechanism expression in the fine scale. On the other hand, the underlying surface
input data are usually characterized with potential, theoretic and static feature. For
example, researchers always use the global potential vegetation distribution map or
the traditional national 1:1,000,000 digitized vegetation distribution map in
simulations. The simulation inputted by such underlying surface data generally cannot
updated timely.
So, if we can take full advantage of the long-term land datasets with high spatial and
temporal resolution, and develop an appropriate scaling-up algorithm to convert them
to meet the requirements of climate models, it will bring great benefits to the
simulations. In this case, the climate model is inputted by the historic and real land
cover / land use data instead of theoretical, hypothetical potential vegetation
distribution data, and the simulation can responses to the changes of land cover / land
use types and the related physical characteristics, thereby the accuracy of simulation
results can be greatly improved.
There are some scaling-up methods to convert a fine resolution dataset to a coarse
resolution grid dataset based on different algorithms, such as converting the grid
center, converting the single feature with the largest area within a grid, converting the
features with the largest combined area within a grid, getting a specific within a

sliding window, and so on. Researchers also tried to use some complicated
mathematical methods including geo-statistics and wavelet method. However, these
traditional methods cannot appropriately precede those tiny objects with scattered
distribution pattern (i.e. villages and towns), the thin objects with linear distribution
patter (i.e. rivers and roads), and the ecotone region with complex structure and high
fragmentation (i.e. farming-grazing transforming zone). While some new
mathematical methods may result in excessive time / hardware consumptions and
uncertainty results in the climate model simulations.
Here, the authors proposed a new scaling-up method based on regional area ratio
conservation principle. Such method involves 3 main steps: spatial statistics, type
configuration, and grid allocation. Comparative analysis shows that: the results can
keep the physical geographic laws and spatial distribution patterns, while ensuring
significant objects can also be represented. Here is the sample study in the case study
region of Northern China.

Fig.1 The original land cover / land use
dataset with a 250m grid resolution
derived from 1:10000 vector map

Fig.3 The Scaling-up dataset with a
30km grid resolution using regional area
ratio conservation method

Fig.2 The Scaling-up dataset with a
30km grid resolution using cell-center
representation method

SENSITIVITY IN MODELING THE CUMULATIVE UPTAKE OF OZONE IN VEGETATION
USING THE DYNAMIC VEGETATION MODEL FRAMEWORK LPJ-GUESS
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Even though in some regions air pollution control measures are beginning to take effect,
tropospheric ozone concentrations are still increasing today in many regions as a result of industrial
development and vehicle transport emissions. Ozone is a strongly oxidizing and toxic compound,
produced in a photochemical reaction from nitrogen oxides (NOX) and volatile organic compounds
(VOC) as important precursors. Standardized measurements for ozone pollution are typically based
on the concept of accumulated exposure to ozone above a threshold (AOT); for instance AOT40 is
defined as the integral over time where ozone concentration exceeds the threshold 40ppb.
Ozone is also a pollutant for vegetation and reduces crop yield and forest growth. It has been
shown that the uptake can reduce plant relative growth rates by as much as 10-20% in field
measurements1,2. Ozone enters plants through the stomata in the leaves. In models of plant-ozone
interactions, an ozone flux response relationship is being related to the net photosynthesis, with
stomata opening determining the net flux of ozone to the inside of the leaf and net photosynthesis
linearly reduced by the amount of ozone thus accumulated. Applying this concept in a global model
experiment, Sitch et al. have shown that the detrimental effects of increased tropospheric ozone
concentration significantly suppress the global land carbon sink3. They suggested that the indirect
radiative forcing from the CO2 thus remaining in the atmosphere could contribute more to global
warming than the direct radiative forcing due to increased tropospheric ozone concentration.
In this work we adopt the approached of Sitch et al. for the dynamic vegetation model framework
LPJ-GUESS4 to simulate vegetation growth and to study the effect of ozone accumulation which
reduces the net photosynthesis. The study will specifically look at the effect of changing the
threshold for the damaging ozone flux that affects the net photosynthesis. We will test whether the
parameterization proposed by Sitch et al. yields similar carbon cycle responses when used in a
different vegetation model. Making use of the gap-model features of LPJ-GUESS, we specifically
concentrate on the potential effects O3 toxicity has on the structural components of forest
ecosystems, and on indirect effects this may have on exchanges of other trace gases (i.e., BVOC).
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Taiga in the boreal zone plays important and sensitive roles in global and regional water–energy–carbon
(WEC) cycles and in the climate system. Recent in situ observations (e.g., Ohta et al., 2001[1], 2006[2];
Sugimoto et al., 2002[3]) suggested that the Larch-dominated taiga is strongly coupled with the permafrost
underneath the taiga forest through the seasonal and interannual variations of WEC processes. In other
words, the taiga (represented by larch trees) and the permafrost may behave as a coupled eco-climate
system across a broad boreal zone of Siberia as shown in Fig.1. However, neither field-based
observations nor modelling experiments have clarified the synthesized dynamics of this system. Here,
using a new dynamic vegetation model (DVM) coupled with a permafrost model, we reveal the
interactive processes between taiga and permafrost in east Siberia. The model demonstrates that under the
present climate condition , larch trees help control the seasonal melting of permafrost, which in turn
provides sufficient water to the larch trees. Without permafrost processes, larch may not survive and may
be replaced by a dominance of pine and other species that can tolerate drier hydro-climatic conditions.
Forest fires also play a role in preserving the taiga larch forest. Climate warming sensitivity experiments
involving increased air temperature has also shown that this coupled system would no more be
maintained under the warming of about 2°C or more as shown in Fig. 2. Under this condition, larch forest
will be replaced by sub-boreal forests (e.g., dark conifer and other deciduous species) , and the forest
would be decoupled with the permafrost processes, with decreasing of the total biomass. This study thus
suggests that future global warming could drastically alter the taiga–permafrost coupled system, with
associated changes of WEC processes and feedback to climate. These results will appear as a coming
paper of Zhang et al. (2011)[4].
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Figure 1:
Schematic diagram of feedbacks of soil, vegetation and fire in the Siberian taiga–permafrost
system considered in this study (right-side diagram); spatial distribution of larch taiga (left-bottom figure, red
area) and boundary of permafrost (left-bottom figure, dashed line & blue line); location (left-bottom figure,
green star) and climate of Yakutsk (left-top figure). In the schematic diagram: arrows show force directions
between each factor. ‘+’ (‘-‘) means the following the forces direction, there is a positive (negative)
correlation between two factors, and ‘±’ means the correlation is still not clear. The thicker arrows indicate the
processes which were better considered in the model simulation. Dashed arrow indicates the process which is
not considered in this study. The words beside each arrow indicate the variables that control such process.

Figure 2: Above-ground total biomass (with fractional components of major species) for CNTLrun (left bar)
and NP run (right bar) simulated under five different climate conditions. Five bar groups represent those (from
left to right) for the present climate condition; for temperature conditions of +1.℃(above the present); +2℃;
+4℃, and + 4℃ plus precipitation +20% (above the present). The name of each experiment was shown on
the top of the bar. Two Dashed lines in the upper part show changes of summer (JJA) mean soil water for
CNTL run (square marks) and NP run (diamond marks), respectively. Note the changes of major species
contributing to the total biomass under the different climate conditions.

